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Overview of argument

1.

The Peace Valley Environment Association (PVEA) is a non-profit organization
formed to advocate for the protection of the Peace River valley. The volunteer
members and directors of the PVEA have invested substantial time and
resources in this hearing. They have attended hearing sessions, made
presentations, set aside work and family commitments and spent their own
funds, all to appear before this Panel and make their voices heard. They have
done this for one simple reason: because they love the Peace River valley, and
believe it is in the interests of all British Columbians that it survive intact for
future generations to enjoy.

2.

Amidst the thousands of pages and hours of presentations this Panel has
received, there are a few facts that stand out. One is that the Peace River valley
is a uniquely beautiful place that is deeply cherished by those who live in and
around it. The Panel has seen the photos of wildlife and the timelessly
beautiful valley landscapes, and the Panel has heard from Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal communities alike of their deep, enduring connections to the valley,
of how it continues to support and nourish their families, communities and
spirits as so much of the surrounding landscape is lost to industrial
development. Another is that the Peace River valley contains a uniquely
valuable resource: prime, highly productive agricultural land capable of
supporting families, the regional economy and food security for all British
Columbians far into the future. These are the values threatened by this Project,
and these are the values the PVEA seeks to protect.

3.

The PVEA’s message to this Panel is, at its core, a simple one. The Peace River
valley is an irreplaceable natural asset. There is only one Peace River valley,
and its soils, habitat and beauty can never be regained once it has been
dammed and flooded. Such a loss should only be incurred if it is demonstrably
clear that the larger public good will be served by that loss – if, in plain terms,
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it is absolutely necessary to do so. And the PVEA submits that BC Hydro has
failed to meet that test. By any objective measure, the Site C dam is not
needed, and is not the most cost-effective and least environmentally damaging
means of meeting BC’s future energy needs.
4.

The PVEA submits that the Panel must look closely at the justification for this
Project, and examine the assumptions and leaps of logic that have been made
to arrive at the result of Site C and the flooding of the Peace River valley. The
case for Site C is not based on objective, transparently applied utilities
planning principles or credible environmental criteria. Rather, it is driven by
artificially narrow, even arbitrary, interpretations of ill-defined government
policies, fueled by the assumption that another big dam will ultimately be for
the good of BC. The PVEA submits that this is not enough. A series of
unexamined assumptions and questionable interpretations of vague policy
objectives falls short of the compelling evidence that is required to justify the
loss of this irreplaceable natural asset.

5.

The PVEA therefore asks this Panel to conclude that BC Hydro has not
demonstrated that the impacts of this Project are justified in the
circumstances. Specifically, the PVEA ask this Panel to accept BC Hydro’s
conclusions regarding significant residual adverse effects to the valued eco-
system components identified in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS),
and to add to that list the significant residual adverse effect to agricultural soils
and productivity. And the PVEA asks this Panel to then take a close look at the
evidence of need, and to conclude that these significant residual adverse
impacts cannot be justified in light of the technically and economically feasible
alternatives to the Project.

6.

The points the PVEA will address in support of that position are as follows:
A. The Panel’s mandate and task.
1. The Panel’s role is to support informed decision-making.
4

2. The Panel’s report must support the governments’ assessment of
whether the Project’s impacts are justified.
B. The evidence of significant residual adverse effects.
C. The significant adverse effects cannot be justified in the
circumstances.
1. The need for and purpose of the Project.
2. The demand forecast fails to adequately address the effect of rate
increases on demand.
3. Site C is not the preferred means of meeting future load growth.
4. Building Site C is not a “benefit” if it is not needed.
D. Conclusion

A.

The Panel’s mandate and task

7. The Panel’s mandate is established through the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012), the BC Environmental Assessment Act (BC EA),
and the Amended Agreement to Conduct a Cooperative Environmental
Assessment of the Site C Energy Project (the Joint EA Agreement) with attached
Joint Review Panel Terms of Reference (TOR). The PVEA emphasizes two points
arising from those documents that are of particular relevance to the report-
writing stage of the Panel’s process.

1. The Panel’s role is to support informed policy decisions
8.

The Federal and Provincial Ministers will make the final decision on this
Project, not the Panel. The Panel’s role, in general terms, is to support that
decision-making process by providing the Ministers with a report that gives a
thorough and complete assessment of the Project’s impacts, and the evidence
to justify those impacts. It will then be up to the Ministers to determine where
5

the public interest lies, having regard to their respective government’s
jurisdictions, policies and interests.
9.

This distinction between the policy based decision-making of the Ministers,
and the fact-finding and evidence based function of the Panel, bears on a
question that re-occurred throughout the hearing: can the Panel consider and
discuss aspects of government policy – in particular, BC’s Clean Energy Act
(CEA) and related policies - that affect, and limit, the best available options for
meeting future energy demand in BC. The Chair in particular expressed the
view that the Panel could not “go behind” or re-examine such decisions.

10. The PVEA suggests that the matter requires a more nuanced approach. The
fundamental purpose of this process is to provide both Federal and Provincial
decision-makers with the best available information on which to base their
determination of what is in the public interest. The jurisdictions, interests and
policies of the two governments are not identical, and it should not be assumed
that a policy developed in BC is known to, or accepted by, Federal authorities
insofar as that policy may have implications for areas of federal responsibility.
An issue that may be settled in the Cabinet offices of Victoria may not have
even been discussed yet in Ottawa.
11. The PVEA suggests that the Panel’s guiding objective in preparing its report
should be to ensure both governments have as complete a record as possible of
the implications of the Site C Project, including an evaluation of all technically
and economically viable alternatives to the Project. This information will have
particular relevance to the governments’ weighing of whether the Project’s
impacts are justified. If this information is not made available through the
Panel’s report, both levels of government will lack the full scope of information
required to support an informed policy decision on the central issue of
justification.
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12. It was suggested at the hearing that the TOR limit the Panel’s ability to
consider policy issues. The TOR, however, are silent on this point, as is the
legislation. To the extent the TOR indicate a limit on the scope of the Panel’s
authority to consider alternatives to the Project, it may be implied that the
Panel is restricted to considering alternatives that are “technically and
economically feasible”. This limit is stated to apply to “alternative means”, not
“alternatives to”, (TOR s. 2.2, fourth bullet); however, it makes sense that any
consideration of alternatives should stay within the realm of the feasible.
Within that limit, however, there is nothing in the TOR to indicate that the
Panel is prohibited from considering evidence of all technically and
economically feasible alternatives.
13. A 2008 decision of the Federal Court supports the view that the Panel’s focus
should be on ensuring a complete factual, science-based record to support
informed policy decisions. In Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v.
Attorney General of Canada, 2008 FC 302, the applicant PIAD challenged the
legality of a Joint Review Panel (JRP) report prepared in relation to the Kearl
Oil Sands Project on the basis, in part, that the JRP failed to adequately assess
the environmental effect of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the project,
which were proposed to be managed on an emissions-intensity basis. The
proponent, in response, argued that the question of GHG mitigation was a
matter of policy that should be left to government, not the Panel.1
14. In finding in PIAD’s favour on this point, the Court described the JRP’s role in
that case in much the same terms as set out above. It is not for the JRP to make
the policy decisions, the Court acknowledged. However, it is important that
the JRP conduct a “science and fact-based assessment” of the project so that
government can make those policy decisions in an informed way. Otherwise,
the Court stated, “in the absence of this fact-based approach, the political

1 Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v AG Canada, 2008 FC 302, paras. 70-80.
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determinations made by final decision-makers are left to occur in a vacuum.”2
(emphasis added).
15. The Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development decision supports the view
that the paramount function of this Panel’s report is to provide the decision-
makers with all relevant, fact-based information, even where that information
may touch on areas of government policy. Environmental assessment is
fundamentally about making the best decisions possible. Artificially limiting
the information provided to the governments, due to perceived policy
limitations imposed by one level of government, risks exactly the kind of
poorly informed policy decisions that environmental assessment is designed to
avoid.
16. This is not to suggest that the Panel can ignore the law as set out in the CEA
and related regulations. But the Panel is not required to turn a blind eye to
viable, cost-effective options that would obviate the need to destroy the Peace
River valley, and may point out those options for the governments to consider.
In doing so, the Panel is not exceeding its mandate; rather, it is doing its job,
which is to give the Ministers the best information possible on which to assess
where their respective government’s interests lie.
17. This issue will be explored further below under the discussion of alternatives
to the Project.

2. The Panel’s report must support the governments’ assessment of
whether the Project’s impacts are justified
18. A second important aspect of this Panel’s report is that the evidence
concerning the need for and, by extension, alternatives to the Project is of
central importance. The evidence before this Panel establishes that the Project

2 Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v AG Canada, 2008 FC 302, para 72.
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will cause significant adverse environmental effects, even after
implementation of mitigation measures, on a number of valued ecosystem
components within both Federal and Provincial jurisdiction (addressed
below). Given this, both governments will be required to weigh whether those
impacts are justified in the circumstances, based on the information provided
by the Panel. This assessment will of necessity require a close examination of,
among other issues, the need for and alternatives to the Project.
19. Justification is a central element of the assessment scheme established under
CEAA 2012. In the context of a review panel, the Act provides at s. 52 that, if
the Minister of Environment concludes, on the basis of the Panel’s report, that
the Project will cause significant adverse environmental effects, the Minister
must refer the matter of “whether those effects are justified in the
circumstances” to Federal Cabinet. To support this decision-making, section
3.14 of the TOR requires the Panel to include within its report “information
with respect to the justifiability of any significant adverse effects”.
20. The scheme under the BC EA is less explicit, but the practice is the same.
Where an environmental assessment identifies significant residual adverse
effects, the Provincial Ministers, supported by the report from the EAO, must
decide whether those effects are justified in the circumstances. In the
Prosperity Gold-Copper Assessment Report (December 17, 2009), the EAO
concluded that the proposed mine would have significant adverse residual
effects. It accordingly provided the Ministers with information to determine
whether those impacts were justified, taking into account five criteria:


the number, type and extent of significant adverse effects;



whether alternatives exist that would not result in significant adverse
effects;



the economic benefits to be provided by the Project, and the extent to
which those who would otherwise be adversely affected by the
Project may benefit from it;
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the degree to which the proposed project would contribute to
community economic development; and



the allocation of the costs and benefits of the proposed project
between present and future generations.3

21. Obviously the Panel must approach its assessment of every issue within its
mandate with equal care and attention. However, the PVEA submits that the
assessment of the Site C dam is somewhat unique, in that the Panel’s analysis
will begin from the starting point – as identified by BC Hydro in the EIS – that
building the dam will cause unavoidable significant residual adverse impacts.
This will require the Federal and Provincial decision-makers to grapple with
the question of whether those impacts are justified, which in turn entails a
close and careful consideration of, among other things, BC Hydro’s position
that Site C is the best option for meeting projected increases in energy demand.
That process will be best served by a thorough, in-depth review of the case for
need, both in general terms and in terms of this specific Project as compared to
alternatives.

B.

The Project will cause significant residual adverse effects

22. The EIS concludes that the Project will cause significant residual adverse
effects, after mitigation and compensation, on a number of valued components
(VCs). This conclusion, which the PVEA endorses, is important, as it requires
the Panel to weigh whether these admittedly significant residual impacts can
be justified in the circumstances. The PVEA’s submissions in this section will
briefly summarize the evidence concerning significant residual impacts
identified by BC Hydro and then turn to the issue of the Project’s impacts on
agricultural lands and productivity. In sum, it is the PVEA’s position that the
Environmental Assessment Office BC, ‘Prosperity Gold-Copper Project: Assessment Report’
Environmental Assessment Office BC, online: The Province of British Columbia
http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/epic/documents/p6/d31889/1263503323535_111bf55585d2ae61
68f90be26d049256ece101a1db1b1077333129c863464809.pdf.
3
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Project’s impacts to agriculture are significant, and that those impacts cannot,
as BC Hydro claims, be mitigated so as to render them insignificant.

1. Significant Residual Adverse Effects Identified in the EIS
23. The EIS establishes a baseline of conclusions regarding significant adverse
impacts to VCs that, the PVEA submits, should be accepted by this Panel as a
starting point for assessing the Project’s impacts. For example, the EIS predicts
that the Project would have a significant adverse effect on the fish and fish
habitat VC as a result of the potential for the loss of indigenous fish populations
or groups due to loss of river habitat, reduced fish health and survival and
hindered fish movement.4
24. It also concludes that habitat alteration and fragmentation, which would
threaten the sustainability of regional at-risk populations of bird species listed
under SARA and provincially, would result in significant residual effects to the
wildlife VC.5 Habitat alteration and fragmentation would likely also result in
significant cumulative effects on the habitat of key indicator wildlife species.6
25. The Project is also likely to result in a significant residual adverse effect on
vegetation and ecological communities due to the alteration and fragmentation
of habitat for terrestrial ecosystems and rare plants. Specifically, blue-listed
riparian forests, rare and sensitive ecosystems such as tufa seeps, wetlands
and rare plant occurrences would be lost.7 Due to overlap with future projects
and activities and the fact that the future loss of rare plants and sensitive

4

EIS Vol 2, CEAR # 421, s 12 at 12-94.

5 EIS Vol 2, CEAR # 421, s 14.5.3 at 14-87 – 14-88.
6
7

EIS Vol 2, CEAR # 421, s 14.6.5 at 14-101.
EIS Vol 2, CEAR # 421, ss 13.4.1 at 13-34 and 13.5.4 - 13.5.5 at 13-48.
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ecosystems is expected to further elevate provincial or federal listings,
significant cumulative effects on the VC are also likely.8
26. The EIS further concludes that the Project would result in a significant residual
adverse effect on certain current uses of lands and resources for traditional
purposes by Aboriginal groups.9
27. Finally, the change in GHG emissions from the Project combined with existing
and planned future projects would result in significant cumulative effects on
global climate change.10
28. It is important to note that many of the significant residual adverse effects
directly affect, or fall within, areas of Federal jurisdiction. Impacts to fish and
fish habitat clearly fall within Federal jurisdiction, as do impacts to Aboriginal
rights and Treaty rights. Impacts to vegetation and wildlife also engage
Federal heads of authority, insofar as they relate to species subject to the
Federal Species at Risk Act, while the GHG contributions from the Project affect
Canada’s international climate change obligations and developing GHG
emissions regulations. Canada will therefore have to consider whether these
effects are justified in the circumstances, which reinforces the need for the
Panel’s report to provide Federal decision-makers with a full assessment of
Project need and alternatives based on all relevant evidence.

2. Impacts on Agriculture
29. The Project would have significant effects and cumulative effects on
agriculture that are far greater than acknowledged in the EIS and which would
not be mitigated. The conclusion in the EIS that the Project’s residual net effect
on agriculture would not be significant is not valid.
8 EIS

Vol 2, CEAR # 421, ss.
EIS Vol 2, CEAR # 421, s 19 at 19-105 and Table 19.15.
10 EIS Vol 2, CEAR # 421, s 15.5.2 at 15-25.
9
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30. First, the EIS underestimates the significance of the Project’s impacts on
agriculture as a result of its reliance on inadequate or false baseline data, faulty
and unreliable methodology, unsupportable assumptions and a narrow
understanding of the context.
31. Second, it seriously overestimates the adequacy and appropriateness of the
proposed mitigation and compensation measures. Not only are the proposed
measures technically inadequate, they do not meet the criteria for “mitigation
measures” as defined in CEAA 2012 and the case law. The PVEA accordingly
submits that the Panel cannot accept or give any meaningful weight to the
mitigation measures identified by BC Hydro, and should conclude that the
impacts to agricultural lands and productivity would be significant.
a) BC Hydro has underestimated the significance of impacts on
agriculture
i. Baseline inadequate
32. The EIS relies on an impoverished baseline that severely understates the value
and productivity potential of the agricultural lands that the Project would
destroy or impact. The data contains gaps, assumptions and interpretations
that diminish the ability of the EIS to accurately define the impacts of the
Project on agriculture.11 It downplays the significance of the high quality
alluvial soils, unique microclimate and high yields within the Peace River
valley, ignores the 55-year long legacy that the flood reserve has left on the
agricultural community, disregards the loss of and impacts to a vast majority of
the agricultural lands that will be impacted and overly narrowly construes the
social, economic and political context.
33. As a result, not only is the assessment unreliable, but it severely downplays the
significance of the effects this Project would have on agriculture. The PVEA
11 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 7.
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submits that if the EIS were to give full credit to those factors and to the many
members of the agricultural community who came out to speak to the Panel
about the invaluable asset that the Peace River valley is for British Columbians,
it could only draw one conclusion: that this Project would have unacceptably
high impacts and risks that far exceeds any benefit it would bring.
Microclimate and alluvial soils
34. The Peace River valley is almost entirely comprised of well drained sandy or
silt loam soils capable of producing a wide variety of crops.12 As Ms. Wolterson
told the Panel, the significance of these high value alluvial soils is increased by
their combination with their accessibility and the unique Peace River valley
microclimate. The high-capability lands that would be destroyed by the Project
are valued not only for their soils, but because of the east-west orientation that
increases the amount of growing days available to farmers compared to in the
uplands and the fact that the lands are highly accessible.13 As Ms. Holm stated
in her report, “[b]lessed by the only Class 1 climate north of Prince George, the
fertile alluvial soils of the Peace River Valley receive both a crop range and
productivity bonus from this unique microclimate.”14
35. The EIS fails to capture the significance of the unique alluvial soils and
microclimate in the Peace River valley, as well as the value of their unique
combination. As a result, the EIS severely underestimates the value of the lands
that would be impacted or lost due to the Project.
36. Ms. Wolterson asserts that the comparison in the updated Technical Memo –
Agriculture, Table 3 between improved capability class lands in the Project
Activity Zone (PAZ), the Peace River valley as a whole, the Peace Agricultural

12 EIS

Vol 3 Appendix D, CEAR # 421 at 3.

13 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at

72.
to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture (Economic), CEAR
#2041 at 2.
14 Wendy Holm, Submission
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Region and the province “cannot be confidently made and should not be used
in calculating impact.”15
37. The agricultural land capability classification system is a standardized system
for assessing the agricultural capability of lands. Lands are classified according
to their capability, with Class 1 applying to lands capable of producing an
unlimited range of common crops and Class 7 lands having no capability for
soil-bound agriculture.16
38. Lands may be limited by one or more factors, such as moisture deficiency,
adverse climate or fertility. Some of those limitations can be improved (e.g.,
moisture), whereas others cannot (e.g., climate). Improved lands may “bump
up” a classification; for example, Class 2 lands limited by moisture
(represented by the letter “A”) that are improved would become Class 1 lands.
Class 1 and 7 lands cannot be improved at all.17
39. Only the ratings in Table 3 for the lands in the valley have been validated by
fieldwork; the other areas were updated from unimproved capability
information that was adjusted for the updated improved ratings within the
PAZ.18 As Ms. Wolterson notes, adjusting based on the improved ratings within
the PAZ assumes that equivalent improvements as described for PAZ lands can
be expected for equivalent lands elsewhere. However, an improvement may be
appropriate for a limitation in lands in the valley that would not be appropriate
for equivalent lands elsewhere. Thus, the assumption cannot be reliably made

15 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 10; BC Hydro, Response to Peace Valley
Environment Association (CEAR #2041), CEAR #2279, Table 2.
16 EIS Vol 3, s 20.2.2.1.1, CEAR # 421 at 20-8 – 20-9.
17 EIS Vol 3 Appendix D, CEAR # 421 at 8.
18 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 10; Technical Memo – Agriculture (June 4,
2013), CEAR #1440 at 4.
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and the data in Table 3 is of questionable validity.19 BC Hydro does not directly
address these concerns in its response of December 24, 2013.
40. As Ms. Wolterson’s report states, “[t]here is no disagreement amongst
agricultural professionals, farmers, residents and most climate analysts on two
fundamental points: temperatures during the growing season are higher and
the season is longer in the PRV than in the uplands.”20 This conclusion is
supported by Ms. Wolterson’s field work:21
a. Blaine and Maryann Meek, who farm Wilder Flats 11 km upstream of
the dam, stated that spring seeding typically occurs 10-14 days earlier
than in the uplands;
b. Mr. and Mrs. Peck, who farm near Farrell Creek, stated that grass on
the hillsides greens up earlier and stays greener longer than on the
uplands;
c. Randy Hadland said there is excellent spring moisture in the Valley,
which is key to good germination, an early start on good crop
production and increases yield.
d. Mr. and Mrs. Steiner produce marketable corn two weeks earlier than
their relatives in Salmon Arm.
41. In her field work, Ms. Holm learned from third-generation valley farmer Ron
Friesen that despite variability in the soils on the Shaftesbury flats and
Dunvegan, the microclimate helps market growers experience a similar range
and productivity as growers with high quality soils.22
42. The evidence from Peace River Valley farmers further corroborates Ms.
Wolterson’s opinion. Charles and May Steiner told the Panel that the soil in the

19 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 10.
20 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 8.
21 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 75-76, 81.
22 Wendy Holm, Submission to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture (Economic), CEAR
#2041 at 4.
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valley is lighter, siltier and warms up better in spring. As a result, planting can
be done earlier and although it often rains, there is better drainage. They
confirmed that the seasons are longer and heat units higher in the valley and
said that it is typically 5 degrees warmer in the valley bottom than on upper
lands, which makes a significant difference for crops.23
43. Maryann Meek, a farmer who farms lands in the PAZ and impact lines as well
as in the uplands, described her experience farming the Valley lands as
follows:24
Agricultural land is a precious resource in BC. The high quality of land in
the valley with its climate and fertile soil and aquifers makes it even more
precious. We farm at Bear Flats both on the river flats and on the uplands.
It is our experience that we can get on the river flats two to three weeks
earlier than we can on the uplands. That gives us about 140 frost-free
days, where up top we may only have 100 frost-free days.
I have an orchard down in the valley of about 50 trees. There are four
species of apples, two species of plums and ten cherry trees. Two years
ago, I had about 150 pounds of apples from this orchard. The potential for
fruit is fantastic, and I would never be able to grow these where we live at
Wilder Creek where I have -- lucky to have 90 frost-free days. I've quit
growing beans. I cannot even grow tomatoes where we live, but in the
Valley we can grow watermelon on that class 1 soil. Soil is our greatest
resource, and if flooded, it is gone forever.
44. BC Hydro’s climate model, however, tells a much different story. The EIS
concludes, relying on only one year of collected data along with climate
modeling, that the growing season in the valley is 5-7 weeks shorter than at
the Fort St. John airport in the uplands and that the growing degree-days are
approximately equivalent.25

23 Final (Certified) Hearing

Transcript Vol 4: December 12, 2013, CEAR # 2121 at 201.
2154 at 189-90.
25 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 8. As Ms. Wolterson explained, the frost-
free period is the length of the growing season while growing degree-days reflect the amount of heat
during that season: Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 73.
24 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 6: December 13, 2013, CEAR #
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45. As BC Hydro’s consultants acknowledge, the limited number of stations and
short duration of the study limit the reliability of the model.26 Moreover, the
recalculated climate capability parameters in the EIS “are inconsistent with all
past climate studies, theories about the effects of valley configuration on
climate properties, and local experience.”27 For these reasons, the data is
unreliable and fails to adequately describe the climactic conditions that make
the Peace River valley such a regionally unique, irreplaceable agricultural
asset.
46. The land capability mapping in the EIS reflects that unreliable and highly
questionable data, showing that many of the lands in the valley have climate
limitations that cannot be improved.28 But for those limitations, the lands
would be classified higher (e.g., but for the climate limitation on Class 2C lands,
the lands would be classified as Class 1).
47. The failure to recognize the important role that the microclimate plays in the
productive potential of the Peace River Valley results in a failure to recognize
the agricultural potential of the alluvial soils that would be lost.
Yields
48. The EIS further fails to recognize the higher yields in the Peace River valley
lands than on similar soils in southern regions or on the uplands. As Ms.
Wolterson explained, yields on similar soils in the western prairies rise from
south to north and east to west.29 Her field work and research confirms this
theory. For example, Blaine Meek, who farms two benches in the Valley, grew
82 bushels of canola per acre in 2011 and between 78 and 82 bushels per acre

26

EIS Vol 2 Appendix K, CEAR # 421 at 40, 148-49.

27 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 9.
28 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, Figure 20-02 (esp Maps 11-14).
29 EvEco Consultants Ltd., “Site C Clean Energy Project EIS for Agriculture: Baseline and Effects
Assessment” (Presentation), CEAR #2481, slide 14; Testimony of Ms. Eveline Wolterson, Final
(Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 78-79.
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of wheat in 2013, compared with 67 and 66 bushels in the uplands. Larry
Peterson, who farmed in the alluvial Bear Flats soils, stated that he typically
grew yields of 13.6 tonnes per acre of potatoes, compared to an average yield
of 10.2 tonnes in the lower Fraser Valley. 30
49. Ms. Holm explains the significance of the microclimate as follows:31
Because of its unique, class one micro-climate, the fertile alluvial soils of
BC’s Peace River Valley receive both a productivity and a range of crops
bonus. This means they can easily produce many of the vegetable crops
grown in the Fraser Valley and imported from California and Mexico...
50. Maryann Meek described her yields from the lands in the PAZ and impact lines
as follows:
This land has produced high-yielding crops with the highest protein
wheat of anywhere in the Peace country. We have 80 bushel to the acre
wheat on this property with protein as high as 15.7 percent. The average
is 10 to 12 percent. The protein content of the wheat is where we always
come ahead as you get a premium for higher protein. The higher the
protein, the better the flour for bread and pastas. The river flats with the
class 1 soil and climate gives us this high protein. …
Forage is always in our rotation of crops, and in our experience of
growing alfalfa for seed, we have noticed that the farther down the river
we went, the better the yield was on our alfalfa. We have had areas that
went as high as 600 pounds to the acre with 250 to 350 pounds per acre
being the average.32
51. Ms. Meek concluded that: “It is no doubt that the unique class 1 soil and climate
conditions provide some of the best growing areas in the Peace with the
highest yields and grades in the region, if not BC or Canada. This cannot be

30 EvEco Consultants Ltd., “Site C Clean Energy Project EIS for Agriculture: Baseline and

Effects
Assessment” (Presentation), CEAR #2481, slides 15-17; Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20:
January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 79-80.
31 Wendy Holm, Submission to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture (Economic), CEAR
#2041 at 9.
32 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 6: December 13, 2013, CEAR # 2154 at 188-89.
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mitigated or replaced by BC Hydro or anyone else.”33 The PVEA submits that
this conclusion, which is not reflected in the EIS, is fully supported by the
evidence before the Panel.
Flood reserve
52. BC Hydro also underestimates the effect that the 1957 flood reserve has had on
agriculture. Ms. Wolterson’s report states that, based on interviews with
farmers and other residents, this flood reserve has significantly negatively
impacted the socio-psychological culture of farming within the valley. She
explains the effect of the flood reserve as follows:34
They have witnessed the lingering impacts of past dam projects, watched
BC hydro purchase properties that farmers are reluctant to invest in, and
are themselves reluctant to improve their remaining properties because
of the “shadow of the dam”. There is little incentive to invest in lands that
may be expropriated, fragmented, or restricted in use. That is why much
of the valley land is in forage and pasture; it retains current and future
agricultural potential without significant investment.
53. In her presentation, Ms. Wolterson explained that the flood reserve sets a
“productivity standard” that does not reflect the potential productivity of the
lands. As she explained, “[i]f you rent a house, you’ll paint it, but if you rent a
house, you won’t fix the bathroom. It’s as simple as that.”35
54. The Panel heard from residents and farmers how the “shadow of the dam” has
impacted agricultural decision-making within the PAZ. For example, the
Pedersens told how it has impacted how they use their land. As Mr. Pedersen
said: 36

33 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 6: December 13, 2013, CEAR #

2154 at 190-91.

34 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 16.
35 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 82.
36 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 4: December 12, 2013, CEAR # 2121 at 75; Presentation by
Poul and Esther Pedersen, CEAR #2130, slides 2-5.
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After Hydro announced the revitalization of their plans to build Site C, we
have put off a lot of what I would call future improvements that we want
to do to our property, because even though we could have gone ahead
with it, with this cloud hanging over us, we didn’t want to pour a whole
bunch of heart and soul and money into something that’s going to end up
being taken away or bought out.
55. While in its response to Ms. Holm’s report BC Hydro speculates that a number
of other contributing factors may help explain why agricultural production has
not become more prevalent in the valley,37 it has not offered any conclusive, or
even convincing, evidence to refute the experiences of local farmers and
residents. Moreover, BC Hydro’s response fails to mention that it owns the
downstream lands used to compare against the lands within the flood reserve.
Its comparison was not controlled for this variable. As land tenure affects
investment in and use of agricultural lands, this difference in tenure renders
BC Hydro’s conclusions regarding cropping patterns and vegetable production
unreliable.
56. As a result of the prejudice to farm decision-making that the flood reserve has
had, Ms. Holm states that current land use does not reflect the agro-economic
potential of the land.38
ii. Loss of and impacts to lands are understated
Utility ratings discount the significance of effects
57. An estimated 6,469 ha of class 1-7 agricultural lands would be lost due to
inundation and other Project components.39 However, when considering the
significance of the Project’s effects on agriculture, BC Hydro only considered
the loss of 1,666 ha, or approximately 25%, of agricultural lands. It did not
37 BC Hydro, Response to Peace Valley Environment Association (CEAR #2041), CEAR #2279, Table

2.
38 Wendy Holm, Submission
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39 BC Hydro, Response to Peace Valley Environment Association (CEAR #2041), CEAR #2279, Table
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consider the significance of the loss of the remaining 4,803 ha, or nearly three-
quarters, of agricultural lands as a result of the Project.40
58. It pulled off this feat by using an “agricultural utility rating” system to discount
the value of agricultural lands that, under the standard agricultural land
classification system, are considered of value to agriculture. Unrecognized
professionally in British Columbia, the rating system is based on assumptions
and its application in the EIS has the result of underestimating the significance
of the Project’s effects on agriculture. Accordingly, the Panel should give little
weight to any conclusions in the EIS regarding the Project and cumulative
effects on agriculture.
59. The utility rating reflects the land capability for agriculture and the assumed
likelihood that the lands would be used for cultivated agriculture in the future.
As Mr. Pat Brisbin admitted to the Panel, “if you’re going to do that, you have to
make an assumption of what’s going to happen in the future. 41 While the utility
rating does not affect the capability ratings, it is used to estimate foregone
agricultural economic activity.
60. There are a number of concerns with the use of the utility rating system. As Ms.
Wolterson states in her report:42
The utility rating system is new to the agricultural profession. It is used to
discount more than half of the land lost to the Project as having “low to nil
likelihood of cultivated agricultural use”, which has important bearing on
the subsequent analysis of economic agricultural activity. The system is
not recognized professionally in British Columbia, is flawed, and as such
sets a dangerous and unacceptable precedent in the province for
evaluating the potential for agricultural land use.

40 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, s 20.5.1 at 20-71; Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14,

2014, CEAR #2459 at 28-29.
41 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, s 20.2.4.1 at 20-15; Testimony of Mr. Pat Brisbin, Final (Certified) Hearing
Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 26.
42 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 2-3.
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61. The utility rating system is not recognized or applied by the Agricultural Land
Commission (ALC) or professional agrologists in B.C. Rather, the ALC and
professionals use the agricultural land capability classification system, which is
a standardized system for assessing the agricultural capability of lands that is
set out in the manual “Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in British
Columbia”. When considering the proposed removal or conversion to non-farm
use of Agricultural Land Reserve lands, the ALC considers the agricultural
capability of lands, as well as the ways in which any limitations on agricultural
land capability can be improved, such as through irrigation or drainage.43
62. Mr. Pat Brisbin, professional agrologist for BC Hydro, confirmed to the Panel
that the utility rating system is not derived from the land classification manual,
nor could he confirm that it has ever been used by the ALC when assessing the
proposed loss of farmland:44
Mr. Howard: Sir, the utility rating system, I take it that’s not contained in
the land classification manual, it’s not a system that’s
derived from the land classification manual?
Mr. Brisbin:

No, it’s not.

Mr. Howard: Okay. And sir, are you able to identify to this panel any
decisions of the Agricultural Land Commission that have
adopted the utility rating system in terms of assessing
proposed loss of farmland?
Mr. Brisbin:

No, I’m not aware of the land commission using that term.

63. Indeed, it would arguably be contrary to the Agricultural Land Commission’s
statutory mandate under the Agricultural Land Commission Act, R.S.B.C., c 10 to
be bound by the utility rating system when deciding whether to exclude land.
As Ms. Wendy Holm states in her report to the Panel, the BC Court of Appeal
has held that compelling the ALC to exclude land once an applicant has
43 Testimony of Mr. Pat Brisbin, Final (Certified) Hearing

Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR
#2459 at 21-22; Testimony of Ms. Eveliine Wolterson, Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20:
January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 77.
44 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 26.
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demonstrated that farming the land is not commercially viable would
undermine the purposes of the ALC Act and lead to the erosion of the ALR
based on economic conditions. In reaching its decision, the Court refers to the
BC Supreme Court decision in Henson v Agricultural Land Commission, 1981
CanLII 690. In that case, Ruttan J rejected the argument that the test to be
applied when deciding whether to exclude land under the Act was whether the
land was economically viable to farm.45
64. Not only is the utility rating system unrecognized and arguably contrary to the
statutory purpose of the ALR, it is also based on speculation and questionable
assumptions. As Ms. Wolterson points out in her report, “[f]armers make
production choices based on trends in food production and consumption,
emerging agricultural technologies, input and commodity prices, supply chain
systems, and competition in the market place, most of which vary widely over
time and cannot be securely predicted into the future.”46
65. The factors considered by BC Hydro in assigning utility ratings will also change
over time, resulting in a bias in the rating system towards a present-day
“snapshot” of the utility of agricultural land. As Mr. Brisbon accepted, land use
plans and protected areas – one of the six factors considered in the utility
rating system – could change over time.47 Similarly, access constraints may
change if economic factors justify investments in access infrastructure.
Accordingly, the reliability of the system diminishes over its 100-year
timeframe.

45 Brentwood Pioneer Holdings Ltd. v. B.C. (Provincial Agricultural Land Commission), 2000 BCCA 320,

paras 63-65; Wendy Holm, Submission to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean
Energy Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture
(Economic), CEAR #2041 at 5.
46 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 11-12.
47 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, s 20.2.4.1 at 20-16; Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14,
2014, CEAR #2459 at 29-30.
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66. As Ms. Wolterson stated:48
I think it’s time limited. It’s prejudiced towards the present and totally
prejudiced to the future. Speculating about what the likelihood of a piece
of parcel and its agricultural potential some 100 years into the future is
speculation. That’s exactly what it is.
67. The utility rating system also fails to account for new markets and
opportunities arising from an economic or policy environment that more
strongly favours robust development of agriculture in the Peace River Valley.
The risk of a “food crisis”, or significant escalation of food prices, is one such
scenario that is ignored by the utility rating approach. Another are new market
opportunities (such as viticulture, as noted by Ms. Wolterson) that simply
cannot be identified right now.49
68. BC Hydro used this unrecognized and unreliable system to eliminate
consideration of approximately three-quarters of the agricultural lands that
would be lost due to the Project. Of the 6,469 ha of agricultural land that would
be lost, BC Hydro determined that only 1,666 ha would have a high or
moderate utility. The agricultural impacts assessment is based on that
arbitrary 1,666 ha figure. The EIS conclusion does not consider the loss of any
of the remaining the remaining 4,803 ha, regardless of capability rating.
69. Of the 6,469 ha of lands that would be lost due to the Project, 3,816 ha are
Class 1-5 and 2,653 ha are Class 6 and 7 lands.50 Under the agricultural land
capability classification system, class 6 lands are considered suitable for
natural grazing, an important component of cattle rearing operations in B.C.

48 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 76-77.
49 Wendy Holm, Submission

to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture (Economic), CEAR
#2041 at 7-8.
50 BC Hydro, Response to Peace Valley Environment Association (CEAR #2041), CEAR #2279, Table
2.
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Commonly used by cattle ranchers, even Class 6 rangeland is thus capable of
making a contribution to agricultural productivity in the province.51
70. Despite the agricultural potential of these lands, the EIS assigned a “low to nil”
utility rating to 4,803 ha and ignored the loss of those lands in reaching its
conclusion on the significance of the residual net effects on agriculture.52
71. Despite this effort to present a de minimis picture of the loss of agricultural
lands, the EIS ultimately concludes that the impacts of the Project to
agriculture, before taking into account mitigation measures, are significant.53
The validity of these measures is addressed below; for present purposes, the
PVEA notes that if the loss of the 1,666 ha of land considered by BC Hydro is
significant, taking into account the full 6,469 ha of land that will disappear
because of this Project only reinforces the picture of a Project that will have
significant, irreversible effects on irreplaceable agricultural lands. BC Hydro’s
attempt to downplay these impacts by narrowing the land base to be
considered should not be endorsed.
Impacts within the impact lines underestimated
72. The PVEA submits that the significance of the effects to agricultural lands and
operations within the impact lines are poorly understood and not reflected in
the EIS. The assessment does not adequately consider the impacts to
agriculture that either the actual risk, or the perceived risk, the Project will
have within the impact lines.54

51 Testimony of Mr. Pat Brisbin, Final (Certified) Hearing

Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR
#2459 at 23-25.
52 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, Table 20.19 at 20-38; Testimony of Mr. Pat Brisbin, Final (Certified) Hearing
Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 28-29.
53 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421,
54 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 18.
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73. According to the EIS, 6,463 ha of land lie within the Flood, Erosion, Stability
and Landslide Generated Wave Impact Lines.55 The EIS confirms that these
impact lines are only preliminary and that changes to the position of the lines
could be made pursuant to further geotechnical investigations in the final
design stage.56
74. The restrictions imposed by the Impact Lines will have a significant impact on
agriculture. As Ms. Wolterson notes in her report, 70% of the reservoir
shoreline is at risk of erosion. Uncertainties in the analysis of the effects of the
impact lines include:57
a. The impact lines are preliminary;
b. Landowners have received different iterations of impact line
locations;
c. Land use restrictions proposed to mitigate risk do not allow for a firm
understanding of the structures that would be permitted to remain
within the lines, as the test for retaining existing structures is vaguely
stated as “for a period of time… and provided a site-specific
geotechnical assessment”;
d. BC Hydro has not provided interpretation or recommendations for
addressing the impact upon farm operations and opportunities, such
as restrictions on range of crop, use of irrigation water and how that
may affect groundwater and landscape stability, livestock range or use
of farm machinery;
e. Increased future risk of landslides and slumping is underestimated;

EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, Table 20.15 at 20-33.
EIS Vol 2, CEAR # 421, s 11.2.3 at 11-20 and 11.2.3.10 at 11-30 – 11-31.
57 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 17-18.
55
56
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f. The model used to assess likelihood and extent of instability does not
measure bedrock failure;
g. Some effects in unsaturated zones are not modeled;
h. The data that the Slide program relies on have inherent limitations;
and
i.

Outside the immediate vicinity of the dam site and “well documented
landslides”, the presence, elevation and nature of weak layers that are
triggers for failure are unknown in relation to groundwater.

75. This Panel has heard evidence that farm structures and residences will not be
able to remain near the present lines, as well as evidence from landowners and
residents in or near the impact lines of the effects of the risks they believe they
would face if they continued to live, work and farm within or close to the lines.
76. Poul and Esther Pedersen, for example, told the Panel how the stability impact
line bisects their property, with their house within the line and hay shed
touching it. Mr. Pedersen characterized the stability line as “pretty much a
guess” and said that when they discovered that their house lies within the line,
they looked into moving it (unfortunately for the Pedersens, it is not
moveable).58
77. Dr. Sandra Hoffman, a local resident, further illustrated the impact that the
risks associated with slope instability have had and will likely continue to have
on landowners and operators along the shoreline. Dr. Hoffman characterized
the uncertainty regarding the impact lines as a “wait-and-see” approach that is
“not very comforting” for those people whose lands lie along the shoreline. Her
photos of the Attachie Slide, consequences of erosion from the Williston
Reservoir (which she also characterized as “not comforting”) and other
Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 4: December 12, 2013, CEAR # 2121 at 68-70, 77-78, 86;
Presentation by Poul and Esther Pedersen, CEAR #2130, slides 2-5.
58
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indications of potential slope instability demonstrate a deep uncertainty within
the local public over safety within and near the impact lines.59
78. While this perception of risk would affect agricultural and other property-use
decision-making, its effects are not considered in the EIS. As noted above, of
the 12,750 ha of land that would be lost or impacted by the Project, only the
loss of 1,666 ha was considered in the effects assessment.
79. By cutting 11,084 ha of agricultural land from the effects assessment, the EIS
vastly discounts the magnitude of the loss of and impacts to agricultural lands.
This discounting of the baseline directly influences the agricultural economic
assessment.
iii. Future food security
80. The EIS dramatically downplays just how valuable agricultural land, and
especially high quality land such as exists in the PAZ, is in the context of threats
to future food security and food-reliance. It also ignores the fact that, with less
than 5% of B.C.’s land base capable of sustaining agricultural production, these
high-quality agricultural lands will increase in value over the next 100 years as
a rising population, increasing demands on resources, reduced land area for
food production and reduced productivity as a result of climate change put
pressure on our food systems.60
81. Ms. Joan Sawicki, former Agricultural Land Commission employee and
provincial Environment Minister, told the Panel:61
During the decades that I have been involved in land and water-use
planning issues, I have probably heard every conceivable argument for
converting farmland to non-farm use. Against all of these arguments,
there are some fundamental truths:
59 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 4: December 12, 2013, CEAR # 2121 at 102.
60 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
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61 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 151.
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One, these lands that we’re talking about are unique and scarce in terms
of agricultural value.
Two, we do have a very limited amount of capability farmland left in BC.
And three, there is a growing insecurity of fruit and vegetable imports
from our current suppliers.
82. Future food shortages are a growing concern throughout western Canada and
the US, and in the future will be a problem for wealthy and poor nations alike.
Ongoing threats to food security include increasing energy and transportation
costs, dwindling water supplies, conversion of food crops to energy crops,
development, climate change, population growth and increases in food supply
contamination.62
83. BC currently only produces 48% of the food it consumes. In order to maintain
that level of food self-reliance in 2025, BC would need an additional 200,000
ha of food-producing lands, equivalent to 30% above 2001 levels. Of this land,
281,000 ha would require appropriate climate and infrastructure to produce
dairy, vegetables and fruits.63
84. Meanwhile, agricultural land availability and food production are showing
downward trends in Canada and the US. Domestically, cropland losses
approached 3 million ha between 1991 and 2011, while in the US, 13.76
million ha of cropland was lost between 2002 and 2007. In addition to these
losses, food production in the western US is threatened by water and soil
depletions, which increase production costs. The Nutrition Security Institute
62 Wendy Holm, Submission
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(US) estimates that if present soil loss rates persist, there are only 48 years of
topsoil left in the US.64 In BC, a limited agricultural land base and relatively low
production volumes magnify the threat of losses of agricultural lands to the
agricultural sector and food self-reliance.65
85. It is in this context that the significance of the loss of the unique Class 1 climate
conditions and alluvial soils in the valley manifests. Ms. Wolterson’s report
notes that the Project might result in “the largest single block exclusion of high
value agricultural land for industrial use in the 40 year history of the
Agricultural Land Reserve.”66
86. In her report, Ms. Wolterson states unequivocally that “the unique Class 1
climate conditions and alluvial soils in the PRV provide some of the best
growing conditions and highest yields in the region, if not in BC and Canada.”67
Indeed, the Project would destroy over one-fifth of the lands in the Peace
Agricultural Region that are capable of producing an unlimited range of
common crops.68
87. The only region in the Province outside the south coast and southern interior
with high capability lands capable of producing an unlimited range of common

64 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
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agricultural crops, the Peace River valley lands have been assessed as being
capable of producing fruits and vegetables for over one million people.69
88. As Ms. Maya Wenger for the BC Women’s Institute told the Panel, rapid
development in the Okanagan and Fraser Valleys, as well as Fort St. John’s own
expanding population and industrial sectors, amplify the need to preserve the
agricultural potential of the Peace River valley.70 Anticipated global food
shortages will make high-value lands, such as those that would be destroyed
by the Project, even more valuable in the coming decades.
89. In light of real current and future threats to food security and the ability of the
agricultural potential of the Peace River Valley to help meet future food needs,
the value of its potential contribution to food security and self-reliance cannot
be overstated.
iv. Agricultural economic assessment flawed
90. The Panel does not have before it sufficient reliable information with which to
evaluate the magnitude of the public costs of the Project’s effects. As noted
above, BC Hydro’s assessment of the Project’s impacts on agriculture relies on
an unrecognized and unreliable utility rating system to come up with an
arbitrary 1,666 ha figure to represent what it has decided would be the
amount of land likely to be in cultivation in 100 years, ignoring approximately
75% of the agricultural lands that would be lost due to the Project. It then uses
that arbitrary 1,666 ha figure as the sole basis for its economic modeling,
rather than modeling on a range of lands that could contribute to agricultural
economics. As a result, its assessment of the impacts of the Project on
agricultural economic activity is unreliable and understated.

69 Wendy Holm, Submission
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91. BC Hydro based its modeling of the Project’s impact on agricultural economics
solely on the loss of a 1,666 ha subset of the impacted agricultural land,
ignoring the potential economic contributions that the remaining 4,803 ha
could make over the next 100 years. It did not model alternative scenarios
using higher or lower figures, which would have demonstrated the potential
range of economic losses into the future.71
92. The modeling fails to consider market externalities and external risks that
could increase the production potential, and therefore the value, of the lands it
does assess.72 It also woodenly assumes an increase of 1-2 ha per year for
horticulture, omitting any scenario of more robust horticulture development.
Finally, the analysis undervalues the future economic potential of the land.73
93. Wendy Holm, in her presentation to the Panel, suggested that good economic
modeling should:74
a. Include consideration of the drivers of global food prices, such as
global loss of farmland, water shortages, soil salinization, higher
energy costs and supply chain concentration;
b. Consider the economic implications of global food inflation on
domestic food prices; and
c. Develop scenarios to measure the economic value of a robust
horticulture sector on the lands within the PAZ.

71 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, Table 20.31 at 20-57; Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January

14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 35-36.
72 Wendy Holm, Submission to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture (Economic), CEAR
#2041 at 7; Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 100-04.
73 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 100-04.
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94. As Ms. Holm showed the Panel, using BC Hydro’s economic modeling, the net
present value of the 1,666 ha of lands it considers in its assessment doubles if
using a 1.4 social discount rate, increases five to six times if assuming
moderate robust horticulture and increases 13 to 17 times with robust
horticulture.75
95. The total economic activity using a more robust baseline totaled $1.9 billion (in
2013 dollars), as compared with BC Hydro’s $215 million figure. For net
present value, a robust scenario yields a high of $738 million, compared with
BC Hydro’s estimated $22.3 million.76
96. The dramatic difference between BC Hydro’s figures and those generated with
minor adjustments for reasonably foreseeable scenarios indicates that BC
Hydro’s economic modeling is highly unreliable and vastly understates the
likely potential economic losses that the Project would have on agriculture.
b) Mitigation and compensation inadequate
97. BC Hydro’s proposed mitigation measures and compensation plan are at best
inadequate and at worst, do not constitute mitigation measures for the
purposes of CEAA, 2012. As such, the Panel should not accept BC Hydro’s
conclusion that the mitigation measures will reduce agricultural impacts to the
level of insignificance, and should instead conclude that the loss of 6,469 ha of
class 1 through 7 agricultural lands is a significant, irrevocable impact of Site C
that cannot be effectively mitigated.
i. Not “mitigation” within the meaning of CEAA, 2012

75 Wendy Holm, P.Ag, Diminished and Dismissed – Submission to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC
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Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project, CEAR #2482, slides 58-59; Testimony of Ms. Wendy Holm, Final
(Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 108-09.
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98. The majority of the mitigation measures proposed by BC Hydro do not
constitute “mitigation measures” within the meaning of CEAA, 2012. The
courts have held that a mitigation measure must be more than a vague hope
for future action by unidentified parties. It must be a concrete plan, capable of
implementation and objective measurement. Most of BC Hydro’s proposed
mitigation measures fall short of that standard.
99. In Environmental Resource Centre v. Canada (Minister of Environment), the
Federal Court held that a responsible authority has a non-delegable statutory
duty under CEAA to ensure the implementation of mitigation measures and so
cannot rely on provincial measures that are outside its control. The case was a
judicial review of authorizations by the Ministers of Environment (MOE) and
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) related to a major oil sands project following an
environmental assessment under CEAA and Alberta legislation. The court
found that MOE erred in relying upon a provincial environmental control
strategy as a mitigation measure when making her decision that the project
was not likely to result in significant adverse effects. The Minister had no
legislative control over the provincial process in the event that Alberta should
fail to deliver on the strategy. The Court held that relying on provincial
regulatory powers, provincial initiatives and industry-based initiatives that are
beyond the enforcement or control of the federal authorities amounts to a
misinterpretation of the Minister’s duty to consider mitigation factors when
making a determination of significance pursuant to CEAA.77
100. The Court also found that DFO compounded the MOE’s error when he issued
Fisheries Act authorizations based on that significance determination. It held
that a responsible authority must also take into account the implementation of
mitigation measures when exercising any power to allow a project to proceed.

77 Environmental Resource Centre v. Canada (Minister of Environment), 2001 FCT 1423, paras 153-54.
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Reliance on the provincial and industry-led strategies as mitigation measures
was thus misplaced and unreasonable. 78
101. In Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada (Attorney General),
the Federal Court held that the legal duty to consider mitigation measures
under CEAA required more than “vague hopes for future technologies”. The
Court held that “in the context of a Panel assessment, the possibilities of future
research and development do not constitute mitigation measures”.79 While
perfect certainty is not a requirement of the Act, vague hopes for future
technology do not constitute mitigation.80
102. The case involved the determination of whether the EA Panel committed
reviewable errors by relying on mitigation measures that were not technically
and economically feasible. While the Court upheld mitigation measures
involving firm commitments to implement concrete plans described out in the
EA report, it held that further studies of an at-risk bird population to
determine future mitigation strategies did not constitute mitigation
measures.81 It also held that it was incumbent upon the Panel to provide a
rationale for a conclusion that a proposed mitigation measure would reduce
potentially adverse effects to a level of insignificance.82
103. While those cases were decided under the former CEAA, the requirements
regarding mitigation remain the same. As with the former Act, CEAA, 2012
requires consideration of measures that are “technically and economically
feasible”. It also requires that if a project will have significant adverse effects
but Cabinet determines those effects are justified, the conditions of an

78 Environmental Resource Centre v. Canada (Minister of Environment), 2001

FCT 1423, paras 158-59.
Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada (Attorney General), 2008 FC 302, para 25.
80 Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada (Attorney General), 2008 FC 302, paras
25, 34.
81 Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada (Attorney General), 2008 FC 302, paras
69-69.
82 Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada (Attorney General), 2008 FC 302, para 80.
79
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approval must include “the implementation of the mitigation measures that
were taken into account in making the decisions”.83
104. BC Hydro’s proposed measures do not meet even these basic requirements.
Not only are they not within it or the federal government’s control, but there
are no details given regarding their implementation or efficacy, and therefore
constitute nothing but ill-defined hopes for future steps that may or may not
happen.
105. Regarding its proposal to include land in the ALR “based on discussion with the
ALC, Crown and private landowners”84 [sic], for example, BC Hydro’s
agricultural expert Mr. Pat Brisbon admitted that BC Hydro does not have
authority over inclusion of land in the ALR. Nor does it have direct influence
over lands not in its possession, which Ms. Jackson told the Panel totaled a
mere 154 ha.85 A provincial regime, the federal government also has no
authority over ALR land inclusion. Likewise, neither BC Hydro nor the federal
government have any control over “expanding the agricultural land base in
Fort Nelson” or “land use planning for the area”.86 Accordingly, these proposals
do not qualify as “mitigation” for the purposes of CEAA, 2012.
106. Carrying out of farm-specific management plans would be at the discretion of
farm owners and operators, not BC Hydro. Farm-specific infrastructure, such
as drainage, irrigation and fencing, also depend on landowners and is therefore
outside BC Hydro’s control. Moreover, BC Hydro’s experts did not identify any
farmers or lands that would actually be improved by such measures.
107. Similarly, the vast majority of the proposed projects to be funded by the
Compensation Fund are merely vague hopes for future steps that may or may

Section 53(4).
Vol 3, CEAR #421, Table 20.37.
85 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 41.
86 Technical Memo – Agriculture (June 4, 2013), CEAR #1440 at 15-16.
83
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not happen, with no explanation or demonstration of how or if the measures
would be effective. To name just a few:87
a. “assistance in improving or expanding the use of Crown land for
grazing…”
b. “funding for developing methods for improving the grazing capacity of
cut blocks…”
c. “funding for fencing of wildlife control”
d. “support regional weed management initiatives”
e. “support research and demonstration to promote adoption of
irrigation technology…” and “increase yields” and “commercialize new
crops…”
f. “support demonstration of new production techniques…”
g. “support feasibility studies of potential opportunities…”
h. “support local marketing initiatives…” and
i.

“assist adoption of green and alternative technologies…”

108. These measures are vague and, absent details of how BC Hydro will deliver on
its promises, of questionable value.88 As the Court in Pembina Institute for
Appropriate Development v. Canada held, these possibilities of future research
and development are not mitigation. The Panel cannot rely on any of them
when assessing the significance of the Project’s effects.
109. Furthermore, much of the work proposed as mitigation is already done by
government and the private sector.89 As those measures are not within BC
Hydro or the federal government’s jurisdiction, they cannot constitute
“mitigation measures” for the purposes of CEAA, 2012.
87 Technical Memo – Agriculture (June 4, 2013), CEAR #1440 at 15-16.
88 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 23-24; Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript
Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 87.
89 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 23-24.
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ii. Practically and technically inadequate
110. BC Hydro’s proposed mitigation also suffers from lacking in any substance and
proof of any potential efficacy. In her report, Ms. Wolterson characterizes the
mitigation and compensation plans for agricultural impacts as lacking
substance, simplistic in scope and of limited value. Generally, the measures
suffer from one or more of the following shortcomings:90
a. Being boiler-plate Best Management Practices with nothing targeted
specifically to agriculture;
b. Lacking concrete details on projected outcomes or how those
outcomes would be reached;
c. Offering only vague “assistance to”, “support for” or “development”;
d. Not being suitable for the lands, issues or impacts in question;
e. Being financially vastly inadequate to provide any real compensation.
111. As Ms. Wolterson states, the main mitigation measures are management plans,
which borrow from Best Management Practices that are already in place. They
are biased towards the construction phase and target individual farm
operations rather than effects on the agricultural community.91
112. When questioned, BC Hydro’s agricultural panelists acknowledged that BC
Hydro does not have a reliable estimate of the total amount of agricultural land
that would be improved through its proposed irrigation and drainage. Nor

90 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 23-24.
91 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 23.
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does it have a reliable estimate of the amount of soil that would be suitable for
relocation.92
113. Many of the measures are inadequate or inappropriate for the effects they are
proposed to mitigate. For example, there is limited local or regional need for
drainage, large-scale topsoil relocation is “not technically or economically
feasible”,93 irrigation would have already occurred but for the “shadow of the
dam”94 and, as Maryann Meek told this Panel, “[t]he class 1 soil cannot be
relocated or replaced. It is gone, gone forever.”95
114. The measures are also inadequate to mitigate the economic impacts, including
those arising from slumping within the impact lines, the loss of the unique
microclimate farmlands, loss of future Crown grazing and other lands
discounted by the utility rating system, and the psychological and actual
constraints placed on land use within and adjacent to the impact lines.96
115. According to Ms. Wolterson, almost all the non-ALR lands in or near the Peace
River Valley are rated as low to nil utility in the EIS and replacing high-value
lands with lower-value ones is not adequate.97 Using the EIS criteria and
capability mapping, Joan Sawicki identified only 546 ha of Class 1 to 3 lands
outside the ALR upstream and downstream of the Project.98 When compared
with the 6,469 ha of lands that would be lost, its proposal to include land in the
ALR is without merit or substance.
92 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 40-41.
93 EIS Vol 3, CEAR # 421, s 20.4.2 at 20-71.
94 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 23-24; Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript
Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 88.
95 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 6: December 13, 2013, CEAR # 2154 at 188-89.
96 Wendy Holm, Submission to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture (Economic), CEAR
#2041 at 6.
97 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C
Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 24-25.
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116. Even BC Hydro’s expert acknowledged under questioning that not all of the
proposed mitigation measures would occur and nor would they mitigate the
loss of land:99
Mr. Pat Brisbin:

Those were identified as measures that could
partially mitigate the loss of agricultural land. We
do not imply that it would be to mitigate the loss of
land. In fact we conclude that the loss of –
permanent loss of land is a residual effect. And our
estimates of permanently lost land, we do not
discount or reduce that loss of land for any of
these mitigation measures. So our loss of land
assumes that, you know, conservatively that there
would be – or doesn’t deduct it or deduct the effect
of these mitigation measures, but they would be
considered and implemented if possible.

Mr. Tim Howard:

So there’s no – you’re not saying all of these will be
done; correct? That’s what I take from your last
statement.

Ms. Siobhan Jackson: That’s what the text says.
117. Moreover, the compensation fund of $20 million proposed by BC Hydro is
vastly inadequate to compensate for the loss of the lands. According to Ms.
Jackson, the funding amount is based on the net present value of what BC
Hydro has assessed to be the present value of the economic activity that would
be foregone as a result of the agricultural land loss.100 However, as discussed
above, the agricultural economic impacts of the Project would be far greater
than BC Hydro claims. Furthermore, the fund will reflect neither the
investment that past generations have put into the lands, nor the natural
capital, in the form of food security and resilience, that belongs to future

99 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at

39.

100 EIS Vol 3, CEAR #421, s 20.3.10.1.1 at 20-62.
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generations.101 Accordingly, the $20 million will not fall far short of adequate
to compensate the foregone economic activity.
118. To summarize, the measures BC Hydro proposes are at best inadequate and
inappropriate, and in many instances, do not constitute mitigation for the
purposes of CEAA, 2012. As Ms. Wolterson described the proposal: “I think it’s
weak, and I think it’s meaningless, and it gives me no confidence, and I can’t
see how the panel can determine if this plan is going to adequately compensate
the loss of these incredibly valuable lands.102

3. Conclusion
119. BC Hydro acknowledges in the EIS that the permanent loss of land is
considered a significant residual effect. It relies on the compensation fund to
mitigate the Project effects on agricultural production and economies for its
determination that the Project’s net effect on agriculture would not be
significant.103 However, its proposal lacks any predictive certainty about how
much land would benefit from any of the mitigation measures or whether
there would be an associated gain in productivity, any definition of where and
how the measures would be applied and what, if anything, would be gained.
Moreover, as discussed above, BC Hydro’s assessment greatly underestimates
and undervalues the agricultural effects the measures are proposed to
mitigate. Therefore, the proposed measures would not adequately mitigate or
compensate the significant agricultural effects and, accordingly, the Panel has
no basis for determining that the residual impacts on agriculture would not be
significant.

101 Wendy Holm, Submission

to CEAA/EAO Joint Review Panel BC Hydro Site C Clean Energy Project
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – Potential Project Impact on Agriculture (Economic), CEAR
#2041 at 6.
102 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 89.
103 EIS Vol 3, CEAR #421, s 20.5.3 at 20-75.
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4. Cumulative Effects Assessment Inadequate
120. The baseline for determining the effects of the Project cumulatively with those
of other projects and activities is inadequate for assessing the true cumulative
impacts of the Project and does not meet the regulatory requirements for
consideration of past projects.
121. It is a purpose of CEAA 2012 to encourage the study of cumulative effects of
physical activities in a region. Both CEAA 2012 and the Terms of Reference
require the Panel to consider “any cumulative environmental effects that are
likely to result from the project in combination with other projects or activities
that have been or will be carried out.”104 [emphasis added]
122. The BC EAO User Guide similarly describes cumulative impacts as the “likely
impacts from a reviewable project, combined with the impacts from prior
development, existing activities; and, reasonably foreseeable future
development that is sufficiently certain to proceed.”105
123. Despite these requirements, BC Hydro has failed to adequately assess the
cumulative effects of the Project. Specifically, it has neither adequately
assessed the cumulative effects of impacts from the Project and other projects
and activities, nor the impacts of all the Project’s impacts together.
124. The assessment of the cumulative effects of other projects is problematic
spatially and temporally. Temporally, the cumulative effects assessment
ignores the incremental impacts that over 40 years of oil and gas projects have

104 Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012, SC 2012, c 19, ss 4(1), 19(1); Amended Agreement

to Conduct an Environmental Assessment, Including the Establishment of a Joint Review Panel, of the
Site C Clean Energy Project Between the Minister of the Environment, Canada and the Minister of
Environment, British Columbia (24 September 2012), Appendix 1, s 2.2.
105 Environmental Assessment Office, User Guide (2009, Updated 2011) at 26, online: Environmental
Assessment Office <http://www.eao.gov.bc.ca/pdf/EAO_User_Guide%20Final-Mar2011.pdf>.
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had on agriculture, including land loss, competition for resources, wage
disparity and decline in social well being. As Ms. Wolterson explained:106
[I]t might be a hardship for a farm family to lose their best land to
flooding and maybe expropriation monies may help them accept that and
move on. But when they fragment their best hay field, lose their
groundwater perhaps, what they use to water their stocks, they get
increased nuisance from wildlife who are now being forced to come down
through these lands instead of down through these drainages, perhaps
trespass from the public, and then you tell them five years later that they
have to move their house, you can kind of see that might discourage
somebody. That’s called cumulative impact. And the EIS does not deal
with that at all.
125. By ignoring effects before mitigation and compensation, BC Hydro fails to
assess the combined effects of multiple impacts or projects as the Project
unfolds over time. While individual impacts may be individually mitigated or
compensated for, relying only on significant residual impacts after
mitigation/compensation ignores the potential significant cumulative effects
that may be felt as a result of many small effects, both from the Project and
other projects in the area. As Ms. Wolterson stated, even the smaller impacts of
industrial activities are “an aggravation and an annoyance that really affects
this agricultural community.”107
126. For example, the cumulative effects assessment does not consider the
combined direct and indirect impacts of flooding, changes in access and
transportation, changes to ground and surface water quality and quantity, land
use changes and forced management modifications, all of which impact
farmers in the short, medium and long term. BC Hydro has also not provided
an assessment of the combined direct and indirect effects that the loss of lands

106 EvEco Consultants Ltd., BC Women’s Institute and Peace Valley Environment Association – Site C

Impacts to Agriculture, (December 2013), CEAR # 2041 at 21; Testimony of Ms. Eveline Wolterson,
Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 83-86.
107 Final (Certified) Hearing Transcript Vol 20: January 14, 2014, CEAR #2459 at 84.
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will have on food security, dependence on food imports, reduced nutrition and
“food poverty.”108
127. In addition to ignoring the accumulative effect of incremental impacts, the
cumulative effects assessment boundary has been drawn in such a way as to
exclude a substantive number of projects that impact agriculture from its
assessment. The assessment only takes into consideration activities or projects
within the LAA,109 and as Ms. Wolterson showed in her presentation, the LAA
boundary cuts out a considerable number of industrial projects adjacent to or
within farming operations.110
128. The effects of existing industrial activities do not respect lines on a map. They
also do not stop at a specific point in time or get “reflected” into the baseline, as
BC Hydro suggests. The PVEA submits that were the Panel to step outside the
LAA boundary BC Hydro drew between existing industrial projects and the
agricultural lands it assessed, and were to look back in time to the specific and
accumulated impacts of the industrial pressures that have shaped the region
for decades, and consider how those effects interact with those of Site C, it
would find that the Project would have significant residual cumulative effects
on agriculture.

C.

The significant adverse effects are not justified in the circumstances

129. BC Hydro’s case for justification rests on the asserted need for the 1,100 MW
firm capacity and 5,100 GWh of energy the Project offers, and PVEA’s
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submissions on justification will focus on this aspect of justification. In sum, it
is PVEA’s submission that BC Hydro’s conclusion that Site C is the preferred
option is premised on a series artificial constraints and assumptions that
privilege the Site C option over other technically feasible and less expensive
and environmentally damaging options. By any objective standard, the Site C
dam is not needed, nor is it the least cost or environmentally harmful option
available to supply the Province’s future energy needs.
130. The PVEA will also provide brief submissions regarding the employment,
investment and community development aspects of the case for need. In sum,
it is PVEA’s submission that if the Project is not needed to supply energy, it
cannot be justified based on the economically stimulating effect of spending $8
billion plus on dam construction. That expenditure simply transfers $8 billion
from the pockets of ratepayers to the pockets of contractors and workers, at
the expense of the loss of the Peace River valley. That is not a net social benefit
by any definition.
131. PVEA’s submissions under this heading are organized as follows:
1. The need for and purpose of the Project.
2. BC Hydro’s demand forecast fails to adequately address the effect of
rate increases on demand.
3. Site C is not the preferred means of meeting future load growth.
4. Building Site C is not a “benefit” if it is not needed.

1. Need for and purpose of the Project
132. The stated need for and purpose of the Project are clearly defined in the EIS
and Evidentiary Update. BC Hydro’s load resource balance (LRB), as updated
in the September 2013 Evidentiary Update, identifies shortfalls in peak
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generating capacity (with DSM and no Revelstoke 6) starting in 2020, and
shortfalls of energy supply starting in 2027.111 The purpose of the Project, as
identified in section 5 of the EIS and confirmed in the Evidentiary Update, is to
fill that gap in capacity and energy supply, so that BC Hydro can continue to
meet its energy service obligations.
133. This description of the purpose of the Project is consistent with the CEA
Agency’s Operational Policy Statement “Addressing ‘Purpose of’ and
‘Alternative Means’ under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012”,
which states as follows;
The purpose of the designated project is defined as the rationale or
reasons for which the designated project would be carried out from the
proponent's perspective. It conveys what the proponent intends to
achieve by carrying out the designated project.112
In the case of Site C, the rationale for the Project is the need to fill the LRB gap.
This is also the objective BC Hydro intends to achieve by building Site C.
134. In section 5.3 of Volume 1 of the EIS, BC Hydro presents an expanded
definition of the purpose of the Project as follows:
The purpose of the Project is to:


Cost effectively meet BC Hydro’s forecasted need for capacity and
energy identified in s. 5.2.2.



Align with the relevant objectives of s. 2 of the Clean Energy Act
and relevant BC government policy statements, which in turn were
used to develop Project-specific objectives, including the objective
to maximize the development of the hydroelectric potential of the
Site C Flood Reserve.

111 CEAR #1574 Table 5, pp. 12-13.
112 Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, “Operational Policy Statement: Addressing “Purpose

of” and “Alternative Means” under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012” Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency, online: Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency: Policy and
Guidance <http://www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca/default.asp?lang=En&n=1B095C22-1>. http://www.ceaa-
acee.gc.ca/default.asp?lang=En&n=1B095C22-1
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135. PVEA agrees with the first bullet of this definition, which aligns with the
definition of purpose set out above. PVEA disagrees that the second bullet is a
correct or appropriate description of the Project’s purpose. With respect to
the first aspect of the second bullet, aligning with government policies etc. is a
guiding factor in how a plan or project is carried out. It is not the purpose or
rationale for why the plan or project is proposed.
136. With respect to the second aspect of the second bullet, defining the Project
purpose as maximizing the hydroelectric potential of the Peace River turns the
definition of Project purpose into a self-fulfilling prophecy. If the purpose of
the third dam on the Peace is to build a third dam on the Peace, there are
precious few other options to look at for purposes of the alternatives to
analysis. As noted by Mr. Raphals at pp. 11 – 12 of his report prepared on
behalf of Treaty 8, this type of circular approach to Project definition was
rejected by the JRP for the Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Project, and should
be rejected here.113
137. It is also important to note that the case for need presented by BC Hydro rests
on forecast demand without LNG development. Section 5.2 of the EIS explains
BC Hydro’s LRB calculations, and states that the December 2012 Load Forecast
used in the LRB “does not include potential LNG load.” (emphasis in original).
Mr. Ince confirmed this under questioning from the Chair at the opening
session of December 9:

113

Mr. Ince:

In the load forecast presented in the application, there
is no facility load for LNG.

The Chairman:

Nothing for compression?

Mr. Ince:

Correct.

The Chairman:

Nothing for cooling?

CEAR #1952.
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Mr. Ince:

Correct.

….
The Chairman:

Okay, so the criticism that we’ve heard that this project
is just to supply the Chinese with natural gas is not
correct?

Mr. Ince:

This load – or this project is to serve the broader BC
Hydro load, which is growing, with the forecast
included in the application.114

138. Due to uncertainties around the scale and timing of LNG development, as well
as the Province’s decision to allow LNG operators to use self-generation to
meet compression/cooling needs, LNG does not play a role in justifying the
construction of the Site C dam. That justification must rest on BC Hydro’s
forecast of “regular” domestic demand, excluding LNG.

2. BC Hydro’s demand forecast fails to adequately address the effect of
rate increases on demand
139. The December 2012 Load Forecast presented in section 5 of the EIS is
foundational to the need for Site C. The September 2013 Evidentiary Update
provided updates to the supply side of the LRB analysis, but not the load
forecast side. The December 2012 Load Forecast thus remains BC Hydro’s best
effort at estimating future load growth.
140. That Load Forecast suffers from a systemic flaw: it fails to account for the effect
of price elasticity on demand, independent of proposed demand side
management (DSM) measures. This conflation of DSM with the effect of price
elasticity deprives the Panel of important information, and undermines the
reliability of the predicted LRB gap that justifies the Project.

114

Dec. 9, pp. 96 l. 21 – p. 97 l. 18.
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141. It is clear that significant rate increases will occur over the near to medium
term. The Province recently announced a five year rate increase plan: 9% and
6% in the first two years, followed by capped increases of 4%, 3.5% and 3% in
the next three years for a total increase over current rates of 25.5% in five
years. These rate increases do not include the capital cost of Site C, nor do they
fully reflect the need to address the approximately $2 billion currently held in
deferral accounts. 115 BC Hydro’s presentation of January 23, 2014 estimates
the effect of Site C on rates at 3%, presumably based on the increased rates at
the conclusion of the first five year 25.5% increase.116 To this will be added
other rate increases as rate review is returned to the BCUC and deferral
accounts are addressed. As the Chair noted, a 45% increase in rates over the
next ten to twenty years is likely, and a doubling of rates is feasible.
142. The effect on demand of rate increases of this magnitude should be calculated
before, and independent from, the anticipated effects of DSM measures. Rate
increases will dampen demand independent of the effect of the codes,
incentives and other DSM tools BC Hydro uses (though the cost of those DSM
measures will be reflected in the rates). In simple terms, consumers in all
three sectors who are charged up to 45% or 100% more for power will likely
use less of it. In light of this, a prudent demand forecast should examine the
estimated demand based on various rate increase scenarios, including
conservative upper bound scenarios, before the application of DSM measures.
However, the December 2012 Load Forecast presented in the EIS does not
separate out the effect of price elasticity from DSM, nor does it offer demand
forecasts based on a range of rate increase scenarios. This leaves the Panel
with an unclear answer to the fundamental question of how demand in all
three sectors will react to what can reasonably be expected to be the largest
rate increases in BC Hydro’s history.

115
116

Dec. 9 p. 129 l. 19 – p. 130 l. 3.
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143. To the extent the price elasticity of demand was addressed in the December
2012 Load Forecast, it was done through embedding assumptions regarding
“natural conservation” in the DSM analysis. The difficulty with this approach is
that it makes it impossible to understand and assess BC Hydro’s treatment of
price elasticity outside of the larger DSM analysis. The confusion this creates is
aptly illustrated by the following exchange of December 9:
The Chairman:

So am I reading this right; you’re saying that demand is
going to increase 40% over the – was it the next 20
years?

Mr. Ince:

That’s correct, but that’s before conservation demand
side management measures.

The Chairman:

Yeah. So if demand today is 100, in 20 years it will be
140, but to that 140 you will be applying in effect an
elasticity of minus point 57?

Mr. Ince:

Mathematically you should come to the same result.

The Chairman:

Yes. So that would indicate that total demand 20 years
from now would be less than it is now, wouldn’t it,
arithmetically?

Mr. Ince:

No, I don’t come to that same calculation. But when we
take the demand side, its about 10,000 GWh of saving
relative to the before DSM forecast, which by the way
does include a component of natural conservation.

The Chairman:

Yes, no that’s where we were. That’s your 40 percent.117

…..

117

The Chairman:

So demand today is 100. Demand in 20 years is 140.
Apply minus point 57. And what do you expect the
demand to be 20 years from now?

Mr. Ince:

Well, according to our loads forecast, it grows, as I
mentioned, 40 percent, and then on top of that you
subtract the 10,000 GWh of savings at the end of the

Dec. 9, p. 114 l. 16 – p. 115 l. 9.
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forecast horizon, and the net load results from that. So
the elasticity that we applied …
The Chairman:

Hold on, are you saying that the 40 percent load growth
is after PowerSmart and other DSM measures? You said
a moment ago it was before.

Mr. Ince:

The 40 percent is before demand side management.118

144. Little was achieved by this questioning, except to confirm that BC Hydro was
unable to explain how large increases in price will affect demand. This is a
rather startling omission, given the basic economic relationship between price
and demand.
145. BC Hydro attempted to remedy this problem in its January 23, 2014
presentation.119 Slide 5 illustrates the relationship between price elasticity,
calculated using two different methods, on forecasted load, and slide 8
indicates that the December 2012 Load Forecast assumed a 20 year rate
increase of 33%. However, the January 23 presentation offers little to address
the deficiencies in BC Hydro’s treatment of price elasticity.
146. Slide 5 indicates the impact of BC Hydro’s estimated -.57 price elasticity on a
logarithmic and percentage basis. The numbers indicate that the expected
price increase by 2022 will reduce demand between 8,227 GWh (percentage-
based) and 8,458 GWh (logarithm-based). However, these price impacts are
very similar to BC Hydro’s DSM target (BC Hydro indicated in Slide # 6 that its
2024 DSM target is 9,781 GWh). There is very little indication of the effect of
price, separate from BC Hydro’s estimate of the impact of its planned DSM
measures (BC Hydro explained this linkage very clearly in its November 30
response to JRP IR S26).
147. The problem is that this treatment of price elasticity and DSM is not
methodologically acceptable or credible. The methodology is problematic
118
119
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because it fails to reflect and indicate the well-established significant impact of
price on demand separate from DSM. The estimates of price elasticity of
demand do not depend on a companion DSM program. The methodology is
also not credible because it implies BC Hydro will be spending hundreds of
millions of dollars on DSM programs even though, under BC Hydro’s
assumptions, they will provide very little incremental impact beyond the
assumed price changes themselves would do.120
148. The assumed rate increase of 33% given at slide 8 indicates that, rather than
model a variety of rate increase scenarios to tease out the effect of different
rate increases on demand, BC Hydro modeled only one rate increase scenario
over a twenty year timeframe. What BC Hydro has still not done, however, is
model alternative high and low rate increase scenarios, including conservative
upper bound scenarios that consider the effect of rate increases in the 45% -
100% range. It is not certain that rate increases as high as 100% will occur;
however, given what we know now of BC Hydro’s deferral accounts, the
approved rate increases, and the minimum $8 billion cost of Site C, it would
have been prudent to model more conservative rate increase scenarios than
the fixed 33% modeled by BC Hydro.
149. The BC Utilities Commission (the BCUC or Commission) criticized BC Hydro for
exactly this problem in its 1983 decision rejecting the certificate of public
convenience and necessity (CPCN) application for Site C. In the summary of its
decision, the Commission found as follows:
The Commission concludes that, while Hydro has made significant
improvements in its forecast methodology, further improvements can and
should be made. Hydro's forecasts, like those of the Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum Resources, neither explicitly take energy prices into
account nor rely on statistically significant past patterns of behaviour.
120 As

an aside, BC Hydro’s position also suggests it has mislabeled all of its demand forecasts in its
IRP and Site C filings. When it says demand before DSM it really means before DSM or any significant
impact of price increases on demand notwithstanding the elasticity estimates widely found in
econometric analyses of demand.
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…
Hydro's evidence clearly indicates that electricity prices can be expected to
rise in real terms over the next l0 years with particularly pronounced increases
over the next five-year period. The Commission concludes that these increases
are not fully reflected in Hydro's load forecast.
…
The Commission concludes that Hydro's treatment of conservation is
inadequate and confusing. It is not clear how much of the allowances are due
to appliance standards or regulatory measures, and how much are due to B.C.
energy prices and conditions (pp. 4 – 6).121
150. The fact that BC Hydro continues to bury the issue of the price effect on
demand within its larger DSM analysis is concerning. Given the clarity of the
Commission’s comments, it is reasonable to expect that the load forecast BC
Hydro relies on today would present a clear, distinct analysis of the effect of
rate increases on demand. Its failure to do so is not simply an academic issue,
confined to a debate between economists. As the Commission noted further in
its decision, the failure to adequately assess the impact on demand of rate
increases creates a real risk of over-building, with consequent implications for
ratepayers:
The Commission concludes, that because of this wide range, it is important to
consider the consequences and costs of planning errors that result in
overbuilding or undersupply. While the Commission recognizes that
undersupply can impose serious consequences and should be avoided if at all
possible, the Commission also recognizes that overbuilding imposes
significant economic costs, particularly in light of the export market
conditions currently forecast to prevail over the next decade. The Commission
concludes that overbuilding should be avoided if possible, and that
overbuilding could occur if a decision to build new generating capacity is
made too soon. (p. 8)
151. In the result, PVEA submits that BC Hydro has failed to adequately examine
and explain the effect on demand of known, expected, and potential rate
increases. Those increases will not eliminate load growth, but they will likely
121 The BCUC

1983 Decision is attached to CEAR #2340. All page references are to the pagination in
that document.
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shave it down in a material way. This leads to the real risk of BC Hydro over-
building with Site C, with resultant implications for ratepayers. Given this risk,
the PVEA submits that it would be more prudent to avoid that investment, and
the irrevocable and significant adverse impacts it will cause, in favour of viable,
less costly alternatives.

3. Site C is not the preferred means of meeting future load growth
152. Dr. Shaffer presented evidence on behalf of the PVEA addressing the need for
and alternatives to Site C.122 His report addressed three issues:
a. What are key factors underlying BC Hydro’s forecast of LRB shortfalls
in both energy and capacity. In this section of his report, Dr. Shaffer
identified a major market failure – the pricing of electricity in the
industrial sector at less than half the marginal cost of new supply – as
a key factor driving demand.
b. What are the key factors underlying BC Hydro’s conclusion that Site C
is the preferred alternative to meet its forecast need? In this section,
Dr. Shaffer addressed the role that the elimination of Burrard Thermal
plays in artificially creating a need for Site C.
c. Is there an alternative strategy that would be more cost-effective or
otherwise preferable than the development of Site C? In this section,
Dr. Shaffer explained how an alternate portfolio of thermal and clean
energy resources, referred to as the “thermal back up” scenario, is
preferable to Site C on a cost and environmental basis.
153. The first part of PVEA’s submissions on alternatives to the Project will address
the thermal back up scenario developed by Dr. Shaffer. In sum, it is PVEA’s

122

Shaffer Report, CEAR #2041.
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position that the thermal back up scenario is preferable to Site C when
measured against any objective, utilities-based planning criteria, and is also
consistent with the letter and intent of the CEA. The thermal back up scenario
is thus a preferred option that should be pursued as compared to Site C.
154. The second part of PVEA’s submissions on alternatives to the Project will
address the potential role of Burrard Thermal in meeting current and future
demand. In sum, it is PVEA’s position that this Panel should identify Burrard
Thermal as an existing, paid-for capacity asset with minimal environmental
impacts that can be used to meet current and future energy demand, and
recommend that the role of Burrard Thermal be re-examined in light of what
we now know about the impacts of Site C.
a) The thermal back up scenario is a preferred option
155. The focus of this part of PVEA’s submissions is on comparing the thermal back
up scenario to Site C based on the objective criteria of cost, environmental
impacts, and system benefits. The question of the thermal back up scenario’s
compliance with the CEA is addressed below. To be clear, the thermal back up
scenario discussed below does not contemplate reliance on Burrard Thermal.
156. The thermal back up scenario developed by Dr. Shaffer is a variant of the clean
plus thermal portfolio modeled by BC Hydro in its alternatives assessment
section of the EIS. BC Hydro’s clean plus thermal portfolio consists of a mix of
clean energy resources (wind, municipal solid waste energy resources)
combined with additional generating capacity at Revelstoke and new capacity
from single cycle gas turbines (SCGTs). While BC Hydro carried out a high
level comparison of the clean plus thermal portfolio versus Site C on the basis
of present value costs, environmental impacts and economic impacts, its
conclusion that Site C is the preferred option is driven by the estimated cost
and system benefits of Site C. In BC Hydro’s view, these benefits outweigh the
main disadvantages associated with Site C: its large up front cost, and large
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size (or “lumpiness”) relative to the incremental increase in demand it will
serve. This lumpiness means that much of the energy from Site C will be sold
into the market at a loss in its initial years, whereas the resources in the clean
plus thermal portfolio can be brought on in smaller increments that are better
matched to demand.123
157. Dr. Shaffer notes that the cost advantage of Site C over the clean plus thermal
scenario is comparatively small – $150 million – and based on a number of
assumptions (in service date, market price, capital cost and the LRB gap). A
moderate to significant change in any one of those factors could shrink, or
eliminate, the cost advantage of Site C.124
158. A key assumption underlying BC Hydro’s clean plus thermal portfolio is the
role the SCGTs play in meeting demand. BC Hydro’s portfolio analysis assumed
that the SCGTs would be operating to meet peak requirements, with a resulting
capacity factor of approximately 18%. It did not recognize the technical
potential of SCGTs, which is a capacity factor of 90% or more. In so doing, it
ignored the very important role SCGTs can in fact play in enabling greater use
of low cost non-firm hydro and spot market supplies to meet requirements, all
the while ensuring reliability with the knowledge that the SCGTs could be
operated if the non-firm hydro were not available and spot supplies were
either not available or not economically priced.
159. BC Hydro’s assumed capacity factor of 18% forces a larger proportion of the
energy in the clean plus thermal portfolio to come from the more expensive
clean energy resources, driving up the portfolio’s average cost and yielding the
$150 million cost disadvantage as compared to Site C. The comparative cost
advantage of Site C – which is the main feature supporting its selection over
the clean plus thermal portfolio – therefore rests on an assumed SCGT capacity

123 Shaffer Report, CEAR #2041, pp. 12

– 13.

124 Shaffer Report, CEAR #2041, p. 13.
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factor constraint that bears no relationship to the technical features and
operability of SCGTs.
160. What Dr. Shaffer’s thermal back up scenario does is take better advantage of
the installed capacity of the SCGT resource in the clean plus thermal portfolio.
Instead of capping the assumed SCGT capacity at 18%, Dr. Shaffer advocates
for a scenario in which SCGTs are given a higher capacity factor, which can
technically be as high as 90 – 92%, in order to reduce the amount of high cost,
clean energy resources required. His opinion on this point bears quoting at
length:
What BC Hydro did not consider in its analysis is the role that the SCGTs
could play in backing up non-firm energy and spot market supplies. In
other words, they did not consider how the SCGTs could replace what
was lost with the elimination of Burrard.
While one would not expect SCGTs to operate at higher capacity factors
than needed to meet peak requirements, they could in practice do so if
and when required. And just like Burrard, their ability to do so would
provide a physical back-up to non-firm or spot market supplies. At a 90%
capacity factor, the 588 MW of SCGT capacity in the clean plus thermal
alternative would have the potential to produce 4635 GWh – or some
3700 GWh more than what BC Hydro assumed would be generated for
peak operations. That 3700 GWh is an indication of the energy back-up
potential the SCGTs offer.
Recognizing 3700 GWh of back-up potential would enable BC Hydro to
increase its thermal back-up/market allowance from 4100 GWh to 7800
GWh, an amount closer to what it assumed in the past. Had BC Hydro
taken that into account in its analysis, it would have greatly reduced the
need for additional supply. Indeed, the SCGTs, both in what they might
produce on--peak and the thermal back--up /market allowance they
enable, would eliminate BC Hydro’s forecast shortfalls of energy
(without LNG) until 2033. And the SCGTs plus the development of
additional capacity at Revelstoke would eliminate BC Hydro’s
forecast shortfalls of capacity (without LNG) until 2029, the same as
what Site C would do.
Such an SCGT ‘thermal back-up’ strategy would effectively address the
primary reason for the forecast shortfalls – the elimination of Burrard. It
would be far better than the clean plus thermal portfolio BC Hydro
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analyzed because it would enable BC Hydro to take greater advantage of
the potentially large amount of non-firm supply as well as low cost spot
market energy. And, as with Burrard, it could do so with no physical
supply risk.
Had BC Hydro analyzed this strategy, with the SCGT energy
capability reflected in a larger thermal back--up/ market allowance,
it would almost certainly have found it to be more cost effective than
Site C under a wide range of assumptions. Replacing the back-up
function of Burrard would essentially eliminate the need for Site C and
the major capital expenditures it entails within the planning period. The
system studies with and without different amounts of back-up energy at
Burrard that BC Hydro undertook for the 2008 LTAP suggest that the cost
advantage of this SCGT strategy could be in excess of $1 billion. The
difference in the unit cost of Site C and the non-firm or spot market
purchases the SCGT thermal back-up strategy enable would also suggest
potential savings of that order of magnitude or more. (emphasis added;
footnotes omitted)
161. It is important to note that the thermal back up scenario does not rely on SCGT
resources operating to supply base load, and will not lead to SCGTs actually
operating at near full capacity for any sustained period of time. The value of
the SCGTs in the thermal back up scenario is that they will be available, on
standby, ready to be fired up to meet demand on those infrequent occasions
that the energy supply from existing heritage hydro and IPP sources, both firm
and non-firm, combined with cost-efficient energy imports, is not sufficient to
meet demand. The higher capacity rating for the SCGTs simply gives BC Hydro
the security for planning purposes of knowing that it has the firm SCGT
capacity resources on hand, should the situation require them to operate. But
on a day-to-day or month-to-month basis, they will not operate much, just as
Burrard Thermal was rarely dispatched.
162. The thermal back-up scenario is preferable to Site C when measured against
objective criteria relevant to utilities planning for four main reasons.
i. The thermal back up scenario costs less than Site C.
163. BC Hydro did not do a portfolio comparison between Site C and the thermal
back up scenario. However, the work done by BC Hydro in the 2008 Long
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Term Acquisition Plan (2008 LTAP) is directly relevant to assessing the cost
benefits of using SCGT to back up firm and non-firm hydro assets and energy
imports. As noted by Dr. Shaffer, the thermal back up scenario essentially
replaces what BC Hydro lost when the government legislated BC Hydro’s
reliance on Burrard Thermal to zero. As part of the 2008 LTAP process, BC
Hydro prepared system studies evaluating the cost of different scenarios with
and without Burrard Thermal’s back up capacity. These studies indicated that
the back up capacity of Burrard Thermal, which is the equivalent to what the
SCGTs would provide under the thermal back up scenario, offered a cost
advantage of over $1 billion. In Dr. Shaffer’s opinion, this represents a
workable estimate of the cost savings to the ratepayer of pursuing the thermal
back up scenario over Site C.
ii. The thermal back up scenario has fewer environmental
impacts than Site C.
164. Table 3.5.2 of BC Hydro’s September 2013 Evidentiary Update provides an
updated assessment of the comparative Environmental Attributes for Site C v
Supply Side Alternatives. That table shows that:125


A clean plus thermal portfolio is estimated to impact 1,768 ha of land
as compared to 5,661 ha of land to be impacted by Site C.



A clean plus thermal portfolio will impact 0 km of streams, compared
to 123 kilometres of the Peace River and Moberly River that will be
impacted by Site C.



A clean plus thermal portfolio will impact up to 1,764 ha of fish
habitat classified as “moderate species diversity” as compared to the
5,661 ha of the same quality of habitat that will be impacted by Site C.

125 All references to

the clean plus thermal scenario taken from Table 3.5.2 are from the “Clean +
Thermal (6 SCGT)” column.
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A clean plus thermal portfolio has equivalent air quality impacts as
Site C, with the exception of greenhouse gases (GHG).

165. The treatment of GHG in Table 3.5.2 requires discussion. The table shows the
clean plus thermal portfolio as contributing 657,000 tonnes/yr of CO2
equivalent, compared to 0 tonnes/yr from Site C. However, these numbers are
both incorrect and misleading. Volume 2, Part 5 p. 15-15 of the EIS states that
the Site C reservoir is estimated to produce 58,200 tonnes/yr of CO2
equivalent. The only reason this number does not show up in Table 3.5.2 is
because BC Hydro chose to restrict the GHG emissions assessment to
combustion sources, thus giving Site C a comparative advantage. However, the
atmospheric effect of combustion vs. hydro-reservoir CO2 equivalent
emissions is the same, and Site C’s total annual emissions must therefore be
taken into account.
166. More importantly, BC Hydro’s portfolio modeling assumed that any SCGT plant
of 50 MW or greater would trigger a regulatory requirement to offset 100% of
the facilities GHG.126 BC Hydro has made no such commitment for Site C. On a
net-GHG emissions basis, therefore, the thermal back up scenario is projected
(ironically) to have less net GHG emissions than Site C.
iii. The thermal back up scenario maximizes existing non--firm
resources
167. BC Hydro’s LRB only took into account firm energy resources, and excluded
non-firm resources such as the hydro-electric energy produced from both
heritage and independent power producer (IPP) assets during higher than
average water years.127 This makes sense from a planning perspective; the
non-firm heritage and IPP energy is, by definition, not reliably available every
year, and BC Hydro must plan to meet load demand for every year. However, a

126 CEAR #1574, p. 5-54 l. 25-33.
127 Dec. 9 p. 278 l. 10-22.
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sensible approach to system design would seek to maximize BC Hydro’s ability
to use that non-firm hydro resource because it is cheap (in the case of the
heritage resources) and already owned by Hydro under contract (in the case of
IPP resources). The non-firm hydro resource is large, amounting to as much as
10,000 GWh/yr in a high-water year, and very, very cost effective.128
168. One major benefit of the thermal back up scenario is that it would enable BC
Hydro to maximize its use of that non-firm resource. Unlike Site C, an SCGT
can be turned off, with its capacity replaced by non-firm hydro when that
resource is available. It is not certain that all non-firm hydro could be used in a
high water year, as that energy would be concentrated in the spring freshet
and may exceed demand even with SCGTs not generating. But the point
remains that using dispatchable resources like SCGTs, which can be put on
standby when other cheaper energy sources are available, better enables BC
Hydro to take advantage of existing non-firm hydro resources that it already
owns. This point is acknowledged by BC Hydro:
Mr. Howard: Okay. Now, am I correct in understanding that one of the
comparative advantages of a thermal asset is it’s a
dispatchable resource, and so it would enable you to, in a
high-water year, to actually make better use of that non-
firm energy form the IPP and heritage hydro generation
sectors?
Mr. Reiman: I think that’s generally right. If you have thermal resources,
they can be dispatched off, particularly in the freshet. And
that for – to the extent that we can build gas fire generation
into the system has been taken into account in the portfolio
analysis. It gets dispatched that way.129
169. The same point applies to imports; SCGTs would enable BC Hydro to quickly
take advantage of low spot market prices, which are expected to prevail over at
least the near term.

128 Dec. 9 p. 279 l. 20-24.
129
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170. One of the major liabilities of the Site C dam, in contrast, is that it will have to
operate once it is built. Although it does offer some incremental storage over
the course of a year, it will generate surpluses that will likely be sold at a loss.
According to Table 5 of the Evidentiary Update, an energy shortfall of 200 GWh
is forecast for 2027, growing to an energy shortfall of 4,900 GWh in 2033. The
full 5,100 GWh of energy offered by Site C will therefore not be fully utilized
within a twenty year planning horizon. However, once Site C is built, it will
have to operate, even if the energy is surplus to load. This has two main
implications: it will require BC Hydro to sell surplus power from Site C into the
market at a loss; and it will impair BC Hydro’s ability to take advantage of
existing non-firm hydro energy from the heritage and IPP resources. The net
effect is that Site C will likely require BC Hydro to get rid of energy – or even
spill water so it will not generate energy – at a loss for the first decades of its
existence.130
iv. The thermal back up option reduces the risk of over-building
171. One of the primary concerns of the BCUC in rejecting the Site C CPCN
application in 1983 was that the evidence of an increase in demand to justify
the Site C capacity was not clear, and there were too many variables on both
the demand and supply side that BC Hydro had not adequately addressed:
The Commission notes that if better than critical water conditions prevail, if
more than just off-peak gas could be made available to Burrard, if firm
purchase or contingency planning agreements could be negotiated with
neighbouring utilities or if new purchase contracts could be negotiated with
industrial producers, the need for a new project could be significantly
deferred.131
172. As noted above, the Commission ultimately determined that this uncertainty
created a real risk of BC Hydro overbuilding, thereby imposing significant costs
on ratepayers. This concern remains as valid today as it was in 1983; if even
130
131
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one of the many assumptions made by BC Hydro in the LRB is wrong, Site C
could be producing excess energy that is sold at a loss for much longer than 20
years.
173. The thermal back up scenario, in contrast, allows BC Hydro to bring on new
resources in an incremental manner, thereby more accurately sizing energy
resources to demand as it develops. Site C will take a minimum of ten years to
build and commission, whereas an SCGT can be built in three years. Similarly,
clean energy options do not have the same large lead-time as Site C. Of equal
importance, the assets that would be included in a thermal back up scenario
offer a lower price escalation risk than Site C. BC Hydro’s current $8 billion
estimate is almost certain to be low, especially if the promised LNG boom
materializes and labour and material costs are driven up. A 25% increase in
costs for Site C is a major burden to ratepayers, whereas a 25% increase in
costs for a municipal waste energy capture facility, or an SCGT facility, is
comparatively small.
174. BC Hydro did not file any evidence to rebut Dr. Shaffer’s analysis and
conclusions. There is no evidence to rebut his opinion that the thermal back
up scenario offers net savings in the range of $1 billion, no evidence to rebut
his opinion that the thermal back up scenario allows BC Hydro to better use
existing, low cost hydro resources, and no evidence to rebut his opinion that
the thermal back up scenario essentially replicates the same planning
assumptions regarding back up capacity and import capacity that BC Hydro
relied on for decades prior to the government’s decision to close Burrard
Thermal.132 This latter point is important, as it confirms that the thermal back
up scenario is both cost effective and sensible from a utilities planning point of
view. The fact that BC Hydro itself operated under the same scenario as
advocated by Dr. Shaffer offers this Panel some comfort in determining that it

132 Shaffer Report, CEAR #2041, p. 8, 14.
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is a prudent and feasible scenario that conforms to good utilities-planning
principles.
b) The thermal back up scenario is consistent with the CEA
175. The PVEA submits that the thermal back-up scenario is a technically feasible,
lower cost, lower impact and more prudent solution to the projected LRB gap
than the investment of a minimum of $8 billion in a dam that will flood the
Peace River valley in perpetuity and produce surplus energy for the first 20
years of its existence. Given the compelling evidence in favour of the thermal
back up scenario, the question is why it is not being pursued by BC Hydro.
176. The answer to that question is found in BC Hydro’s 2014 Integrated Resource
Plan (2013 IRP) and the evidence of Mr. Reimann. In section 6.2.2 of the 2013
IRP, BC Hydro addressed the interpretation of the 93% clean energy objective
of the CEA and how it would apply to, and constrain, the portfolio options BC
Hydro assessed. 133 Three different possible interpretations of the 93% clean
energy objective were examined:
a. Meet the objective on average. Under this interpretation, BC Hydro
would plan to meet the 93% target through energy produced by the
heritage hydro and IPP hydro resources under average-water
conditions.
b. Meet the objective every year. Under this interpretation, BC Hydro
would rely on the same assets as above, but to meet the 93% objective
every year, including critical water years.
c. Meet the objective (on average or in critical water years) by relying on
import of market energy. Under this interpretation, BC Hydro would
meet the 93% target for energy generated in-Province, while relying
on energy imports to supplement domestic energy resources when
needed. In practice, this scenario would entail building SCGT as
capacity resource, which would be displaced by non-firm hydro and
cost effective energy imports. This minimized generation from SCGT
assets would ensure BC Hydro met the 93% clean energy target, while
133
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also owning the generation capacity required to meet the CEA self-
sufficiency requirements.134
177. Under cross-examination, Mr. Reimann confirmed that the third approach to
the clean energy objective examined in the 2013 IRP is essentially the same as
the thermal back-up scenario examined by Dr. Shaffer. He further confirmed
that the thermal back-up scenario is both technically viable and would meet
the language of the 93% clean energy target set out in the CEA:
Mr. Reimann:

But, yeah, we identified this [option c] as an option early
on that what one could do is build nothing but the
cheapest gas plants available out there and know that
they could be run for 90 percent of the time if they’re
required to, and you could then import from the market
and not have a problem with the 93 percent clean. And
we could have met all our needs going forward for
quite a long time with this sort of an interpretation
of the rules.135

….
Mr. Reimann:

One might be to understand the consequence I think
similar to what you’ve been doing is look at this by
inspection and say if I were to take these things
literally by the letter I could interpret it this way,
and then my plan would become let’s build gas, let’s
count on it for 90 percent, let’s not run it, let’s import.
And so its pretty obvious that we just looked at Burrard.
We’ve been down that path of having a thermal facility
sit there and not be counted on but relied on and to
import electricity instead. And Burrard is no longer
available to us. So similar with this interpretation of
this, we looked at it, we realized you could read the
words in that way.136 (emphasis added)

178. Notwithstanding the cost advantages of the thermal back scenario, the fact that
it recreates the same system characteristics as BC Hydro operated under for
many years, and the fact that it, by Mr. Reimann’s description, conforms to a
134
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“literal” reading of the CEA, BC Hydro rejected it as an option. Its reason for
doing so is stated succinctly at p. 6-8 of the 2013 IRP as follows:
BC Hydro ruled out approach (c) since this would defeat the intent of the
CEA which sets out the electricity self-sufficiency requirement and the
93% clean or renewable objective.137
179. Mr. Reimann confirmed this point: BC Hydro’s rejection of the thermal back up
scenario was based on their view that it is “completely inconsistent with what
the government was trying to achieve in the Clean Energy Act”, which BC Hydro
understood as requiring them to “develop the clean energy industry.”138
180. The reason for BC Hydro’s selection of Site C as the preferred option over the
thermal back up option therefore does not come down to cost, reliability,
system benefit or any objective standard related to good utilities planning and
ratepayer interest. It rests instead on two erroneous propositions: 1) that the
thermal back up scenario is inconsistent with the self-sufficiency requirement
of the CEA; and 2) that the thermal back up scenario is inconsistent not with
the language of the clean energy requirement of CEA, but rather with the
purpose and intent of the CEA as a whole.
181. On the first point, BC Hydro’s statement that the thermal back-up scenario
would defeat the self-sufficiency requirement of the CEA is incorrect. Section 6
of CEA sets out the self-sufficiency requirement and states as follows:
Electricity self--sufficiency
6 (2) The authority must achieve electricity self-sufficiency by holding,
by the year 2016 and each year after that, the rights to an amount of
electricity that meets the electricity supply obligations solely from
electricity generating facilities within the Province,
(a) assuming no more in each year than the heritage energy
capability, and
137
138
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(b) relying on Burrard Thermal for no energy and no capacity,
except as authorized by regulation.
(3) The authority must remain capable of meeting its electricity supply
obligations from the electricity referred to in subsection (2), except to the
extent the authority may be permitted, by regulation, to enter into
contracts in the prescribed circumstances and on the prescribed terms
and conditions. (emphasis added)
182. The meaning of s. 6(2) is quite clear. It requires BC Hydro to hold the rights to
an amount of electricity that meets Hydro’s supply obligations solely from
facilities located within BC. It does not say that BC Hydro can only use energy
generated by those facilities; rather, it says that BC Hydro must “hold the
rights” to that energy. The distinction is between having the ability to generate
or acquire all power domestically, and actually being required to do so every
day of every year. The language of s. 6(2) indicates that the Legislature chose
the first option. The likely reason for this choice is that the Legislature
recognized that it makes sense for BC Hydro to serve its load by importing
cheap power where feasible; indeed, this ability to store energy and take
advantage of cheap imports is one of the key features of Hydro’s system. The
Legislature therefore chose to not require BC Hydro to only provide energy
generated at domestic facilities, which would have required BC Hydro to
forego cost effective use of imports that benefits all ratepayers. The
Legislature instead enacted a balanced self-sufficiency objective, which allows
continued use of imports while ensuring BC Hydro can always backstop
imports with firm capacity sufficient to meet domestic load. As confirmed by
Mr. Reimann, the thermal back-up scenario would achieve exactly that
objective.
183. Turning to the second point, the clean energy objective is stated in s. 2(c) of the
CEA as follows:
2. The following comprise British Colubmia’s energy objectives:
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(c) to generate at least 93% of the electricity in British Columbia from
clean or renewable resources and to build the infrastructure necessary to
transmit that electricity.
184. It is important to note that BC Hydro’s rejection of the thermal back up option
does not rest on any empirical evidence that the reliance of SCGT facilities to
back up non-firm hydro and imports would in fact produce thermal emissions
that could exceed the 7% “headroom” available to BC Hydro under s. 2(c). It
was Mr. Reimann’s evidence that BC Hydro “[has] not gone into detailed
modeling of what would a system look like if you’re to build a whole bunch of
gas capacity and then not run it”.139 BC Hydro did not run those models and
actually test out thermal back up scenarios, and it did not provide any
information of that type to the Province in discussing options under the 2013
IRP. Rather, in Mr. Reimann’s words, “we looked at the words and said, you
know what, just looking at those two clauses … we thought that was
inconsistent.”
185. BC Hydro’s rejection of the thermal back up scenario thus boils down to its
view that the scenario is inconsistent, not with any specific provision of the
CEA, with rather with the overall objectives of the CEA. Those objectives are
stated in s. 2 as follows:
British Columbia's energy objectives
2. The following comprise British Columbia's energy objectives:
(a) to achieve electricity self-sufficiency;
(b) to take demand-side measures and to conserve energy, including the
objective of the authority reducing its expected increase in demand for
electricity by the year 2020 by at least 66%;
(c) to generate at least 93% of the electricity in British Columbia from
clean or renewable resources and to build the infrastructure necessary to
transmit that electricity;
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(d) to use and foster the development in British Columbia of innovative
technologies that support energy conservation and efficiency and the use
of clean or renewable resources;
(e) to ensure the authority's ratepayers receive the benefits of the
heritage assets and to ensure the benefits of the heritage contract under
the BC Hydro Public Power Legacy and Heritage Contract Act continue to
accrue to the authority's ratepayers;
(f) to ensure the authority's rates remain among the most competitive of
rates charged by public utilities in North America;
(g) to reduce BC greenhouse gas emissions
(i) by 2012 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least 6%
less than the level of those emissions in 2007,
(ii) by 2016 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least
18% less than the level of those emissions in 2007,
(iii) by 2020 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least
33% less than the level of those emissions in 2007,
(iv) by 2050 and for each subsequent calendar year to at least
80% less than the level of those emissions in 2007, and
(v) by such other amounts as determined under the Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Targets Act;
(h) to encourage the switching from one kind of energy source or use to
another that decreases greenhouse gas emissions in British Columbia;
(i) to encourage communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
use energy efficiently;
(j) to reduce waste by encouraging the use of waste heat, biogas and
biomass;
(k) to encourage economic development and the creation and retention of
jobs;
(l) to foster the development of first nation and rural communities
through the use and development of clean or renewable resources;
(m) to maximize the value, including the incremental value of the
resources being clean or renewable resources, of British Columbia's
generation and transmission assets for the benefit of British Columbia;
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(n) to be a net exporter of electricity from clean or renewable resources
with the intention of benefiting all British Columbians and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions in regions in which British Columbia trades
electricity while protecting the interests of persons who receive or may
receive service in British Columbia;
(o) to achieve British Columbia's energy objectives without the use of
nuclear power;
(p) to ensure the commission, under the Utilities Commission Act,
continues to regulate the authority with respect to domestic rates but not
with respect to expenditures for export, except as provided by this Act.
186. BC Hydro’s conclusion that the thermal back up scenario is inconsistent with
these purposes is simplistic and unpersuasive. The thermal back up scenario is
not a purely thermal vision of power generation, but rather a vision of power
generation that draws first on clean, renewable resources and imports before
turning to thermal assets. New clean renewable resources will need to be
built, and those resources will fulfill the s. 2 purposes of generating 93% of
energy from clean and renewable sources, reducing waste from municipal bio-
energy facilities, fostering the development of innovative clean energy
technologies and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The thermal back up
scenario will also contribute to jobs and employment, and arguably do so in a
more beneficial manner than Site C by spreading those jobs around the
Province and over a longer timeframe than the ten-year boom/bust scenario
Site C offers.
187. The thermal back up scenario is superior to Site C in achieving the purposes of
continuing low rates, and in maximizing the value of existing generation assets.
Site C will impose up to $1 billion in unnecessary costs on ratepayers, and will
require BC Hydro to waste surplus energy from heritage and IPP resources
over the first twenty years of its operation.
188. The thermal back up scenario is also more likely to fulfill the purpose of
fostering the development of first nation and rural communities through the
use and development of clean energy resources. The Site C dam is opposed by
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the majority of Treaty 8 nations, and will impose significant costs and losses on
those nations. Small-scale renewable energy projects, in contrast, have a solid
track record of building strong relationships with Aboriginal communities and
obtaining the support and consent of those communities. The local
communities of Fort St. John and Hudsons Hope have not embraced the Project
and, in the case of Hudson Hope, view the Project as eroding the community’s
tax base and long-term viability.
189. The only point under s. 2 on which the thermal back up scenario may compare
unfavourably to Site C is the goal, set out in s. 2(g), of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. However, this Panel has no information upon which to evaluate
what impact, if any, the thermal back up scenario would have on the GHG
reduction targets set out in s. 2(g). The EIS commits BC Hydro to fully
offsetting all GHG emissions from SCGT, which would mean that the thermal
back up scenario would have no net impact on Provincial GHG emissions. The
Panel has no information beyond that to weigh the validity of BC Hydro’s claim
that a scenario involving SCGTs is incompatible with the 93% target, for the
simple reason that BC Hydro has not done the work. There are no studies, no
reports, no models, no scenario assessments that actually calculate likely
emission scenarios and assess their implications for the GHG reduction targets.
190. In the result, BC Hydro’s conclusion that the thermal back up scenario is
contrary to the intention of the CEA is an assumption, not a reasoned
conclusion supported by evidence and a balanced reading of the Act. The PVEA
strongly submit that something more than an assumption is required to justify
the expense and impacts of Site C, and the consequent loss of the Peace River
valley.
191. At the hearing BC Hydro emphasized that its interpretation of the clean energy
objective has been endorsed by the Province through the approval of the 2013
IRP. It is clear, however, that this endorsement was based on little to no
information examining the comparative impacts, benefits and clean energy
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implications of the Site C scenario versus the thermal back up scenario. And it
is equally clear that this endorsement did not arise through the kind of
rigorous, evidence-based assessment the BCUC or this Panel undertakes, but
rather arose from the back and forth between BC Hydro and the Province
described by Mr. O’Reilly, which occurs behind closed doors.140 There is no
record of what information was actually considered during those discussions,
other than the 2013 IRP itself, and no indication that BC Hydro provided the
Province with any substantive information to enable an informed assessment
of the implications of the thermal back up scenario for the CEA’s objectives.
192. The PVEA accordingly submits that this Panel should not simply accept the
Province’s decision to approve the 2013 IRP as the full answer to the question
of whether the thermal back up scenario is a technically feasible, lower cost
alternative to Site C. This Panel is statutorily mandated by CEAA 2012 to
examine alternatives to the Project, and it should do so. To simply accept the
2013 IRP as the final word would render a large part of this hearing process
irrelevant, and fail to meet the Panel’s TOR and statutory mandate. Of equal
importance, those closed-door discussions between BC Hydro and the Province
did not include Canada. BC’s decision to endorse the policy-driven choices
reflected in the 2013 IRP cannot constrain Canada’s consideration of where the
Federal interest lies.
193. The Panel should prepare a report that fully examines the thermal back up
scenario as an alternative to Site C, and prepare its recommendations in light
of that evidence, in order to provide as complete a record as possible to
support the policy choices the two governments will have to make. In doing so,
the PVEA submits that the Panel should be guided by, and give significant
weight to, the evidence and opinion of Dr. Shaffer, which has not been
challenged or rebutted by BC Hydro.
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c) Burrard Thermal should be considered again before the Peace
River valley is flooded
194. PVEA’s submissions regarding the thermal back up scenario fit within the
constraints of the CEA and do not require the Panel to “go behind” any aspects
of that Act or its regulations. The PVEA submits, however, that the Panel
should do exactly that when it comes to looking at Burrard Thermal as an
alternative. The Panel’s report should identify Burrard Thermal as an existing,
viable, low-cost capacity asset that should be re-examined by the Province in
light of the known costs and impacts of Site C. Only this step will ensure a truly
sound, transparent and defensible approach to determining the best path for
meeting projected increases in energy demand.
195. Burrard Thermal is a viable generation asset that, if allowed to operate in its
traditional back up capacity, would erase the need for Site C and eliminate 95%
of the LRB gap that justifies the dam. The 2008 LTAP hearing before the BCUC
was the last occasion in which Burrard Thermal was closely examined. This
was done in some detail because the role of Burrard Thermal as a capacity
resource was one of the central issues before the BCUC. The evidence before
the Commission in that matter included the following: 141
a. BC Hydro operated Burrard Thermal as a firm capacity thermal back
up resource, that was displaced by firm and non-firm hydro energy
and power imports, (p. 92).
b. BC Hydro had two reports prepared in support of the 2008 LTAP: an
AMEC report that assessed the condition of the plant and made
recommendations regarding maintenance programs and costs; and a
report by RWDI that offered a “Consent to Operate Risk Analysis” of
the plant, including an estimation of common airborne pollutants
(CAC) and a review of air quality modeling work done for Burrard
Thermal in 2008, (pp. 95, 97, 99).

141 The 2008

LTAP decision is found at CEAR #2067. All references in () are to page numbers of the

decision.
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c. The AMEC report concluded that Burrard Thermal is in “reasonably
good condition for its age”, but will require significant re-investment
to maintain its energy capability. AMEC estimated a range of
investment of $266.1 to $341.7 million, depending on the energy
production scenario (pp. 94 – 96). BC Hydro testified that it planned
to determine the required expenditures and submit them to its Board
for approval, (p. 96).
d. The RWDI report concluded that BC Hydro had successfully
maintained its “social licence” to operate Burrard Thermal (p. 100),
and that “exceedances of Metro Vancouver’s new ambient air quality
objectives for annual NO2 are not expected. Exceedances of the new
one hour objective are predicted to occur in the near vicinity of
Burrard” depending on the operational scenario modeled, but those
exceedances would be rare, localized and dependent on one auxiliary
boiler used occasionally to produce supplemental steam for a
neighbouring refinery, (p. 99).
196. Based on the evidence before it, the Commission made the following findings:
a. Given appropriate maintenance expenditures, Burrard Thermal “can
be made capable of providing both 900 MW of capacity and up to
6,000 GWh/yr of energy over the full planning period,” (p. 114).
b. “It is clear that Burrard complies with all permits (and that the only
exceedance at Burrard is caused by an auxiliary boiler which BC
Hydro uses to supply steam to the neighbouring refinery) and would
continue to be in compliance if operated at the 6,000 GWh/yr level,
subject only to potential temperature restrictions in its efficient
discharge permit,” (p. 114).).
c. “The Commission rejects BC Hydro’s argument that by continuing to
rely on Burrard at 6,000 GWh/yr for planning purposes that it would
axiomatically risk losing its ‘social licence’ to operate Burrard,” (p.
115).
d. In the result, the Commission declined BC Hydro’s request to down-
rate Burrard Thermal for planning purposes to 3,000 GWh/yr, and
endorsed a minimum capability for planning purposes of 5,000
GWh/yr over the full planning period, (pp. 115 - 116).
197. As Dr. Shaffer notes in his report, the 2008 LTAP decision thus endorsed BC
Hydro’s continued reliance on Burrard Thermal as a firm capacity and
generation asset that would fill the LRB gap and completely avoid the need for
Site C. BC Hydro has not filed any evidence to dispute his opinion on this point;
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indeed, BC Hydro acknowledges that the need for new capacity is premised on
the elimination of Burrard Thermal as a capacity asset.
198. Notwithstanding the Commission’s evidence-based conclusions, the Provincial
Government chose to eliminate Burrard Thermal as a capacity or energy
resource. Pursuant to s. 2(1) of the Authorization for Burrard Thermal
Electricity Regulation enacted under the CEA, BC Hydro must discontinue
reliance on Burrard Thermal once the following facilities are operating and
providing service: Mica 5 and 6, the Interior to Lower Mainland transmission
line, and an upgrade to the Meridian substation. Those facilities will be
brought into service in the near future, and Burrard Thermal will thus
disappear as an asset for BC Hydro’s planning purposes.
199. The most notable thing about this policy decision to eliminate Burrard
Thermal is that it was made despite all the evidence supporting the continued
reliance on the plant. Burrard Thermal is an aging plant that should be retired
if it was used for base load generation. But if it is instead used for back up
purposes, exactly as BC Hydro was using it, it is a very cost effective way to
firm up non-firm hydro and low cost imports by providing firm capacity right
next to the main load centre. All this can be done without any material
contribution to air pollution, without an $8 billion cost and loss of the Peace
River valley and, indeed, without any new project footprint at all.
200. This Panel cannot override the legislative intention of the CEA and recommend
that Burrard Thermal replace Site C. However, this Panel can, and should,
provide an objective, fact based assessment of the potential role that Burrard
Thermal could in fact play in meeting the forecast LRB gap, and recommend
that the governments revisit the role of Burrard in light of that evidence, as
well as the evidence of the significant residual adverse effects Site C will cause.
Failing to do so will deprive both governments, but in particular Canada, of
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information that is essential to an informed determination on whether the
Project’s impacts are justified.142
201. As the Chair noted on several occasions, the decision to eliminate Burrard
Thermal for no compelling policy or environmental reason means that the
Province is in effect sacrificing the Peace River valley in order to shut down an
asset that causes no identified harm to human health, air quality or the
environment. This may be appealing from a short-term political perspective,
but it is an egregiously bad outcome from a long-term environmental planning
and utilities planning perspective. The PVEA urges this Panel to hew to its role
as the fact-finding, evidence-based commission, and to set out the facts
regarding Burrard Thermal so that the issue can finally receive a degree of
independent, objective consideration.

4. Building Site C is not a “benefit” if it is not needed
202. The PVEA submits that if Site C is not shown to be the most cost-effective, least
harmful means of meeting future load growth, the rationale for the Project falls
away and it should not proceed. As BC Hydro also seeks to justify the Project
on the basis of the economic contributions it will make, the PVEA will briefly
address that additional aspect of the justification argument.
203. Site C is distinct from a private sector project like a mine. A mine harnesses
private investment to produce both private goods (profits) and public goods
(tax revenues, employment etc.). Site C, in contrast, will be 100% publicly
funded by the ratepayers. It is the ratepayers who will pay for the Project, and
the ratepayers who bear all the risk of cost overruns or a future in which the
LRB gap is less than expected, and Site C operates at a loss for decades to come.
142 It merits mention that the BCUC made a policy recommendation to the Provincial Government in

its 1983 report as follows: “Policy direction from government on the value and marketability of natural
gas and other matters is required in order to determine if greater use of Burrard is in the provincial
interest”. CEAR #2340, p. 7.
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204. The argument that the investment of $8 billion in Site C will produce a net
public good – in the form of employment, purchases of goods and services,
taxes and the like - is therefore misleading. That $8 billion cost of the Project
represents the reallocation of money from the pockets of ratepayers, to the
pockets of contractors, workers and other beneficiaries of the construction
boom. There is no new contribution to the Provincial economy, only a mega-
project sized transfer of funds from one group to another. That $8 billion, if left
in the hands of ratepayers, would find its way into the Provincial economy
through the spending of individual ratepayers.
205. There is also no evidence that the employment and related benefits of Site C
are more valuable than those that will be produced from alternative energy
supply scenarios. New supply is needed in BC, and will be built at some point
in the next twenty years. That will generate exactly the same types of benefits
as Site C, but distributed throughout a wider geographic area and over a longer
time period. Given the existing economic activity levels in the northeast, and
the projected LNG construction boom (in addition to all the other pipelines and
energy projects slated for this Province), it is likely that building Site C will
drive up costs, stretch the labour market, and overheat an already thriving
regional economy. Proceeding with a diversified portfolio of assets, in
contrast, will spread the benefits out and avoid the boom/bust cycle that Site C
offers.
206. Finally, the benefits BC Hydro touts come at a very high cost – the loss of 107
kilometres of land and 6,469 ha of improved Class 1 – 7 agricultural land of the
Peace River valley and its tributaries. Unlike the employment benefits of Site
C, these impacts are permanent and cannot be undone. This is a very high cost
to pay for what would amount to a grand make work project to be paid for by
BC’s ratepayers.

D.

Conclusion
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207. The proposal to build Site C has been around for a long time. It first came
forward for serious consideration in 1982, when the BCUC reviewed the Site C
CPCN application. While many years have passed, there are striking
similarities between the case for Site C that was before the BCUC and the case
for Site C before this Panel. In the early ‘80’s the Province was predicting rapid
growth in new, energy-intensive industries, just as it is doing today, and BC
Hydro forecast sustained increases in energy demand, it maintained,
necessitated investment in the large capacity resource of Site C. And as is the
case today, Site C was presented as the natural – even inevitable – next step in
harnessing the hydroelectric resources of the Peace River valley.
208. The Commission had the foresight to question the case for Site C. It did not
accept the simple premise that another big dam would ultimately lead to
benefits for all British Columbians, and it examined the assumptions BC Hydro
had made on both the demand and supply side. In the result, the Commission
concluded that it was not clear that an asset the size of Site C was needed, and
the CPCN application was denied:
In light of continuing uncertainties regarding both demand and supply, the
Commission concludes that it is unclear when a new source of electrical
energy will be needed.
…..
The Commission concludes that the nonconventional alternatives cited at the
hearings do not constitute viable alternatives to Site C; with the possible
exception of geothermal power, they are too small and too expensive to have a
major impact on supply in the foreseeable future. On the other hand, the
Commission believes that there might be major conventional projects that
could substitute, in whole or in part, for Site C.
…
The Commission concludes it has not been adequately demonstrated that Site
C is the best possible project from a provincial point of view.
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This matter requires further consideration.143
209. This decision proved to be a prudent one. The Provincial economy that
actually developed bore little relationship to the one predicted by BC Hydro.
The major industries did not materialize (indeed, the economy contracted),
actual increases in demand were much lower than BC Hydro had forecast, and
more cost-effective options were found to meet that demand. Site C, it turned
out, was not needed after all.
210. The PVEA urges this Panel to take a similarly hard look at the case for Site C
today. There is too much uncertainty regarding the demand forecast, and too
little attention given to more cost-effective alternatives, to justify a decision
that will once again dam and flood the Peace River valley. If Site C is not built,
the Peace River valley will continue to thrive, with its prime agricultural lands
and wildlife habitat intact. But if it is dammed and flooded, it will be lost for
good. The PVEA submits that BC Hydro has failed to demonstrate that such an
irreparable loss is demonstrably required to serve a greater public good, based
on credible, objective criteria.
211. There are those who say that Site C should go ahead, even if it is expensive and
not demonstrably required at this time, because it is the natural next step in
developing the hydroelectric energy of the Peace River. The PVEA offers a
different perspective. This is a region that has already sacrificed a lot to serve
the populations and industries of BC, and this is a valley that has already made
its contribution to keeping the lights on. If the dam is not needed – clearly,
plainly and compellingly needed – don’t build it, and allow what remains of the
Peace River valley to rest intact to feed and sustain future generations.

143
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Submitted this 3rd day of February, 2014

Tim Howard

Anna Johnston

Co-counsel for the Peace Valley Environment Association
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT AND JUDGMENT

[1]

This is an application for judicial review brought by the applicants pursuant to ss. 18 and

18.1 of the Federal Courts Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7, as amended, respecting a report dated February
27, 2007 by the Joint Review Panel Established by the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board and the
Government of Canada (the “Panel”) concerning an environmental impact assessment of the Kearl
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Oil Sands Project (the “Kearl Project” or the “Project”), wherein the Panel recommended to the

receive authorization.

[2]

The applicants, various non-profit organizations concerned about the environmental effects

of the Kearl Project, submit that the environmental assessment conducted by the Panel did not
comply with the mandatory steps in the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, S.C. 1992, c.37
(“CEAA”) and in the Panel’s Terms of Reference.

BACKGROUND
[3]

Imperial Oil wishes to construct and operate the Kearl Project, an oil sands mine, in northern

Alberta. This project includes the design, construction, operation and reclamation of four open pit
truck and shovel mines and three trains of ore preparation and bitumen extraction facilities, as well
as tailings management facilities and other supporting infrastructure. It will be capable of
producing over 48,000 cubic metres of bitumen per day at full production in 2018, and will
terminate mining operations in 2060.

[4]

The Kearl Project will be located approximately 70 kilometres north of Fort McMurray.

Further, it is situated in the upper Muskeg River Watershed, a tributary of the Athabasca River,
which flows through Wood Buffalo National Park to the Mackenzie River drainage basin in the
Northwest Territories.
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responsible federal authority, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (“DFO”), that the Project
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[5]

The Kearl Project requires an authorization from the federal Minister of Fisheries and

can be given, an environmental assessment under the CEAA is required.

[6]

Pursuant to the Canada-Alberta Agreement for Environmental Assessment Cooperation, the

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency notified Alberta that it wished to participate with
Alberta in a cooperative environmental assessment of the Kearl Project. Federally, the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency confirmed it would carry out the role of Federal Environmental
Assessment coordinator, and DFO would be the responsible authority, with Environment Canada
(EC), Health Canada (HC) and Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) providing DFO with specialist
advice.

[7]

Imperial Oil filed its Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) relating to the Kearl Project

in July 2005. Representatives of DFO, EC, HC and NRCan assessed the information provided by
Imperial Oil as part of the joint environmental assessment with Alberta.

[8]

On January 18, 2006, DFO recommended to the Minister of the Environment that the Kearl

Project be referred to a review panel due to the potential for the proposed project to cause significant
adverse environmental effects, including cumulative effects, over large areas and on a number of
valued ecosystem components. Canada entered into an agreement with the government of Alberta to
conduct a joint review panel. The Joint Panel would render a project approval decision on behalf of
Alberta authorities and make an approval recommendation to the responsible federal authority.
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Oceans under section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. F-14. Before any federal approval
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The Panel held 16 days of public hearings in November 2006. In addition to the EIA report

filed by Imperial Oil, 20 parties filed submissions with the Panel, a number of which also gave oral
evidence and were cross-examined at the hearing.

The Panel Report
[10]

On February 27, 2007, the Panel issued its report, setting out its decision for the Alberta

authorities and making recommendations to DFO regarding project authorization.

[11]

The Panel reviewed the project as well as its purpose, need, project alternatives, and

alternative means of implementation. The Panel reviewed the views of various stakeholder groups
and summarized issues relating to social and economic effects, mine plan and resource
conservation, tailings management, reclamation, air emissions, surface water, aquatic resources,
Cumulative Environmental Management Association (CEMA) (a voluntary partnership of
stakeholders charged with identifying environmental thresholds before irreversible damage occurs
from oil sands development), traditional land use and traditional ecological knowledge, the need for
follow-up, and human health.

[12]

The Panel recommended that DFO approve the Project given its view that provided

proposed mitigation measures and recommendations were implemented, the Project was not likely
to cause significant adverse environmental effects.
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LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT
The law governing Environmental Impact Assessments is set out by the provisions of the

CEAA as interpreted in the jurisprudence of the Federal Court, Federal Court of Appeal, and the
Supreme Court of Canada.

[14]

The CEAA establishes a two-step decision-making process. The first step is an

environmental assessment where potentially adverse environmental effects of a project are analysed
(s. 5). The second step involves decision-making and follow-up where a federal authority decides,
taking into consideration that assessment, if a particular project should be authorized and what
follow-up measures, if any, are required to verify the accuracy of the assessment and the
effectiveness of mitigation measures (ss. 37 and 38).

[15]

The purpose of environmental assessment was described by the Supreme Court of Canada in

Friends of the Oldman River Society v. Canada (Minister of Transport), [1992] 1 S.C.R. 3, [1992]
S.C.J. No. 1 (QL), at para. 95. While the case involved assessment under the Environmental
Assessment and Review Process Guidelines Order, S.O.R./84-467 (the “EARPGO”, predecessor to
the current CEAA), I find the general principles espoused to be particularly instructive:
Environmental impact assessment is, in its simplest form, a planning tool
that is now generally regarded as an integral component of sound decisionmaking. Its fundamental purpose is summarized by R. Cotton and D. P.
Emond in "Environmental Impact Assessment", in J. Swaigen, ed.,
Environmental Rights in Canada (1981), 245, at p. 247:
The basic concepts behind environmental assessment are simply
stated: (1) early identification and evaluation of all potential
environmental consequences of a proposed undertaking; (2) decision
making that both guarantees the adequacy of this process and reconciles,
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As a planning tool it has both an information-gathering and a decisionmaking component which provide the decision maker with an objective basis
for granting or denying approval for a proposed development; see M. I.
Jeffery, Environmental Approvals in Canada (1989), at p. 1.2, (SS) 1.4; D. P.
Emond, Environmental Assessment Law in Canada (1978), at p. 5. In short,
environmental impact assessment is simply descriptive of a process of
decision-making. […]

The First Step: Environmental Assessment
[16]

With respect to the first step, the CEAA contemplates three “levels” of assessment:

screening (ss. 18-20), comprehensive study (ss. 21-24), and mediation and panel reviews (ss. 2936).

[17]

Mediation and panel reviews are the most stringent level of assessment and are to be carried

out upon a referral to the Minister by the responsible authority after consideration of a screening
report and any comments filed where: 1) the responsible authority is uncertain whether the project,
taking into account the implementation of any mitigation measures that the responsible authority
considers appropriate, is likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects; 2) the responsible
authority is of the opinion that, taking into account the implementation of any mitigation measures
that the responsible authority considers appropriate, the project is likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects; or 3) public concerns warrant a reference to this type of procedure (s. 20).

[18]

Further, s. 25 of the CEAA indicates that the responsible authority may also refer the project

to the Minister for a panel review at any time where it is of the opinion that the project, taking into
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to the greatest extent possible, the proponent's development desires with
environmental protection and preservation.
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account the implementation of any mitigation measures that the responsible authority considers

a reference to this type of procedure.

[19]

Pursuant to s. 40 of the CEAA, joint review panels involving federal and provincial

authorities may be constituted by agreement or arrangement. This agreement or arrangement shall
provide that the “environmental assessment of the project shall include a consideration of the factors
required to be considered under subsections 16(1) and (2) and be conducted in accordance with any
additional requirements and procedures set out in the agreement” (s. 41). Further, s. 41(c) indicates
that “the Minister shall fix or approve the terms of reference for the panel.” The “terms of
reference” shall determine the scope of certain factors to be taken into consideration by a review
panel in its assessment (s. 16(3)(b)). These terms of reference may significantly increase the
obligations incumbent upon the Panel (see Alberta Wilderness Assn. v. Cardinal River Coals (T.D.)
[1999] 3 F.C. 425, [1999] F.C.J. No. 441 (QL)).

[20]

Specifically, the general duties that a review panel is mandated to fulfill are four-fold (s. 34).

First, it must ensure that the information required for an assessment is obtained and made available
to the public (s. 34(a)). Second, the panel is required to hold hearings in a manner that offers the
public an opportunity to participate in the assessment (s. 34(b)). Third, the panel is charged with
fulfilling a reporting function whereby it must prepare a report setting out “the rationale,
conclusions and recommendations of the panel relating to the environmental assessment of the
project, including any mitigation measures and follow-up program” as well as a summary of public
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comments received (s. 34(c)). Finally, it must submit that report to the Minister and the responsible

[21]

Within the ambit of these general duties, a review panel shall include a consideration of the

various specific factors enumerated in ss. 16(1) and (2). These factors include the environmental
effects of a project including effects of accidents and malfunctions, cumulative environmental
effects, the significance of environmental and cumulative effects, public comments, technically and
economically feasible mitigation measures, and any other matter relevant to a review panel
assessment that the Minister, after consulting with the responsible authority, may require to be
considered (s. 16(1)). Furthermore, the purpose of the project, alternative means of carrying it out,
the need for and requirement of any follow-up programs, and the capacity of renewable resources
that are likely to be significantly affected by the project to meet the needs of the present and those of
the future are also to be considered (s. 16(2)).

[22]

With respect to assessing the significance of environmental effects, the jurisprudence reveals

that this assessment is not a wholly objective exercise but rather contains “a large measure of
opinion and judgement.” The Federal Court of Appeal has asserted that “[r]easonable people can
and do disagree about the adequacy and completeness of evidence which forecasts future results and
about the significance of such results […]” (Alberta Wilderness Assn. v. Express Pipelines Ltd.,
[1996] F.C.J. No. 1016 (QL), at para. 10).
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authority (s. 34(d)).
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[23]

The adequacy and completeness of the evidence must be evaluated in light of the

Hugessen J.A. discussed the predictive and preliminary nature of the panel’s role:
The panel’s view that the evidence before it was adequate to allow it to
complete that function “as early as is practicable in the planning stages …
and before irrevocable decisions are made” (see section 11(1)) is one with
which we will not lightly interfere. By its nature the panel’s exercise is
predictive and it is not surprising that the statute specifically envisages the
possibility of “follow up” programmes. Indeed, given the nature of the task
we suspect that finality and certainty in environmental assessment can never
be achieved.
This view was echoed in Inverhuron & District Ratepayers’ Association v. Canada (Minister of the
Environment), 2001 FCA 203, [2001] F.C.J. No. 1008 (QL), at para. 55, by Sexton J.A. Therefore,
given the predictive function of an environmental assessment and the existence of follow-up
mechanisms envisioned by the CEAA, the Panel’s assessment of significance does not extend to the
elimination of uncertainty surrounding project effects.

[24]

Similarly, it is evident that the assessment of environmental effects, including mitigation

measures, is not to be conceptualized as a single, discrete event. Instructively, in Union of Nova
Scotia Indians v. Canada (Attorney General), [1997] 1 F.C. 325, [1996] F.C.J. No. 1373 (QL),
Mackay J. indicated, at para. 32 that he was not persuaded that the CEAA requires that all the
details of mitigating measures be resolved before the acceptance of a screening report. He further
asserted that the nature of the process of assessment was “ongoing and dynamic” with continuing
dialogue between the proponent, the responsible authorities and interested community groups.
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[25]

Moreover, jurisprudence relating to the EARPGO is also instructive as to the content of the

(F.C.A.), [1991] 1 F.C. 641, at p. 657, Iacobucci C.J.A. described the assessment of mitigation
measures in s. 12(c) of the EARPGO in the following terms: “If the initial assessment procedure
reveals that the potentially adverse environmental effects that may be caused by the proposal “are
insignificant or mitigable with known technologies” the proposal […] may proceed or proceed with
mitigation, as the case may be.” In the case of Canadian Wildlife Federation Inc. v. Canada
(Minister of the Environment) (1990), 31 F.T.R. 1, at p. 12, the decision which was upheld by the
Court in Tetzlaff, Muldoon J. analysed s. 12(c) of the EARPGO and asserted that “since the Minister
did not identify any known technologies but only vague hopes for future technology, it is not
possible to consider that the recited adverse water quality effects are mitigable”. Thus, in the context
of a panel assessment, the possibilities of future research and development do not constitute
mitigation measures.

[26]

I note also that s. 16(1)(d) of the CEAA (the equivalent of s. 12(c) of the EARPGO), the

provision mandating consideration of mitigation measures, adds the proviso that mitigation
measures must be technically and economically feasible as opposed to solely technically feasible
(“known technologies” in the wording of the EARPGO). This second condition, in effect, imposes
an additional requirement for measures to be classified as mitigating under the CEAA: under the
current Act mitigation measures must also be economically feasible in order to qualify as such.

The Second Step: Decision and Follow-up
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[27]

Once the panel report is completed, the federal authority responsible for the decision must

approval of the Governor in Council (s. 37(1.1)). The responsible authority may exercise any power
or perform any duty or function that would permit the project to be carried out in whole or in part,
either where the project is not likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects, or where it
is likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects that can be justified in the circumstances
(s. 37(1)).

[28]

Where a federal authority decides to authorize a project following a panel review, it is

mandated to design a follow-up program for the project and ensure its implementation (s. 38(2)).
The results of the follow-up program may be used to implement adaptive management measures or
to improve the quality of future environmental assessments (s. 38(5)).

Guiding Tenets
[29]

The powers associated with the administration of the CEAA are to be exercised “in a

manner that protects the environment and human health and applies the precautionary principle”
(s. 4(2)).

[30]

In recent amendments to the CEAA, acting in a manner consistent with the precautionary

principle was specifically introduced in s. 4 as a duty bearing upon “the Government of Canada, the
Minister, the Agency and all bodies subject to the provisions of this Act, including federal
authorities and responsible authorities” in the administration of the CEAA.
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In the case of 114957 Canada Lteé (Spraytech, Société d’arrosage) v. Hudson (Town),

[2001] 2 S.C.R. 241, [2001] S.C.J. No. 42 (QL), at para. 31, the Supreme Court of Canada cited the
definition of the precautionary principle from the Bergen Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable
Development (1990):
In order to achieve sustainable development, policies must be based on the
precautionary principle. Environmental measures must anticipate, prevent
and attack the causes of environmental degradation. Where there are threats
of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not
be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental
degradation.
[32]

An approach that has developed in conjunction with the precautionary principle is that of

“adaptive management”. In Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society v. Canada (Minister of
Canadian Heritage), 2003 FCA 197, [2003] F.C.J. No. 703, at para. 24, Evans J.A. stated that “[t]he
concept of “adaptive management” responds to the difficulty, or impossibility, of predicting all the
environmental consequences of a project on the basis of existing knowledge” and indicated that
adaptive management counters the potentially paralyzing effects of the precautionary principle.
Thus, in my opinion, adaptive management permits projects with uncertain, yet potentially adverse
environmental impacts to proceed based on flexible management strategies capable of adjusting to
new information regarding adverse environmental impacts where sufficient information regarding
those impacts and potential mitigation measures already exists.

[33]

Accordingly, the scope of the duties incumbent upon a panel must be viewed through the

prism of these guiding tenets: the precautionary principle and adaptive management. As an early
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planning tool, environmental assessment is tasked with the management of future risk, thus a review

[34]

In sum, the CEAA represents a sophisticated legislative system for addressing the

uncertainty surrounding environmental effects. To this end, it mandates early assessment of adverse
environmental consequences as well as mitigation measures, coupled with the flexibility of followup processes capable of adapting to new information and changed circumstances. The dynamic and
fluid nature of the process means that perfect certainty regarding environmental effects is not
required.

ISSUES
[35]

This application involves the determination of whether the Panel committed reviewable

errors by failing to consider the factors enumerated in ss. 16(1) and 16(2) of the CEAA, more
particularly by relying on mitigation measures that were not technically and economically feasible
and by failing to comply with the requirement to provide a rationale for its recommendations
pursuant to s. 34(c)(i) of the CEAA.

[36]

The applicants focus on these reviewable errors in relation to the following three issues:
A)

Cumulative Effects Management Association (CEMA), Watershed Management
and Landscape Reclamation;

B)

Endangered Species; and

C)

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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[37]

All parties agree that to the extent that the issues posed involve the interpretation of the

CEAA, as questions of law, they are reviewable on a standard of correctness (Friends of West
Country Assn. v. Canada (Minister of Fisheries and Oceans), [2000] F.C. 263, [1999] F.C.J. No.
1515 (QL), at para. 10; Bow Valley Naturalists Society v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage),
[2001] 2 F.C. 461, [2001] F.C.J. No. 18 (QL), at para. 55). However, issues relating to weighing the
significance of the evidence and conclusions drawn from that evidence including the significance of
an environmental effect are reviewed on the standard of reasonableness simpliciter (Bow Valley,
supra, at para. 55; Inverhuron, supra, at paras. 39-40).

[38]

The crux of the standard of review determination in the present case involves the

characterization of the alleged errors. According to the applicants, the Panel report contains
numerous legal errors relating to the interpretation of the CEAA that are reviewable on the standard
of correctness. However, the respondents indicate that these alleged errors are in fact errors relating
to the conclusions drawn from the evidence before the Panel and therefore are reviewable on the
standard of reasonableness.

[39]

As noted by Campbell J. in Cardinal River Coals Ltd., supra, at para. 24, “it is important to

appropriately characterize a perceived failure to comply [with the requirements of the CEAA] as a
question of law or merely an attack on the “quality” of the evidence and, therefore the “correctness”
of the conclusions drawn on that evidence” (see also Express Pipelines Ltd., supra, at para. 10).
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With respect to the arguments relating to the Panel’s reliance on mitigation measures that

were not technically and economically feasible, there is no indication in the Report that the Panel
misunderstood the legal interpretation of technically and economically feasible mitigation measures.
In essence, what the applicants are challenging is the underlying completeness or quality of the
evidence which in their view was not sufficient to allow the Panel to conclude as it did given the
uncertainties that still remained regarding the Project. Thus, this question is reviewable on the
standard of reasonableness simpliciter.

[41]

With respect to the question of providing a “rationale” for the conclusions and

recommendations of the Panel, this question relates to the interpretation of the requirements of
s. 34(c)(i) of CEAA. The applicants do not attack the rationale provided but rather question whether
any rationale at all was put forth by the Panel. Whether or not the Panel has provided a rationale for
its conclusions and recommendations is question of law, reviewable on a standard of correctness.

ANALYSIS
A) CEMA, Watershed Management and Landscape Reclamation
i. CEMA
[42]

The applicants submit that while the Panel recognized that CEMA was vital in addressing

the cumulative impacts of oil sands development and had the responsibility to address most of the
critical cumulative effects challenges in the Athabasca oil sands region, it also expressed deep
concern at the inability of CEMA “to establish and maintain priority for critical items such as the
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Water Management Framework for the Athabasca River, the Muskeg River Watershed Integrated

specific examples of CEMA failing to meet timelines and complete its work.

[43]

The respondent, Imperial Oil, argues that the applicants’ assertion is based on a narrow

reading of the Report restricted to that portion dealing solely with integrated watershed planning
which is only one of the many issues addressed by the Panel. I agree.

[44]

The Panel’s discussion of CEMA was tied closely to regional watershed management

planning. As a regional association comprised of industry and government representatives as well as
community and civil society stakeholders, CEMA is expected to address the objectives of watershed
management planning. Given this important role in regional effects management, it was therefore
appropriate for the Panel to raise concerns regarding CEMA’s functioning. Based on the Report, I
could not conclude that the Panel considered CEMA as a mitigation measure, but rather as the
proper vehicle for the development of environmental management frameworks.

[45]

While the Panel discussed CEMA extensively and highlighted the numerous problems

associated with its functioning, it also made detailed recommendations regarding its operation in
order to ensure that CEMA would function properly in years to come, and to provide the ultimate
decision-maker with a concrete evaluation of this key stakeholder association. I note also the
Panel’s comments with respect to regulatory backstopping by Alberta Environment (“AENV”) in
the event that CEMA is unable to meet its timelines for management frameworks. I find this to be
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Management Plan, and the Regional Terrestrial and Wildlife Management Framework” and cited
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consistent with the precautionary principle in that if CEMA is unable to complete a management

consequences.

ii. Watershed Management
[46]

With respect to Watershed Management, I am satisfied that the Panel took into

consideration mitigation measures that were both technically and economically feasible. A fair
reading of the Report shows that the Panel addressed the issue of surface water extensively. In fact,
the Panel considered the issue under three distinct subheadings: in-stream flow needs, integrated
watershed planning, and water quality, and additionally under fish and fish habitat.

[47]

Contrary to the applicants’ assertion that there was no evidence or the scantest evidence

upon which to evaluate the existence, nature and effectiveness of the mitigation measures, the
Panel’s recommendations on the issue of water quality refer to mitigation measures contained in
Imperial Oil’s EIA as well as the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, R.S.A. 2000, c.
E-12 (the “EPEA”) approval conditions. The Panel concludes:
[…] the Joint Panel believes that by implementing a comprehensive
monitoring plan, the suggested EPEA approval conditions, the Joint Panel’s
recommendation, and the mitigations identified by Imperial Oil in its EIA,
the KOS [Kearl Oil Sands] Project is unlikely to result in significant adverse
environmental effects on water quality. [Emphasis added] (p. 83 of the
Report)
Further, as pertains to aquatic resources, the Panel concluded:
[…] The Joint Panel concludes that with the implementation of Imperial
Oil’s mitigation measures, the completion of an NNLP [No Net Loss Plan]
satisfactory to DFO, and the Joint Panel’s recommendations, the KOS
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[48]

Specifically, the mitigation measures identified by Imperial Oil in its EIA for managing

groundwater include the following:
(a)

Recycling of process-affected waters and runoff within the Kearl Project footprint in
a closed-circuit system during operations;

(b)

Directing Muskeg drainage and overburden waters to polishing ponds equipped with
oil separation capability, if required;

(c)

Diverting natural headwater flow around construction and mining areas and
discharging it into receiving streams without contact with oil sands or processaffected waters;

(d)

Using a perimeter ditch and pumping system to capture seepage and runoff from the
external tailings area and pumping back into the process during operations;

(e)

Using a drainage system to capture and direct seepage and runoff from the external
tailings area to wetlands and terminal lakes with sufficient residence time after
reclaiming the external tailings area;
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aquatic resources. [Emphasis added] (p. 86 of the Report)
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(f)

Using wetlands and pit lakes during and after closure to provide biological

discharge;

(g)

Designing pit lakes with sufficient residence time to enhance settling and biological
remediation of reclamation waters;

(h)

Using reclamation waters that collect in the pit as process water until the start of the
closure management system;

(i)

Placing of tailings only in the central pit lake which has a large volume and long
residence time;

(j)

Maintaining naturally occurring, low permeability material between Kearl Lake and
its surrounding mine pits to minimize seepage into the lake.

•

EIA, Volume 6, at p. 5-38 and 5-39 [Imperial’s Record, Vol 2, Tab 4(b) at

pp. 312 and 313]

[49]

Further, with respect to aquatic resources, Imperial Oil identified mitigation measures in its

EIA which included the following:
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a) Compensation habitat will be provided by the development of new habitat area in

such as DFO;

b) Potential changes in flow sections of the Muskeg River downstream of the Project
development area will be minimized during the operational phases of the Project
by flow augmentation;

c) Permanent diversion channels and drainage systems will be designed to facilitate
development of sustainable aquatic ecosystems in order to mitigate losses of
natural water courses habitats;

d) Drainage patterns in Wapasu Creek will be designed to mitigate flows that could
change channel regime or increase downstream sedimentation or total suspended
solids; and

e) The Kearl Project will include a system of environmental management protocols and
construction practices designed to minimize possible effects to the aquatic
environment.

•

EIA, Volume 6, at p. 6-36 to 6-38 [Imperial’s Record, Vol. 2, Tab 4(c) at pp.
314 to 316]
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Thus, contrary to the applicants’ submissions, I am satisfied that there was evidence upon

which the Panel could reasonably assess technically and economically feasible measures that would
mitigate any significant adverse environmental effects arising from the Project on the Muskeg
watershed and fish and fish habitat.

[51]

When pressed at the hearing to provide specific cases of mitigation measures considered by

the Panel that were not technically and economically feasible, the applicants pointed to the
consolidated tailings technology and end pit lakes as two such examples.

[52]

First, with respect to consolidated tailings, the applicants contend that the Panel found this

measure to be technically viable but not economically feasible; nevertheless, it proceeded to rely on
this technology in its assessment, in contravention of the CEAA.

[53]

However, as explained by Imperial Oil’s counsel, Mr. Ignasiak, and as indicated by a fair

reading of the hearing transcript, it is clear that the Panel was concerned not by the tailings
technology, but by one of the enhancements, a tailings thickener, proposed by Imperial Oil in order
to improve on the existing technology that is used at other facilities. It is this tailings thickener, not
the underlying consolidated tailings technology that has not been commercially demonstrated. The
Panel then concluded that by implementing the tailings technology, of which a thickener was but a
proposed enhancement, significant adverse environmental effects were unlikely to occur.
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[54]

Thus, I disagree with the applicants that the Panel was relying on a technology that was yet

to be accepted, it would mean that under the CEAA process, proponents must provide the Panel
with only those technologies that have been used in the past. In my view this would stifle innovation
in the field, which could potentially result in future benefits to the environment.

[55]

Second, with respect to end pit lakes, the applicants submit that by recommending further

testing of modelling predictions, the Panel erred in determining that this mitigation measure was
technically and economically feasible. I cannot accept this argument. In my view, the Panel took a
precautionary approach by demanding that an operator validate modelling predictions by testing end
pit lake technology.

[56]

Indeed, this approach is broadly consistent with the principles of adaptive management. As

Evans J.A asserted in Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, supra, at para. 24, “[t]he concept of
"adaptive management" responds to the difficulty, or impossibility, of predicting all the
environmental consequences of a project on the basis of existing knowledge.” The same holds true
for the assessment of mitigation measures. While there does exist some uncertainty with respect to
end pit lake technology, the existing level of uncertainty is not such that it should paralyze the entire
project.

[57]

Thus, based on the information that was before it, including the modelling predictions, the

Panel accepted the measure as technically and economically feasible. The fact that uncertainty
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remained regarding end pit lakes in the oil sands region is understandable given that they will only

modelling results, including a physical test case and continued research, well in advance of the
slated closure date in 60 years.

[58]

In my opinion, the Panel is permitted and indeed mandated to make these kinds of

recommendations regarding the proposed Project, which should include recommendations for
continued study of potential impacts on valued environmental components and the development of
further mitigation strategies. This is consistent with the ongoing and dynamic nature of
environmental assessment referred to above and ensures that new information is obtained which
facilitates the adaptation of project implementation as required.

iii. Reclamation
[59]

The applicants further submit that the mitigation of certain aspects of oil sands mining, e.g.,

reclamation of peatlands, is not even known in general terms. Follow-up programs are not intended
to replace mitigation measures under the CEAA or to be treated as vehicles for designing future
mitigation measures. The applicants find support in the case of Union of Nova Scotia Indians,
supra. In that particular case, mitigation measures were generally known, but the details of the
specific measures had yet to be determined. For the applicants, relying on adaptive management to
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address uncertainty and future risk requires at least some general understanding initially of the

[60]

The respondents submit that the dynamic nature of follow-up measures and adaptive

management will resolve initial uncertainties. Further, sufficient information was available to the
Panel which enabled it to reasonably conclude as it did. I agree. The recommendations are not
necessarily flawed because the evidence was insufficient to eliminate all uncertainty. The Panel had
before it information indicating that while the reclamation of peat-accumulating wetlands remained
uncertain, there is considerable experience with respect to wetland and marsh reconstruction and
that Imperial Oil’s closure plan called for the reconstruction of approximately 900 hectares of
marsh. This type of replacement is consistent with s. 2(1) of the CEAA which defines mitigation as
including “restitution for any damage to the environment caused by such effects through
replacement, restoration, compensation or any other means”.

[61]

Again, I note that the Federal Court of Appeal explained in Express Pipelines Ltd., supra,

that as the nature of the Panel’s task is predictive, finality and certainty in environmental assessment
can never be achieved. Hugessen J. stated at para. 10:
No information about the probable future effects of a project can ever be
complete or exclude all possible future outcomes. The appreciation of the
adequacy of such evidence is a matter properly left to the judgment of the
panel which may be expected to have, as this one in fact did, a high degree
of expertise in environmental matters. In addition, the principal criterion set
by the statute is the "significance" of the environmental effects of the
project: that is not a fixed or wholly objective standard and contains a large
measure of opinion and judgment. Reasonable people can and do disagree
about the adequacy and completeness of evidence which forecasts future
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And further at para. 14, he states:
Finally, we were asked to find that the panel had improperly delegated
some of its functions when it recommended that certain further studies and
ongoing reports to the National Energy Board should be made before,
during and after construction. This argument misconceives the panel's
function which is simply one of information gathering and recommending.
The panel's view that the evidence before it was adequate to allow it to
complete that function "as early as is practicable in the planning stages ...
and before irrevocable decisions are made" (see section 11(1)) is one with
which we will not lightly interfere. By its nature the panel's exercise is
predictive and it is not surprising that the statute specifically envisages the
possibility of "follow up" programmes. Indeed, given the nature of the task
we suspect that finality and certainty in environmental assessment can
never be achieved.
It would be impossible for a review panel to conduct the environmental assessment early in the
planning stages of a project if the Panel was required to eliminate all uncertainty and precluded from
commenting on follow-up activities.

[62]

Thus, while uncertainties with respect to reclamation of peat-accumulating wetlands

remained, they could be addressed through adaptive management given the existence of generally
known replacement measures contained in Imperial Oil’s mine closure plan. Indeed, it is worth
noting that the Panel cited with approval the reclamation milestones from Imperial Oil’s Project
Application in its Report.

B) Endangered Species
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[63]

The applicants argue that the Panel failed to consider the significance of adverse

Risk Act, S.C. 2002, c.29 (“SARA”)), failed to provide the responsible authority with the requisite
information in this regard, failed to consider mitigation measures that were technically and
economically feasible, and failed to provide a rationale for its conclusion.

[64]

The applicants reference the Federal Government’s written submission to the Kearl Panel

wherein it indicated that:
There are 1093 [hectares] of graminoid fen within the Kearl Project area that
could provide suitable habitat for Yellow Rails. It is not known how large or
widely distributed the local population is, and therefore it is difficult to draw
conclusions on potential impacts to the species, or to make recommendations
for mitigation actions.

Based on the information before it, the Panel recommended that Alberta conduct a regional review
of cumulative impacts on Yellow Rail within the next two years.

[65]

For the applicants s. 79 of the SARA imposes requirements, in addition to those contained in

the CEAA, on authorities mandated to ensure that an environmental assessment is conducted to
“identify the adverse effects of the project on the listed wildlife species and its critical habitat and, if
the project is carried out, [to] ensure that measures are taken to avoid or lessen those effects and to
monitor them.”

[66]

The federal respondent submits that the Panel clearly set out its concerns regarding the

Yellow Rail and made recommendations for a regional review of cumulative impacts to determine
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mitigation options as well as the implementation of predevelopment surveys by Imperial Oil. Given

be provided at this stage: the Panel raised concerns, provided information, and made
recommendations, and the final decision rested with DFO. Imperial Oil echoes the federal
respondent and indicates that based on the evidence, the Panel’s conclusions and recommendations
were informed and rational.

[67]

While I note that the Panel could have included more information regarding Environment

Canada’s concerns with respect to the Yellow Rail, particularly, that suitable habitat for the Yellow
Rail is found in localized patches throughout the region and that this habitat cannot be reclaimed
with current technology, I find the assessment of the significance of environmental effects in the
Panel report to be reasonable. In my view, the Panel met its duty in the present case by
acknowledging that Environment Canada expressed concern regarding the effect on the Yellow Rail
due to the intensity of regional development. It made no further assessment as the information upon
which such assessment could be based was not before it.

[68]

The Panel recommended that in the next two years AENV in collaboration with

Environment Canada, coordinate a regional review of the cumulative impacts on the Yellow Rail in
the oil sands region, using appropriate regional nocturnal surveys in areas of potentially suitable
habitat and that this initiative should determine the mitigation options to minimize impacts on the
Yellow Rail. The Panel went on to recommend that AENV establish requirements within any
EPEA approval to implement the findings of the Yellow Rail initiative for surveys, determination of
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effects, and mitigation strategies where appropriate. The Panel expressed its expectation that

strategies in its reclamation plans, unless these matters were dealt with on a regional basis. Finally,
the Panel recommended that AENV require Imperial Oil to avoid land clearing during the period of
April 1 to August 30 of each year due to potential impacts on migratory bird species.

[69]

Thus, while I agree with the applicants’ assertion that further studies of the Yellow Rail

population do not constitute mitigation measures, I do not believe that the Panel’s recommendation
was meant to be a mitigation measure. The Panel adopted an approach that was consistent with the
dynamic nature of the assessment process; it highlighted concerns and made recommendations
consistent with the information before it. I find the approach employed to manage the existing
uncertainty to be reasonable.

C) Greenhouse Gas Emissions

[70]

The applicants submit that the Panel erred by failing to provide a cogent rationale for its

conclusion that the adverse environmental effects of the greenhouse gas emissions of the Project
would be insignificant, and by failing to comment on the effectiveness of intensity-based
“mitigation”. According to Imperial Oil’s EIA, the Project will be responsible for average
emissions of 3.7 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent per year, which equals the annual
greenhouse gas emissions of 800,000 passenger vehicles in Canada, and will contribute 0.51% and
1.7% respectively, of Canada and Alberta’s annual greenhouse gas emissions (based on 2002 data).
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[71]

The respondent, Imperial Oil, argues that the EIA that was before the Panel set out the

barrel basis for the Project during the operating period. Further, the Project Application sets out
Imperial Oil’s approach to greenhouse gas management including the requirement that the most
energy efficient, commercially proven and economic technology be selected to minimize emissions.
There is no evidence to suggest that the Panel failed to consider all the evidence that was before it,
and while it did not comment specifically on the effects of the greenhouse gas emissions, pursuant
to Cantwell v. Canada (Minister of the Environment), [1991] F.C.J. No. 27, the EARPGO
(predecessor to the CEAA) does not specify a particular form for the report and thus, it is not the
role of this Court to insist on a particular form in the present case. At the hearing, Imperial Oil’s
counsel added that for the Panel to comment on the proposed intensity based mitigation measures
would shift its role into the realm of policy recommendation.

[72]

While I agree that the Panel is not to engage in policy recommendation, nevertheless, it is

tasked with conducting a science and fact-based assessment of the potential adverse environmental
effects of a proposed project. In the absence of this fact-based approach, the political determinations
made by final decision-makers are left to occur in a vacuum.

[73]

I recognize that placing an administrative burden on the Panel to provide an in-depth

explanation of the scientific data for all of its conclusions and recommendations would be
disproportionately high. However, given that the Report is to serve as an objective basis for a final
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decision, the Panel must, in my opinion, explain in a general way why the potential environmental

[74]

Should the Panel determine that the proposed mitigation measures are incapable of reducing

the potential adverse environmental effects of a project to insignificance, it has a duty to say so as
well. The assessment of the environmental effects of a project and of the proposed mitigation
measures occur outside the realm of government policy debate, which by its very nature must take
into account a wide array of viewpoints and additional factors that are necessarily excluded by the
Panel’s focus on project related environmental impacts. In contrast, the responsible authority is
authorized, pursuant to s. 37(1)(a)(ii), to permit the project to be carried out in whole or in part even
where the project is likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects if those effects “can be
justified in the circumstances”. Therefore, it is the final decision-maker that is mandated to take into
account the wider public policy factors in granting project approval.

[75]

I am fully aware of the level of expertise possessed by the Panel. The record shows that

they had ample material before them relating to the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and climate
change, and thus any articulated conclusions drawn from the evidence should be accorded a high
measure of deference. However, this deference to expertise is only triggered when those conclusions
are articulated. Instructively, in Canada (Director of Investigation and Research, Competition Act)
v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R. 748, [1996] S.C.J. No. 116 (QL), at para. 62, Iacobucci J. cited
with approval the following excerpt from Kerans, R. P., Standards of Review Employed by
Appellate Courts (Edmonton: Juriliber, 1994), p. 17 which dealt with deference to “expertise”:
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effects, either with or without the implementation of mitigation measures, will be insignificant.

Experts, in our society, are called that precisely because they can arrive at
well-informed and rational conclusions. If that is so, they should be able to
explain, to a fair-minded but less well-informed observer, the reasons for
their conclusions. If they cannot, they are not very expert. If something is
worth knowing and relying upon, it is worth telling. Expertise commands
deference only when the expert is coherent. Expertise loses a right to
deference when it is not defensible. That said, it seems obvious that
[appellate courts] manifestly must give great weight to cogent views thus
articulated. [Emphasis added]
Thus, deference to expertise is based on the cogent articulation of the rationale basis for conclusions
reached.

[76]

In the present case, the Panel indicated its expectation that Imperial Oil would follow

through on its commitment to:
•
•
•

reduce NOx emissions through combustion controls using low-NOx burners for
stationary sources,
purchase and operate low-NOx mine equipment as soon as it is commercially
available, and
participate in AENV’s BATEA [Best Available Technology Economically
Available] study and implement its findings. (p. 58 of the Report)

Further, the Panel agreed with EC and encouraged Imperial Oil to implement the use of ultra-lowsulphur diesel fuel for all of its construction and mining activities ahead of any mandatory
requirements (p. 59 of the Report).

[77]

Finally, the Panel supported Alberta developing appropriate EPEA approval requirements to

address greenhouse gas emission intensity targets:
The Joint Panel supports Alberta developing appropriate EPEA approval
requirements to address:
•
•

fugitive emissions control (LDAR [leak detection and repair] program),
continuous benzene and acrolein monitoring,
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•
•
•
•

VOC [volatile organic compounds] emissions monitoring,
participation in CEMA and WBEA [Wood Buffalo Environmental
Association] work to address trace air contaminants, including but not
limited to benzene and acrolein,
participation in regional acid deposition and eutrophication
monitoring programs, and
GHG [greenhouse gas] emission intensity targets.

The Panel then concluded that:
The KOS Project is not likely to result in significant adverse environmental
effects to air quality, provided that the mitigation measures and
recommendations proposed are implemented. (p. 60 of the Report)

[78]

The evidence shows that intensity-based targets place limits on the amount of greenhouse

gas emissions per barrel of bitumen produced. The absolute amount of greenhouse gas pollution
from oil sands development will continue to rise under intensity-based targets because of the
planned increase in total production of bitumen. The Panel dismissed as insignificant the
greenhouse gas emissions without any rationale as to why the intensity-based mitigation would be
effective to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions, equivalent to 800,000 passenger vehicles, to a
level of insignificance. Without this vital link, the clear and cogent articulation of the reasons behind
the Panel’s conclusion, the deference accorded to its expertise is not triggered.

[79]

While I agree that the Panel is not required to comment specifically on each and every detail

of the Project, given the amount of greenhouse gases that will be emitted to the atmosphere and
given the evidence presented that the intensity based targets will not address the problem of
greenhouse gas emissions, it was incumbent upon the Panel to provide a justification for its
recommendation on this particular issue. By its silence, the Panel short circuits the two step decision
making process envisioned by the CEAA which calls for an informed decision by a responsible
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authority. For the decision to be informed it must be nourished by a robust understanding of Project

Panel erred in law by failing to provide reasoned basis for its conclusion as mandated by s. 34(c)(i)
of the CEAA.

[80]

As this error relates solely to one of the many issues that the Panel was mandated to

consider, I find that it would be inappropriate and ineffective to require the entire Panel review to be
conducted a second time (Nanda v. Canada (Public Service Commission Appeal Board), [1972]
F.C. 277, at para. 55). Accordingly, the application for judicial review is allowed in part. The
matter is remitted back to the same Panel with the direction to provide a rationale for its conclusion
that the proposed mitigation measures will reduce the potentially adverse effects of the Project’s
greenhouse gas emissions to a level of insignificance.

[81]

As it was agreed upon at the hearing, the parties shall make representations in writing on the

issue of costs. The applicants should file and serve their representation within 15 days from the date
of this judgement. The respondents should file and serve their representations within 15 days from
the date of service of the applicants’ representations.
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effects. Accordingly, given the absence of an explanation or rationale, I am of the view that the
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THIS COURT ORDERS that
The application for judicial review is allowed in part. The matter is remitted back to the same Panel
with the direction to provide a rationale for its conclusion that the proposed mitigation measures
will reduce the potentially adverse effects of the Project’s greenhouse gas emissions to a level of
insignificance.

“Danièle Tremblay-Lamer”
Judge
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JUDGMENT

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,
S.C. 1992, c.37

Loi canadienne sur l'évaluation
environnementale, 1992, ch. 37

[…]

[…]

PURPOSES
Purposes

OBJET
Objet

4. (1) The purposes of this Act are

4. (1) La présente loi a pour objet :

(a) to ensure that projects are considered in a
careful and precautionary manner before
federal authorities take action in connection
with them, in order to ensure that such
projects do not cause significant adverse
environmental effects;

a) de veiller à ce que les projets soient
étudiés avec soin et prudence avant que les
autorités fédérales prennent des mesures à
leur égard, afin qu’ils n’entraînent pas
d’effets environnementaux négatifs
importants;

(b) to encourage responsible authorities to
take actions that promote sustainable
development and thereby achieve or
maintain a healthy environment and a
healthy economy;

b) d’inciter ces autorités à favoriser un
développement durable propice à la salubrité
de l’environnement et à la santé de
l’économie;

(b.1) to ensure that responsible authorities
carry out their responsibilities in a
coordinated manner with a view to
eliminating unnecessary duplication in the
environmental assessment process;
(b.2) to promote cooperation and
coordinated action between federal and
provincial governments with respect to
environmental assessment processes for
projects;
(b.3) to promote communication and
cooperation between responsible authorities
and Aboriginal peoples with respect to
environmental assessment;
(c) to ensure that projects that are to be
carried out in Canada or on federal lands do

b.1) de faire en sorte que les autorités
responsables s’acquittent de leurs obligations
afin d’éviter tout double emploi dans le
processus d’évaluation environnementale;

b.2) de promouvoir la collaboration des
gouvernements fédéral et provinciaux, et la
coordination de leurs activités, dans le cadre
du processus d’évaluation environnementale
de projets;
b.3) de promouvoir la communication et la
collaboration entre les autorités responsables
et les peuples autochtones en matière
d’évaluation environnementale;
c) de faire en sorte que les éventuels effets
environnementaux négatifs importants des
projets devant être réalisés dans les limites
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(d) to ensure that there be opportunities for
timely and meaningful public participation
throughout the environmental assessment
process.

du Canada ou du territoire domanial ne
débordent pas ces limites;
d) de veiller à ce que le public ait la
possibilité de participer de façon
significative et en temps opportun au
processus de l’évaluation environnementale.
Mission du gouvernement du Canada

Duties of the Government of Canada
(2) In the administration of this Act, the
Government of Canada, the Minister, the
Agency and all bodies subject to the
provisions of this Act, including federal
authorities and responsible authorities, shall
exercise their powers in a manner that
protects the environment and human health
and applies the precautionary principle.
1992, c. 37, s. 4; 1993, c. 34, s. 19(F); 1994,
c. 46, s. 1; 2003, c. 9, s. 2.

(2) Pour l’application de la présente loi, le
gouvernement du Canada, le ministre,
l’Agence et les organismes assujettis aux
dispositions de celle-ci, y compris les
autorités fédérales et les autorités
responsables, doivent exercer leurs pouvoirs
de manière à protéger l’environnement et la
santé humaine et à appliquer le principe de la
prudence.
1992, ch. 37, art. 4; 1993, ch. 34, art. 19(F);
1994, ch. 46, art. 1; 2003, ch. 9, art. 2.
Projets visés

Projects requiring environmental assessment
5. (1) An environmental assessment of a
project is required before a federal authority
exercises one of the following powers or
performs one of the following duties or
functions in respect of a project, namely,
where a federal authority
(a) is the proponent of the project and does
any act or thing that commits the federal
authority to carrying out the project in whole
or in part;
(b) makes or authorizes payments or
provides a guarantee for a loan or any other
form of financial assistance to the proponent
for the purpose of enabling the project to be
carried out in whole or in part, except where
the financial assistance is in the form of any

5. (1) L’évaluation environnementale d’un
projet est effectuée avant l’exercice d’une
des attributions suivantes :

a) une autorité fédérale en est le promoteur
et le met en oeuvre en tout ou en partie;

b) une autorité fédérale accorde à un
promoteur en vue de l’aider à mettre en
oeuvre le projet en tout ou en partie un
financement, une garantie d’emprunt ou
toute autre aide financière, sauf si l’aide
financière est accordée sous forme
d’allègement — notamment réduction,
évitement, report, remboursement,
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not cause significant adverse environmental
effects outside the jurisdictions in which the
projects are carried out; and

reduction, avoidance, deferral, removal,
refund, remission or other form of relief
from the payment of any tax, duty or impost
imposed under any Act of Parliament, unless
that financial assistance is provided for the
purpose of enabling an individual project
specifically named in the Act, regulation or
order that provides the relief to be carried
out;
(c) has the administration of federal lands
and sells, leases or otherwise disposes of
those lands or any interests in those lands, or
transfers the administration and control of
those lands or interests to Her Majesty in
right of a province, for the purpose of
enabling the project to be carried out in
whole or in part; or
(d) under a provision prescribed pursuant to
paragraph 59(f), issues a permit or licence,
grants an approval or takes any other action
for the purpose of enabling the project to be
carried out in whole or in part.

annulation ou remise — d’une taxe ou d’un
impôt qui est prévu sous le régime d’une loi
fédérale, à moins que cette aide soit accordée
en vue de permettre la mise en oeuvre d’un
projet particulier spécifié nommément dans
la loi, le règlement ou le décret prévoyant
l’allègement;
c) une autorité fédérale administre le
territoire domanial et en autorise la cession,
notamment par vente ou cession à bail, ou
celle de tout droit foncier relatif à celui-ci ou
en transfère à Sa Majesté du chef d’une
province l’administration et le contrôle, en
vue de la mise en oeuvre du projet en tout ou
en partie;
d) une autorité fédérale, aux termes d’une
disposition prévue par règlement pris en
vertu de l’alinéa 59f), délivre un permis ou
une licence, donne toute autorisation ou
prend toute mesure en vue de permettre la
mise en oeuvre du projet en tout ou en partie.
Projets nécessitant l’approbation du
gouverneur en conseil

Projects requiring approval of Governor in
Council

(2) Par dérogation à toute autre disposition
de la présente loi :

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of
this Act,

a) l’évaluation environnementale d’un projet
est obligatoire, avant que le gouverneur en
conseil, en vertu d’une disposition désignée
par règlement aux termes de l’alinéa 59g),
prenne une mesure, notamment délivre un
permis ou une licence ou accorde une
approbation, autorisant la réalisation du
projet en tout ou en partie;

(a) an environmental assessment of a project
is required before the Governor in Council,
under a provision prescribed pursuant to
regulations made under paragraph 59(g),
issues a permit or licence, grants an approval
or takes any other action for the purpose of
enabling the project to be carried out in
whole or in part; and
(b) the federal authority that, directly or
through a Minister of the Crown in right of

b) l’autorité fédérale qui, directement ou par
l’intermédiaire d’un ministre fédéral,
recommande au gouverneur en conseil la
prise d’une mesure visée à l’alinéa a) à
l’égard du projet :
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Canada, recommends that the Governor in
Council take an action referred to in
paragraph (a) in relation to that project
(i) shall ensure that an environmental
assessment of the project is conducted as
early as is practicable in the planning stages
of the project and before irrevocable
decisions are made,
(ii) is, for the purposes of this Act and the
regulations, except subsection 11(2) and
sections 20 and 37, the responsible authority
in relation to the project,
(iii) shall consider the applicable reports and
comments referred to in sections 20 and 37,
and
(iv) where applicable, shall perform the
duties of the responsible authority in relation
to the project under section 38 as if it were
the responsible authority in relation to the
project for the purposes of paragraphs
20(1)(a) and 37(1)(a).

(i) est tenue de veiller à ce que l’évaluation
environnementale du projet soit effectuée le
plus tôt possible au stade de la planification
de celui-ci, avant la prise d’une décision
irrévocable,
(ii) est l’autorité responsable à l’égard du
projet pour l’application de la présente loi —
à l’exception du paragraphe 11(2) et des
articles 20 et 37 — et de ses règlements,
(iii) est tenue de prendre en compte les
rapports et observations pertinents visés aux
articles 20 et 37,
(iv) le cas échéant, est tenue d’exercer à
l’égard du projet les attributions de l’autorité
responsable prévues à l’article 38 comme si
celle-ci était l’autorité responsable à l’égard
du projet pour l’application des alinéas
20(1)a) et 37(1)a).
[…]
Éléments à examiner

[…]
Factors to be considered
16. (1) Every screening or comprehensive
study of a project and every mediation or
assessment by a review panel shall include a
consideration of the following factors:
(a) the environmental effects of the project,
including the environmental effects of
malfunctions or accidents that may occur in
connection with the project and any
cumulative environmental effects that are
likely to result from the project in
combination with other projects or activities
that have been or will be carried out;

16. (1) L’examen préalable, l’étude
approfondie, la médiation ou l’examen par
une commission d’un projet portent
notamment sur les éléments suivants :
a) les effets environnementaux du projet, y
compris ceux causés par les accidents ou
défaillances pouvant en résulter, et les effets
cumulatifs que sa réalisation, combinée à
l’existence d’autres ouvrages ou à la
réalisation d’autres projets ou activités, est
susceptible de causer à l’environnement;
b) l’importance des effets visés à l’alinéa a);
c) les observations du public à cet égard,
reçues conformément à la présente loi et aux
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(c) comments from the public that are
received in accordance with this Act and the
regulations;
(d) measures that are technically and
economically feasible and that would
mitigate any significant adverse
environmental effects of the project; and
(e) any other matter relevant to the
screening, comprehensive study, mediation
or assessment by a review panel, such as the
need for the project and alternatives to the
project, that the responsible authority or,
except in the case of a screening, the
Minister after consulting with the
responsible authority, may require to be
considered.
Additional factors
(2) In addition to the factors set out in
subsection (1), every comprehensive study
of a project and every mediation or
assessment by a review panel shall include a
consideration of the following factors:
(a) the purpose of the project;
(b) alternative means of carrying out the
project that are technically and economically
feasible and the environmental effects of any
such alternative means;

règlements;
d) les mesures d’atténuation réalisables, sur
les plans technique et économique, des effets
environnementaux importants du projet;

e) tout autre élément utile à l’examen
préalable, à l’étude approfondie, à la
médiation ou à l’examen par une
commission, notamment la nécessité du
projet et ses solutions de rechange, — dont
l’autorité responsable ou, sauf dans le cas
d’un examen préalable, le ministre, après
consultation de celle-ci, peut exiger la prise
en compte.
Éléments supplémentaires
(2) L’étude approfondie d’un projet et
l’évaluation environnementale qui fait
l’objet d’une médiation ou d’un examen par
une commission portent également sur les
éléments suivants :
a) les raisons d’être du projet;
b) les solutions de rechange réalisables sur
les plans technique et économique, et leurs
effets environnementaux;

c) la nécessité d’un programme de suivi du
projet, ainsi que ses modalités;

(c) the need for, and the requirements of, any d) la capacité des ressources renouvelables,
follow-up program in respect of the project; risquant d’être touchées de façon importante
par le projet, de répondre aux besoins du
and
présent et à ceux des générations futures.
(d) the capacity of renewable resources that
Obligations
are likely to be significantly affected by the
project to meet the needs of the present and
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in paragraph (a);
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Determination of factors
(3) The scope of the factors to be taken into
consideration pursuant to paragraphs (1)(a),
(b) and (d) and (2)(b), (c) and (d) shall be
determined
(a) by the responsible authority; or
(b) where a project is referred to a mediator
or a review panel, by the Minister, after
consulting the responsible authority, when
fixing the terms of reference of the
mediation or review panel.

(3) L’évaluation de la portée des éléments
visés aux alinéas (1)a), b) et d) et (2)b), c) et
d) incombe :

a) à l’autorité responsable;
b) au ministre, après consultation de
l’autorité responsable, lors de la
détermination du mandat du médiateur ou de
la commission d’examen.

[…]
Décision de l’autorité responsable

[…]
Decision of responsible authority following
a screening

20. (1) L’autorité responsable prend l’une
des mesures suivantes, après avoir pris en
compte le rapport d’examen préalable et les
observations reçues aux termes du
paragraphe 18(3) :

20. (1) The responsible authority shall take
one of the following courses of action in
respect of a project after taking into
a) sous réserve du sous-alinéa c)(iii), si la
consideration the screening report and any
comments filed pursuant to subsection 18(3): réalisation du projet n’est pas susceptible,
compte tenu de l’application des mesures
d’atténuation qu’elle estime indiquées,
(a) subject to subparagraph (c)(iii), where,
d’entraîner des effets environnementaux
taking into account the implementation of
any mitigation measures that the responsible négatifs importants, exercer ses attributions
authority considers appropriate, the project is afin de permettre la mise en œuvre totale ou
partielle du projet;
not likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects, the responsible
authority may exercise any power or
perform any duty or function that would
permit the project to be carried out in whole b) si, compte tenu de l’application des
mesures d’atténuation qu’elle estime
or in part;
indiquées, la réalisation du projet est
susceptible d’entraîner des effets
(b) where, taking into account the
environnementaux négatifs importants qui
implementation of any mitigation measures
ne peuvent être justifiés dans les
that the responsible authority considers
circonstances, ne pas exercer les attributions
appropriate, the project is likely to cause
qui lui sont conférées sous le régime d’une
significant adverse environmental effects
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loi fédérale et qui pourraient lui permettre la
mise en oeuvre du projet en tout ou en
partie;
c) s’adresser au ministre pour une médiation
ou un examen par une commission prévu à
l’article 29 :

(c) where

(i) it is uncertain whether the project, taking
into account the implementation of any
mitigation measures that the responsible
authority considers appropriate, is likely to
cause significant adverse environmental
effects,
(ii) the project, taking into account the
implementation of any mitigation measures
that the responsible authority considers
appropriate, is likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects and paragraph
(b) does not apply, or
(iii) public concerns warrant a reference to a
mediator or a review panel,

(i) s’il n’est pas clair, compte tenu de
l’application des mesures d’atténuation
qu’elle estime indiquées, que la réalisation
du projet soit susceptible d’entraîner des
effets environnementaux négatifs
importants,
(ii) si la réalisation du projet, compte tenu de
l’application de mesures d’atténuation
qu’elle estime indiquées, est susceptible
d’entraîner des effets environnementaux
négatifs importants et si l’alinéa b) ne
s’applique pas,
(iii) si les préoccupations du public le
justifient.
[…]

the responsible authority shall refer the
project to the Minister for a referral to a
mediator or a review panel in accordance
with section 29.
Examen par une commission
[…]
Referral to Minister
25. Subject to paragraphs 20(1)(b) and (c),
where at any time a responsible authority is
of the opinion that
(a) a project, taking into account the
implementation of any mitigation measures
that the responsible authority considers

25. Sous réserve des alinéas 20(1)b) et c), à
tout moment, si elle estime soit que le projet,
compte tenu de l’application des mesures
d’atténuation qu’elle estime indiquées, peut
entraîner des effets environnementaux
négatifs importants, soit que les
préoccupations du public justifient une
médiation ou un examen par une
commission, l’autorité responsable peut
demander au ministre d’y faire procéder
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that cannot be justified in the circumstances,
the responsible authority shall not exercise
any power or perform any duty or function
conferred on it by or under any Act of
Parliament that would permit the project to
be carried out in whole or in part; or
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appropriate, may cause significant adverse
environmental effects, or

conformément à l’article 29.

(b) public concerns warrant a reference to a
mediator or a review panel,
the responsible authority may request the
Minister to refer the project to a mediator or
a review panel in accordance with section
29.
Commission d’évaluation environnementale
[…]
Assessment by review panel
34. A review panel shall, in accordance with
any regulations made for that purpose and
with its term of reference,
(a) ensure that the information required for
an assessment by a review panel is obtained
and made available to the public;

(b) hold hearings in a manner that offers the
public an opportunity to participate in the
assessment;
(c) prepare a report setting out
(i) the rationale, conclusions and
recommendations of the panel relating to the
environmental assessment of the project,
including any mitigation measures and
follow-up program, and

(ii) a summary of any comments received
from the public; and

34. La commission, conformément à son
mandat et aux règlements pris à cette fin :

a) veille à l’obtention des renseignements
nécessaires à l’évaluation environnementale
d’un projet et veille à ce que le public y ait
accès;
b) tient des audiences de façon à donner au
public la possibilité de participer à
l’évaluation environnementale du projet;
c) établit un rapport assorti de sa
justification, de ses conclusions et
recommandations relativement à l’évaluation
environnementale du projet, notamment aux
mesures d’atténuation et au programme de
suivi, et énonçant, sous la forme d’un
résumé, les observations reçues du public;

d) présente son rapport au ministre et à
l’autorité responsable.
Pouvoirs de la commission

(d) submit the report to the Minister and the
responsible authority.

35. (1) La commission a le pouvoir
d’assigner devant elle des témoins et de leur
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35. (1) A review panel has the power of
summoning any person to appear as a
witness before the panel and of ordering the
witness to
(a) give evidence, orally or in writing; and
(b) produce such documents and things as
the panel considers necessary for conducting
its assessment of the project.
Enforcement powers
(2) A review panel has the same power to
enforce the attendance of witnesses and to
compel them to give evidence and produce
documents and other things as is vested in a
court of record.
[…]
Decision of responsible authority
37. (1) Subject to subsections (1.1) to (1.3),
the responsible authority shall take one of
the following courses of action in respect of
a project after taking into consideration the
report submitted by a mediator or a review
panel or, in the case of a project referred
back to the responsible authority pursuant to
subsection 23(1), the comprehensive study
report:
(a) where, taking into account the
implementation of any mitigation measures
that the responsible authority considers
appropriate,
(i) the project is not likely to cause
significant adverse environmental effects, or
(ii) the project is likely to cause significant

ordonner de :

a) déposer oralement ou par écrit;
b) produire les documents et autres pièces
qu’elle juge nécessaires en vue de procéder à
l’examen dont elle est chargée.
Pouvoirs de contrainte
(2) La commission a, pour contraindre les
témoins à comparaître, à déposer et à
produire des pièces, les pouvoirs d’une cour
d’archives.
[…]

Autorité responsable
37. (1) Sous réserve des paragraphes (1.1) à
(1.3), l’autorité responsable, après avoir pris
en compte le rapport du médiateur ou de la
commission ou, si le projet lui est renvoyé
aux termes du paragraphe 23(1), le rapport
d’étude approfondie, prend l’une des
décisions suivantes :

a) si, compte tenu de l’application des
mesures d’atténuation qu’elle estime
indiquées, la réalisation du projet n’est pas
susceptible d’entraîner des effets
environnementaux négatifs importants ou est
susceptible d’en entraîner qui sont
justifiables dans les circonstances, exercer
ses attributions afin de permettre la mise en
œuvre totale ou partielle du projet;
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the responsible authority may exercise any
power or perform any duty or function that
would permit the project to be carried out in
whole or in part; or

(b) where, taking into account the
implementation of any mitigation measures
that the responsible authority considers
appropriate, the project is likely to cause
significant adverse environmental effects
that cannot be justified in the circumstances,
the responsible authority shall not exercise
any power or perform any duty or function
conferred on it by or under any Act of
Parliament that would permit the project to
be carried out in whole or in part.
Approval of Governor in Council
(1.1) Where a report is submitted by a
mediator or review panel,
(a) the responsible authority shall take into
consideration the report and, with the
approval of the Governor in Council,
respond to the report;

b) si, compte tenu de l’application des
mesures d’atténuation qu’elle estime
indiquées, la réalisation du projet est
susceptible d’entraîner des effets
environnementaux qui ne sont pas
justifiables dans les circonstances, ne pas
exercer les attributions qui lui sont conférées
sous le régime d’une loi fédérale et qui
pourraient permettre la mise en oeuvre du
projet en tout ou en partie.

Agrément du gouverneur en conseil
(1.1) Une fois pris en compte le rapport du
médiateur ou de la commission, l’autorité
responsable est tenue d’y donner suite avec
l’agrément du gouverneur en conseil, qui
peut demander des précisions sur l’une ou
l’autre de ses conclusions; l’autorité
responsable prend alors la décision visée au
titre du paragraphe (1) conformément à
l’agrément.

(b) the Governor in Council may, for the
purpose of giving the approval referred to in
paragraph ( a), require the mediator or
review panel to clarify any of the
recommendations set out in the report; and
(c) the responsible authority shall take a
course of action under subsection (1) that is
in conformity with the approval of the
Governor in Council referred to in paragraph
(a).
[…]

[…]
Programme de suivi
Décision au titre de l’al. 20(1)a) : suivi
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adverse environmental effects that can be
justified in the circumstances,

Follow-up Program
Consideration of follow-up — decision
under paragraph 20(1)(a)
38. (1) Where a responsible authority takes a
course of action under paragraph 20(1)(a), it
shall consider whether a follow-up program
for the project is appropriate in the
circumstances and, if so, shall design a
follow-up program and ensure its
implementation.
Mandatory follow-up — decision under
paragraph 37(1)(a)
(2) Where a responsible authority takes a
course of action under paragraph 37(1)(a), it
shall design a follow-up program for the
project and ensure its implementation.

38. (1) Si elle décide de la mise en œuvre
conformément à l’alinéa 20(1)a), l’autorité
responsable examine l’opportunité d’un
programme de suivi dans les circonstances;
le cas échéant, elle procède à l’élaboration
d’un tel programme et veille à son
application.

Décision au titre de l’al. 37(1)a) : suivi

(2) Si elle décide de la mise en œuvre
conformément à l’alinéa 37(1)a), l’autorité
responsable élabore un programme de suivi
et veille à son application.
[…]
Examen conjoint
Définition d’« instance »

[…]
Joint Review Panels
Definition of “jurisdiction”

40. (1) Pour l’application du présent article
et des articles 41 et 42, « instance » s’entend
notamment :

40. (1) For the purposes of this section and
sections 41 and 42, "jurisdiction" includes

a) d’une autorité fédérale;

(a) a federal authority;

b) du gouvernement d’une province;

(b) the government of a province;

c) de tout autre organisme établi sous le
régime d’une loi provinciale ou fédérale
ayant des attributions relatives à l’évaluation
des effets environnementaux d’un projet;

(c) any other agency or body established
pursuant to an Act of Parliament or the
legislature of a province and having powers,
duties or functions in relation to an
assessment of the environmental effects of a
project;
(d) any body established pursuant to a land
claims agreement referred to in section 35 of

d) de tout organisme, constitué aux termes
d’un accord sur des revendications
territoriales visé à l’article 35 de la Loi
constitutionnelle de 1982, ayant des
attributions relatives à l’évaluation des effets
environnementaux d’un projet;
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(e) a government of a foreign state or of a
subdivision of a foreign state, or any
institution of such a government; and
(f) an international organization of states or
any institution of such an organization.
Review panels established jointly with
another jurisdiction
(2) Subject to section 41, where the referral
of a project to a review panel is required or
permitted by this Act, the Minister
(a) may enter into an agreement or
arrangement with a jurisdiction referred to in
paragraph (1)(a), (b), (c) or (d) that has
powers, duties or functions in relation to the
assessment of the environmental effects of
the project, respecting the joint
establishment of a review panel and the
manner in which the environmental
assessment of the project is to be conducted
by the review panel; and
(b) shall, in the case of a jurisdiction within
the meaning of subsection 12(5) that has a
responsibility or an authority to conduct an
assessment of the environmental effects of
the project or any part of it, offer to consult
and cooperate with that other jurisdiction
respecting the environmental assessment of
the project.
[…]
Conditions
41. An agreement or arrangement entered

e) du gouvernement d’un État étranger,
d’une subdivision politique d’un État
étranger ou de l’un de leurs organismes;
f) d’une organisation internationale d’États
ou de l’un de ses organismes.
Examen conjoint
(2) Sous réserve de l’article 41, dans le cas
où il estime qu’un examen par une
commission est nécessaire ou possible, le
ministre :
a) peut conclure avec l’instance visée à
l’alinéa (1)a), b), c) ou d) exerçant des
attributions relatives à l’évaluation des effets
environnementaux du projet un accord relatif
à la constitution conjointe d’une commission
et aux modalités de l’évaluation
environnementale du projet par celle-ci;

b) est tenu, dans le cas d’une instance, au
sens du paragraphe 12(5), qui a la
responsabilité ou le pouvoir d’entreprendre
l’évaluation des effets environnementaux de
tout ou partie du projet, d’offrir de consulter
et de coopérer avec celle-ci à l’égard de
l’évaluation environnementale du projet.
[…]
Conditions de l’examen conjoint
41. Les accords conclus aux termes des
paragraphes 40(2) ou (3) et les documents
visés au paragraphe 40(2.1) contiennent une
disposition selon laquelle l’évaluation
environnementale du projet prend en compte
les éléments prévus aux paragraphes 16(1) et
(2) et est effectuée conformément aux
exigences et modalités supplémentaires qui y
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powers, duties or functions in relation to an
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sont contenues ainsi que les conditions
suivantes :

a) le ministre nomme le président, ou
approuve sa nomination, ou nomme le
coprésident et nomme au moins un autre
membre de la commission;

b) les membres de la commission sont
impartiaux, non en conflit d’intérêts avec le
(a) the Minister shall appoint or approve the projet et pourvus des connaissances et de
appointment of the chairperson or appoint a l’expérience voulues touchant les effets
co-chairperson, and shall appoint at least one environnementaux prévus du projet;
other member of the panel;
(b) the members of the panel are to be
unbiased and free from any conflict of
interest relative to the project and are to have
knowledge or experience relevant to the
anticipated environmental effects of the
project;
(c) the Minister shall fix or approve the
terms of reference for the panel;

c) le ministre fixe ou approuve le mandat de
la commission;
d) les pouvoirs et immunités prévus à
l’article 35 sont conférés à la commission;
e) le public aura la possibilité de participer à
l’examen;

(d) the review panel is to have the powers
and immunities provided for in section 35;

f) dès l’achèvement de l’examen, la
commission lui présentera un rapport;

(e) the public will be given an opportunity to
participate in the assessment conducted by
the panel;

g) le rapport sera publié.

(f) on completion of the assessment, the
report of the panel will be submitted to the
Minister; and
(g) the panel’s report will be published.
1992, c. 37, s. 41; 1993, c. 34, s. 32(F);
1998, c. 25, s. 164; 2003, c. 9, s. 20.
[…]

1992, ch. 37, art. 41; 1993, ch. 34, art. 32(F);
1998, ch. 25, art. 164; 2003, ch. 9, art. 20.
[…]
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into pursuant to subsection 40(2) or (3), and
any document establishing a review panel
under subsection 40(2.1), shall provide that
the environmental assessment of the project
shall include a consideration of the factors
required to be considered under subsections
16(1) and (2) and be conducted in
accordance with any additional requirements
and procedures set out in the agreement and
shall provide that
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Brentwood Pioneer Holdings Ltd. v. British Columbia (Agricultural Land Commission)
Brentwood Pioneer Holdings Ltd., Petitioner (Appellant) and Provincial Agricultural Land Commission, Respondent (Respondent)
British Columbia Court of Appeal
Rowles, Finch, Hall JJ.A.
Heard: October 7, 1999
Judgment: May 15, 2000
Docket: Victoria VI03340
© Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its Licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved.
Proceedings: affirming (August 27, 1998), Doc. Victoria 98 0443 (B.C. S.C.)
Counsel: Peter W. Klassen, for Appellant.
J. Kenneth McEwan and Ludmila B. Herbst, for Respondent.
Subject: Public
Municipal law --- Zoning — Zoning by-laws — Restrictive land uses — Reserve
Owner owned parcel of land which had been designated as agricultural land and fell into agricultural land reserve —
Owner brought unsuccessful application to Agricultural Land Commission to have lands removed from reserve —
Commission held that land was suitable for agricultural use — Owner's application to quash original decision designating land as agricultural land and commission's decision was dismissed — Chambers judge held that economic
viability was not significant factor in designation analysis, and that test which focused on present and potential future needs for agricultural land through capability was more in tune with Land Commission Act as whole — Owner's appeal dismissed — Chamber's judge's interpretation of phrase "suitable for farm use" in s. 8 of Land Commission Act was correct — One of primary purposes of Act was preservation of agricultural land as against urban and
industrial encroachments — Capacity and not economic viability was essence of designation of "agricultural land"
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under Act — Commission erred in referring to concern that approval of owner's application to remove its lands from
reserve would raise expectations of further land use changes within district, but error was harmless — Conclusion
that was fundamental to commission's decision was that lands were properly classed as "agricultural lands" under
Act — Evidence did not support allegation of discrimination or bias — Land Commission Act, S.B.C. 1973, c. 46, s.
8.
Municipal law --- Zoning — Re-zoning land — Judicial review
Owner owned parcel of land which had been designated as agricultural land and fell into agricultural land reserve —
Owner brought unsuccessful application to Agricultural Land Commission to have lands removed from reserve —
Commission held that land was suitable for agricultural use — Owner's application to quash original designation of
land as agricultural land and commission's decision was dismissed — Chambers judge held that standard of review
of original designation was correctness and standard of review of commission's decision not to remove land from
reserve was patent unreasonableness — It was squarely within expertise of commission to determine whether or not
land ought to be excluded from reserve, and that curial deference was to be shown to expertise of commission —
Owner's appeal dismissed — Determination of legal issue as to meaning to be given phrase "suitable for farm use"
was fundamental to commission's decision — Less deferential standard was to be applied than patent unreasonableness.
Municipal law --- Zoning — Attacking validity of zoning by-laws — Practice and procedure — On quashing zoning
by-law — Jurisdiction
District in which owner's lands were situated adopted land reserve plan in by-law in 1973, which was approved by
order in council in 1974 — Commission designated areas within land reserve plan as part of agricultural land reserve, including owner's lands — Twenty years later, Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act, 1994 was
enacted confirming and validating commission's designation of lands — Owner brought unsuccessful application to
Agricultural Land Commission to have lands removed from reserve — Commission held that land was suitable for
agricultural use — Owner's application to quash original designation of land as agricultural land and commission's
decision was dismissed — Owner brought appeal — It was not open to owner to challenge original designation of
lands as agricultural lands in light of s. 17 of Act — Legislature plainly intended to give statutory ratification to order-in-council and designations made by commission in 1974 — Section 17 of Act was not limited to confirmation
and validation of designations that would have been open to attack on procedural grounds or to those lands which
had been subject of court challenge — Section 17(6) of Act was sufficiently clear to rebut presumption against retroactivity — Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act, 1994, S.B.C. 1994, c. 25, ss. 17, 17(6).
Cases considered by Rowles J.A.:
British Columbia (Minister of Finance) v. Woodward Estate (1972), [1973] S.C.R. 120, [1972] 5 W.W.R. 581,
27 D.L.R. (3d) 608, [1972] C.T.C. 385 (S.C.C.) — applied
Douglas Aircraft Co. of Canada v. McConnell (1979), [1980] 1 S.C.R. 245, 99 D.L.R. (3d) 385, 29 N.R. 109,
23 L.A.C. (2d) 143n, 79 C.L.L.C. 14,221 (S.C.C.) — applied
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Henson v. British Columbia (Agricultural Land Commission) (1981), 31 B.C.L.R. 65 (B.C. S.C.) — considered
Hobby Ranches Ltd. v. R. (1978), 8 B.C.L.R. 247, 94 D.L.R. (3d) 529 (B.C. S.C.) — considered
Hornby Island Trust v. Stormwell (1988), 39 M.P.L.R. 300, 30 B.C.L.R. (2d) 383, 53 D.L.R. (4th) 435 (B.C.
C.A.) — referred to
Jodrey Estate v. Nova Scotia (Minister of Finance), (sub nom. Covert v. Nova Scotia (Minister of Finance))
[1980] 2 S.C.R. 774, 8 E.T.R. 69, (sub nom. Covert v. Nova Scotia (Minister of Finance)) 41 N.S.R. (2d) 181,
32 N.R. 275, [1980] C.T.C. 437, 81 D.T.C. 5344 (S.C.C.) — applied
Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd. (1998), 112 B.C.A.C. 236, 182 W.A.C. 236, 48
M.P.L.R. (2d) 234, 167 D.L.R. (4th) 317, 54 B.C.L.R. (3d) 367, 8 Admin. L.R. (3d) 1 (B.C. C.A.) — applied
Pushpanathan v. Canada (Minister of Employment & Immigration), 226 N.R. 201, (sub nom. Pushpanathan v.
Canada (Minister of Citizenship & Immigration)) 160 D.L.R. (4th) 193, (sub nom. Pushpanathan v. Canada
(Minister of Citizenship & Immigration)) [1998] 1 S.C.R. 982, 43 Imm. L.R. (2d) 117, 11 Admin. L.R. (3d) 1
(S.C.C.) — applied
Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd., Re, 154 D.L.R. (4th) 193, 36 O.R. (3d) 418 (headnote only), (sub nom. Rizzo & Rizzo
Shoes Ltd. (Bankrupt), Re) 221 N.R. 241, (sub nom. Adrien v. Ontario Ministry of Labour) 98 C.L.L.C. 210006, 50 C.B.R. (3d) 163, (sub nom. Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd. (Bankrupt), Re) 106 O.A.C. 1, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 27,
33 C.C.E.L. (2d) 173 (S.C.C.) — applied
Saltfleet (Municipality) Board of Health v. Knapman, [1956] S.C.R. 877, 6 D.L.R. (2d) 81 (S.C.C.) — referred
to
Village Mobile Home Estate Ltd. v. British Columbia (1982), 20 M.P.L.R. 194, (sub nom. Village Mobile Home
Estate Ltd. v. R.) 41 B.C.L.R. 189, 142 D.L.R. (3d) 742 (B.C. C.A.) — considered
Statutes considered:
Agricultural Land Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 10
Generally — considered
Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act, 1994, S.B.C. 1994, c. 25
s. 17 — considered
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s. 17(3) — considered
s. 17(4) — considered
s. 17(6) — considered
Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 241
Generally — referred to
Land Commission Act, S.B.C. 1973, c. 46
Generally — considered
s. 1 "agricultural land" — considered
s. 1 "farm use" — considered
s. 7 — referred to
s. 7(1) — referred to
s. 7(1)(a) — considered
s. 7(1)(b) — considered
s. 7(1)(c)-7(1)(h) — referred to
s. 8 — referred to
s. 8(1) — considered
s. 8(2) — considered
s. 8(5) — considered
s. 8(6) — considered
Municipalities Enabling and Validating Act (No. 2), S.B.C. 1990, c. 61
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s. 20 [en. 1993, c. 29, s. 1] — considered
s. 20(4) [en. 1993, c. 29, s. 1] — considered
Succession Duty Act, R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 372
Generally — referred to
s. 5(1) — considered
s. 5(2) — considered
s. 5(2) [am. 1970, c. 45, s. 5] — considered
APPEAL by owner from decision of (August 27, 1998), Doc. Victoria 98 0443 (B.C. S.C.), dismissing owner's application to quash original designation of owner's land as agricultural land, and commission's decision refusing to
remove owner's land from agricultural reserve.
The judgment of the court was delivered by Rowles J.A.:
Overview
1
In 1973, the Legislature of the Province of British Columbia enacted the Land Commission Act, S.B.C. 1973,
c. 46, now the Agricultural Land Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 10. The Land Commission Act established a
commission with the object, among others, to "preserve agricultural land for farm use; encourage the establishment
and maintenance of family farms, and land in an agricultural land reserve, for a use compatible with the preservation
of family farms and farm use of the land". Under s. 8(1) of the Land Commission Act, the Commission, with the
prior approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, was able to designate land "that is suitable for farm use, as
agricultural land, and, upon it being so designated, the agricultural land is established as an agricultural land reserve
...".
2
The appellant, Brentwood Pioneer Holdings Ltd. ("Brentwood"), owns a 4.5 hectare parcel of land in Saanich,
British Columbia (the "Lands"), which had been designated as agricultural land in 1974 and hence fell into the Agricultural Land Reserve.
3
Brentwood applied to the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission (the "Commission") to have the Lands
removed from the Agricultural Land Reserve but the application was unsuccessful. Brentwood subsequently brought
a Petition under the Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 241, to quash the Commission's decision but
its Petition was dismissed.
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4
Brentwood now appeals the dismissal of its Petition in which it sought either to quash the 1974 designation of
the Lands as "agricultural lands" or to quash the Commission's decision dated 15 January 1998, refusing to remove
the Lands from the Agricultural Land Reserve.
5
Central to the arguments Brentwood put forward on the appeal is the meaning of the phrase "suitable for farm
use" found in s. 8(1) of the Land Commission Act. Brentwood contends that in order for land to be suitable for farm
use it must be land that is economically viable to farm. Brentwood asserts that the Lands have never been so and, for
that reason, the Lands should never have been included in the Agricultural Land Reserve.
6
The respondent argues that land suitable for farm use is land capable of being used for farm purposes and
that capacity, not present economic viability of the land, is the essence of the designation.
7

There are three main issues:
(1) Is it open to Brentwood to challenge the validity of the 1974 designation of the lands as "agricultural
lands" in light of a 1994 amendment to the legislation retroactively ratifying the designation?
(2) Does the phrase "suitable for farm use" found in s. 8 of the Land Commission Act require lands designated as "agricultural land" to be economically viable as farm land?
(3) Should the Commission's 1998 decision have been quashed on the grounds that the Commission:
(a) refused to exclude the Lands solely on its Class 4 rating;
(b) erred in determining the Lands were appropriately designated as "agricultural land";
(c) took into account irrelevant matters; and
(d) discriminated against Brentwood?

Background
8
Brentwood is the registered owner of the Lands which are located in Central Saanich. The Lands are now
bounded on three sides by residential subdivisions and on the fourth by forest and scrub pasture. The Lands were
designated as "agricultural land" and placed in the Agricultural Land Reserve ("ALR") in June 1974. Brentwood
purchased the Lands on 8 July 1975.
9
On 30 June 1995, Brentwood applied to have the Lands removed from the ALR. The application was denied
on 14 March 1996 but an order dated 5 September 1997 nullified that decision on procedural grounds, entitling
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Brentwood to a new hearing. On 15 January 1998, the Commission denied Brentwood's application to have the land
removed from the ALR.
10
The decision of the Commission, which was contained in a letter sent to Brentwood's counsel, is reproduced
in full below:
Further to the hearing on Application #C-30018 the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission has now had an
opportunity to thoroughly review and consider all of the information contained in the above noted application
and presented at the hearing conducted in Burnaby on September 24, 1997. The application concerns property
described as Lot 2, Section 12, Range 1 West, South Saanich District, Plan 8818, Except parts in Plans 11485,
11977.
You asked for the exclusion of 4.5 hectares from the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) of the Capital Regional
District. In the Commission's review of the file material, it is understood that should the application be approved, it is the intention of the owner to seek approval for rezoning and an Official Community Plan amendment from the District of Central Saanich, in order to allow for residential based urban development.
The Commission reviewed very closely the submission in support of your position that the land is not suitable,
nor economically viable, for farm use and therefore was not properly included in the ALR. However, it was
found that the subject property is comprised of lands with agricultural capability ratings of Class 4 based on the
MOE Manual 1 (Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in BC). In the Commission's opinion the land is
suitable for agricultural use and thus appropriately designated as agricultural land reserve consistent with the intent of the original designation. In the Commission's view, exclusion will lead to a permanent loss of the subject's property's agricultural potential and raise expectations of further land use change and concomitant erosion
of the reserve in this part of Central Saanich. Such events would not only be inconsistent with, but would undermine the objects and powers of the Commission, as set out in the Agricultural Land Commission Act.
Having therefore considered all of the documents and correspondence provided in this file material, the evidence and presentation at the hearing in Burnaby, the Commission has, under Section 12(2) of the Agricultural
Land Commission Act, by Resolution #755/97 refused your application.
The land referred to in the application continues to be subject to the provisions of the Agricultural Land Commission Act and regulations.
11
Brentwood then filed a Petition under the Judicial Review Procedure Act, seeking an order quashing the
Commission's decision. In its Amended Petition filed 27 May 1998, Brentwood also sought an order that the 1974
resolution of the Commission established under the 1973 legislation, designating the Lands as "agricultural lands",
be quashed as ultra vires on the ground that the Lands were not, as of that date, suitable for farm use.
12

The chambers judge summarized Brentwood's main argument this way, in para. 5:
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... The crux of Brentwood's argument is that to be designated agricultural and thus fall within the Commission's
jurisdiction, the focus must be on the economic viability of the use of the land for farm purposes. In Brentwood's view, in order for land to be suitable for farm use it must be land which is economically viable to farm.
In Brentwood's submission, only land which is economically capable of supporting farm use is land which can
be designated agricultural. Brentwood submits its land has never been, and is not now, economically viable for
farm use.
13
Although counsel for the Commission argued before the chambers judge that Brentwood was prohibited
from challenging the 1974 designation, the chambers judge proceeded on the assumption that the Commission and
the court had the jurisdiction to review the initial designation, applying the "correctness" standard.
14
As to the review of the Commission's 1998 decision, the chambers judge held that the "patently unreasonable" standard applied.
15
The chambers judge dismissed Brentwood's Petition, having concluded that the 1974 designation of its
Lands was correct and that the Commission's 1998 decision not to remove the Lands from the ALR was not patently
unreasonable. In reaching those conclusions, the chambers judge rejected Brentwood's submissions concerning the
meaning to be attributed to the phrase "suitable for farm use".
Issue: Is it open to the appellant to challenge the validity of the 1974 designation of the lands as "agricultural
lands" in light of a 1994 amendment to the legislation retroactively ratifying the designation?
16
The Land Commission Act, supra, established a commission known as the Provincial Land Commission, the
objects and powers of which were set out in s. 7 of the Act. Subsection 7(1) of the Act provides, in part:
7. (1) It is the object of the commission to
(a) preserve agricultural land for farm use;
(b) encourage the establishment and maintenance of family farms, and land in an agricultural land reserve,
for a use compatible with the preservation of family farms and farm use of the land; ...
17
The objectives referred to in s. 7(1)(c) through (h) of the Act include preservation of land for green belt, park
and industrial use but those objectives are not germane to the present appeal.
18

Section 8(1) of the Land Commission Act provides:
8. (1) For the purposes of section 7, the commission may, subject to this section, with the prior approval of the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, designate land, including Crown land, that is suitable for farm use, as agricultural land, and, upon being so designated, the agricultural land is established as an agricultural land reserve and
shall be subject to this Act and the regulations.
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19

Section 1 of the Act includes the following definitions:
"agricultural land" means land designated under section 8;
.....
"farm use" means an occupation or use of land for bona fide farm purposes, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, husbandry of the land and the plants, and animals thereon, and any other similar activity designated as farm use by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council;

20

The term "farm purposes" is not defined in the Act.

21
The process for designation of lands which were to come within an ALR was set out in that Act. Under s.
8(2), each regional district in the Province was required to adopt a land reserve plan in accordance with the regulations and to hold a public hearing before its proposed land reserve plan was completed and sent to the Provincial
Land Commission.
22
Under s. 8(5), where the commission considered that the land reserve plan filed by the regional district carried out the intent and purpose of the Act, it was required, after approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, to
designate the agricultural land in the plan as an agricultural land reserve.
23
Under s. 8(6), the commission was empowered to amend a proposed land reserve plan to better carry out the
intent and purpose of the Act before sending the plan to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.
24
The property in issue in this case is in the Capital Regional District (the "CRD"). Under s. 8(2) of the Act,
the CRD adopted a land reserve plan in Bylaw No. 150 on 2 November 1973. As amended pursuant to s. 8(6) of the
Act, the CRD's land reserve plan was approved by Order In Council No. 2125/74 on 28 June 1974.
25
In its Resolution No. 181/74 dated 28 June 1974, the Commission designated the areas within the CRD's
amended land reserve plan as part of an ALR, including the property in issue in this case.
26
Twenty years later, legislation was enacted confirming and validating resolutions passed by the Commission.
Section 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act, 1994, S.B.C. 1994, c. 25, contained the following
provisions:
[1] In this section
"agricultural land reserve" means an agricultural land reserve established under section 8 of the former Act;
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"commission" means the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission continued under section 2 of the
Agricultural Land Commission Act;
"former Act" means the Land Commission Act, S.B.C. 1973, c. 46;
"land reserve plan" means the land reserve plan of the regional district listed in column 1 of the
Schedule, adopted by the bylaw of the number listed opposite it in column 2 on the date listed opposite
it in column 3, and filed with the commission under section 8(2) of the former Act.
(2) Despite any decision of a court to the contrary, all amendments to a land reserve plan made and recommended by the commission under section 8(6) of the former Act are confirmed and validated effective the
date on which each of the amendments was purported to have been made and recommended.
(3) Despite any decision of a court to the contrary, the orders in council, approving land reserve plans under
section 8(6) of the former Act, listed in column 4 of the Schedule, are confirmed and validated effective the
date on which each of the orders in council was purported to have been made.
(4) Despite any decision of a court to the contrary, the designations of land as an agricultural land reserve
made by the commission under section 8(6) of the former Act and contained in the resolutions of the commission listed in column 5 of the Schedule are confirmed and validated effective the date on which each of
the designations was purported to have been made.
(5) Everything done that would have been validly done had the acts validated by this section been validly
done on the date they were purported to have been done is conclusively deemed to have been validly done.
(6) This section is retroactive to the extent necessary to give full force and effect to its provisions and must
not be construed as lacking retroactive effect in relation to any matter by reason that it makes no specific
reference to that matter.
27
The Schedule referred to in subsections (3) and (4) of s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment
Act listed Resolution No. 181/74 and Order In Council No. 2125/74 as confirmed and validated.
28
Two court decisions had thrown into question the validity of certain designations made under the Land
Commission Act: Hobby Ranches Ltd. v. R. (1978), 8 B.C.L.R. 247 (B.C. S.C.), and "Village Mobile Home Estate
Ltd. v. British Columbia (1982), 41 B.C.L.R. 189 (B.C. C.A.). Those cases determined that the Commission had not
met the requirements of natural justice when proposed land reserve plans had been amended by the Commission
without a public hearing. As a result, the validity of designations in which amendments had been made by the
Commission to reserve plans prepared by the Regional Districts were cast into doubt.
29

It is the respondent's position that s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act confirms and
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validates the instruments by which the Lands in question were included in the ALR, "despite any decision of a court
to the contrary". In other words, any judicial decision rendered subsequent to the coming into force of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act could not overcome the Legislature's confirmation and validation of O.I.C.
No. 2125/74 and Resolution No. 181/74, and, for that reason, the Commission's 1974 decision was not open to review.
30
Brentwood's position is that the 1994 legislation does not defeat its challenge to the validity of the 1974 designation of the Lands as agricultural lands. Brentwood argues that the initial designation of the Lands was invalid because the Lands were never suitable for farm use and therefore should never have been included in the ALR.
In Brentwood's submission, the decisions in Hobby Ranches, supra, and "The Village" Mobile Home Estates, supra,
were limited in effect to the designation of the particular lands at issue in those cases and that the Legislature did not
intend to confirm and validate all aspects of the designation process, as evidenced by the introductory phrase, "Despite any decision of a court to the contrary...".
31
Brentwood further argues that s. 17 was intended only to remedy procedural flaws and if the original designation was invalid, then the legislation could not later validate that invalid act.
32
The respondent relies on the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in British Columbia (Minister of Finance) v. Woodward Estate, [1973] S.C.R. 120 (S.C.C.), and on the decision of this Court in Nanaimo (Regional
District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd. (1998), 54 B.C.L.R. (3d) 367 (B.C. C.A.) in support of its position as to the
effect of s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act on the validity of the 1974 designation of the
Lands in question.
33
In Woodward Estate, supra, the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed an appeal from a decision of this Court
which found that an amendment to the Succession Duty Act, R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 372, was effective to make valid a
determination of the Minister which otherwise would have been a nullity. In that case, the testator, by his will, directed that the residue of his estate be transferred to the "Mr. and Mrs. P.A. Woodward's Foundation", for use by it
in carrying out its charitable objectives. The testator died on 27 August 1968. In determining the amount of succession duty payable, the Minister assessed the residuary gift to the Foundation as if it were a gift to a person unrelated
to the testator. Section 5(1) of the Succession Duty Act stated that the Act did not apply, so far as liability to pay
succession duty is concerned, "to any property transferred ... for religious, charitable, or educational purposes...".
Section 5(2) provided that, "For the purposes of subsection (1), the Minister, in his absolute discretion, may determine whether any purpose or organization is a religious, charitable, or educational purpose or organization."
34
Subsection 5(2) of the Succession Duty Act was amended in 1970 to provide that "the determination of the
Minister is final, conclusive, and binding on all persons and ... is not open to appeal, question or review in any
Court, and any determination of the Minister made under this subsection is hereby ratified and confirmed and is
binding on all persons." The amendment did not apply in respect of estates in which the death of the testator had
occurred on or after 1 April 1970 but was deemed to have come into force on 1 April 1968.
35
The appellant executors in Woodward Estate argued that because the Minister failed to recognize the rules of
natural justice by making a decision without notice to the executors, the determination made was a nullity and thus
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was not a determination under the subsection which could be ratified and confirmed.
36
The issue before the Supreme Court of Canada was the meaning and effect of the words added to s. 5(2) of
the Succession Duty Act by the amendment made in 1970. After referring to a number of authorities, including Saltfleet (Municipality) Board of Health v. Knapman, [1956] S.C.R. 877 (S.C.C.), Mr. Justice Martland, giving the
judgment for the Court, observed (at 128) that a privative clause did not preclude a review, by way of certiorari, of a
decision of a local board which was in breach of the audi alteram partem rule of natural justice. He then stated (at
128-29):
These authorities, however, go no further than to support the proposition that that portion of s. 5(2), as amended, which prohibited any review of the Minister's determination in any Court, would not preclude such a review,
by way of certiorari, if he had acted beyond his jurisdiction or had failed to observe the rules of natural justice
when making his determination.
However, the statutory provision now under consideration does not stop at that point. It goes on to say that "any
determination of the Minister made under this subsection is hereby ratified and confirmed and is binding on all
persons." In my opinion those words gave statutory ratification to all determinations of the Minister made under
s. 5(2), as amended, even though such determination would, in the absence of the provision, have been invalid.
37
In that case, the appellant executors had contended that, because the Minister had failed to recognize the
rules of natural justice, his "determination" was a nullity, and therefore not a "determination" at all, and that such a
"determination" was not a determination "under this subsection", which could be ratified and confirmed. Mr. Justice
Martland rejected that argument because it did not accord with the intention of the Legislature as expressed in the
words used when considered in relation to the provisions of the subsection as a whole. He concluded that the executors' interpretation would deprive the words in the amended section 5(2) of any effect whatever. As stated by Martland J. at 129-30, the appellants' interpretation:
... would mean that the ratification provision could only apply to a determination made within the Minister's jurisdiction and after observing the rules of natural justice. But such a determination requires no ratification or
confirmation. In view of the earlier privative provisions of the subsection it is not subject to any review because
of error on the face of the record and, accordingly, it would be binding without any ratification or confirmation.
In my opinion the Legislature intended to ratify, confirm and make binding any determination of the Minister,
under s. 5(2), which, otherwise, would have been invalid.
38
In Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd., supra, a landowner purchased property for use
as a speedway after a 1984 bylaw, which disallowed such use, was declared void ab initio by this Court and before
the enactment of a 1987 bylaw which repealed the 1984 bylaw and again prohibited auto racing. The point of law
before the chambers judge was this: "Does s. 20 of the Municipalities Enabling and Validating Act, 1990 retroactively validate Bylaw 500 (1984) and deem it so to be in force from the date of its first adoption to the date of its
repeal by Bylaw 500 (1987)?" The chambers judge held that the regional district's bylaw had retroactive effect and
as a result the landowner could not use its lands as a race track for motor sports.
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39
On the landowner's appeal to this Court, the issue was the extent of the retroactivity intended by the Legislature when, in 1993, it added s. 20 to the Municipalities Enabling and Validating Act (No. 2), S.B.C. 1990, c. 61
(Municipalities Enabling and Validating (No. 2) Amendment Act (No. 2), 1993, S.B.C. 1993, c. 29, s.1). In considering whether the new provision was intended to be fully retroactive or just retrospective, Mr. Justice Donald referred
to Hornby Island Trust v. Stormwell (1988), 30 B.C.L.R. (2d) 383 (B.C. C.A.). He concluded that the Legislature
had addressed the criticisms in Hornby Island Trust by employing language in s. 20 that unambiguously states that
current and former by-laws are to be validated with full retroactive effect and that the presumption against retroactivity had been rebutted.
40
In Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd., Mr. Justice Donald also made note of the significance of s. 20(4) of the amending legislation, which provides:
(4) This section is retroactive to the extent necessary to give full force and effect to its provisions and must
not be construed as lacking retroactive effect in relation to any matter by reason that it makes no specific
reference to that matter.
In concluding that the language of s. 20(4) was sufficiently plain to embrace all bylaws, including those which have
been struck down by a court, Mr. Justice Donald distinguished Hornby Island Trust v. Stormwell, supra, stating, at
373, that the Legislature had "effectively sidestepped [the stipulation in Hornby Island Trust] that a case must be
specifically mentioned to be overruled by legislation".
41
In the present case, the attack on the 1974 designation is not made on the grounds of procedural fairness but
on the ground that the Lands were not "suitable for farm use", as set out in s. 8(1) of the Land Commission Act. The
substance of Brentwood's argument is that only land that is economically viable for farming was intended to be captured by the Act. The argument Brentwood advanced in that regard is summarized in the reasons for judgment of the
chambers judge:
[14] In summary, Brentwood submits that the Commission included the land in the ALR solely because its soil
classification is that of Class 4. Brentwood argues that in so doing the Commission applied the wrong criteria
for inclusion and exceeded its jurisdiction as it included land that was not "suitable for farm use" and therefore
the initial designation by the 1974 resolution must be quashed.
42
In my view, it is not open to the appellant to challenge the original designation of the Lands as "agricultural
lands" in light of the provisions contained in s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act, set out
above, and the reasoning in Woodward Estate, supra, and Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd.,
supra.
43
By the language employed in s. 17, it is plain that the Legislature intended to give statutory ratification to the
orders in council and designations made by the Commission in 1974. That is particularly so when the designation of
Brentwood's Lands as "agricultural land" falling into the ALR has been specifically confirmed and validated by reference to the relevant order in council and resolution of the Commission in the Schedule referred to in s. 17. To argue that because the original designation could be found invalid the designation could not then be made valid by
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subsequent amendments to the legislation goes against the plainly expressed intention in the legislation.
44
The appellant's submission that s. 17 is limited to the confirmation and validation of designations that would
have been open to attack on procedural grounds or to those lands which have been the subject of a court challenge is
also not sustainable. The language of s. 17 is clear: the orders in council and designations in resolutions listed in the
Schedule are confirmed and validated.
45
The retroactive provision set out in s. 17(6) is identical to the retroactive provision considered by this court
in Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd. In that case, the provision was regarded as being sufficiently clear to rebut the presumption against retroactivity. Similarly, subsection 17(6) must also be regarded as sufficiently clear to rebut the presumption and to have retroactive effect.
46
For the foregoing reasons, I would not accede to Brentwood's arguments concerning the alleged invalidity of
the 1974 designation of the lands in question.
Issue: Does the phrase "suitable for farm use" found in s. 8 of the Land Commission Act require lands designated as "agricultural land" to be economically viable as farm land?
47
The main thrust of the appellant's argument before the Commission was that the phrase "suitable for farm
use" found in s. 8 of the legislation means that for property to be properly designated as "agricultural lands", the
property must be viable as farm land. Brentwood tendered expert evidence to show that its Lands were not economically viable as farmland. The Commission rejected Brentwood's arguments and refused to grant Brentwood's application to remove the Lands from the ALR.
48
The degree of curial deference required in relation to the Commission's decision is contentious. The chambers judge decided that the standard of review to be applied was whether the decision was "patently unreasonable".
49
The appellant argues that the standard of review to be applied ought to have been "correctness" for the interpretation of the phrase "suitable for farm use" is a question of law that goes directly to the heart of the Act and to the
jurisdiction of the Commission. The appellant points out that members of the Commission do not possess any expertise in the area of statutory interpretation and there is no privative clause in the legislation protecting the Commission's decision.
50
The respondent Commission supports the "patently unreasonable" standard, arguing that the issue of the suitability of the land for farm purposes under s. 8 of the Act is not a jurisdictional question and was intended by the
Legislature to be decided by the Commission.
51
The judgment of the majority in Pushpanathan v. Canada (Minister of Employment & Immigration), [1998]
1 S.C.R. 982, 160 D.L.R. (4th) 193 (S.C.C.), provides a framework for the analysis of the degree of deference, if
any, to be accorded a decision of an administrative tribunal such as the Commission. The extent of curial deference
to be accorded a decision of an administrative tribunal may vary, depending on the particular question which has
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been determined.
52
For ease of reference, I will repeat that portion of the Commission's decision in which the appellant's interpretation of "suitable for farm use" was rejected:
The Commission reviewed very closely the submission in support of your position that the land is not suitable,
nor economically viable, for farm use and therefore was not properly included in the ALR. However, it was
found that the subject property is comprised of lands with agricultural capability ratings of Class 4 based on the
MOE Manual 1 (Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in BC). In the Commission's opinion the land is
suitable for agricultural use and thus appropriately designated as agricultural land reserve consistent with the intent of the original designation.
53
While the Commission's reasons were brief, it seems to me that the determination of a legal issue, that is,
whether the phrase "suitable for farm use" was to be given the meaning for which the appellant contended, was fundamental to the Commission's decision. When the underpinning for the Commission's decision rested to a large extent on a question of statutory interpretation of the kind involved here, I am of the view that a less deferential standard than the one applied by the chambers judge would have been appropriate. However, nothing turns on whether
the chambers judge erred in the standard she applied if the Commission correctly interpreted the legislation.
54
Of course, findings of fact made by a tribunal are generally entitled to a high degree of deference and are
usually only reviewed where the finding cannot reasonably be supported on the evidence: Douglas Aircraft Co. of
Canada v. McConnell, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 245 (S.C.C.).
55
For the reasons which follow, I am not persuaded that the Commission's conclusion on the statutory interpretation question was wrong.
56
In interpreting terminology such as the phrase in issue in this case, it is necessary to have regard to the object
and purpose of the legislation. As stated by Mr. Justice Dickson, as he then was, in Jodrey Estate v. Nova Scotia
(Minister of Finance), [1980] 2 S.C.R. 774 (S.C.C.) at 807:
The correct approach, applicable to statutory construction generally, is to construe the legislation with reasonable regard to its object and purpose and to give it such interpretation as best ensures the attainment of such object and purpose.
57
In Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd., Re, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 27 (S.C.C.) at para. 21, Iacobucci J. approved the following
formulation given by Elmer Driedger in Construction of Statutes (2d ed. 1983):
Today there is only one principle or approach, namely, the words of an Act are to be read in their entire context
and in their grammatical and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme of the Act, the object of the Act, and
the intention of Parliament.
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58
It is abundantly clear from the legislation that one of the primary purposes of the Land Commission Act was
the preservation of agricultural land as against further urban and industrial encroachments.
59
Section 7 of the Act, set out above, states the objectives of the Commission, one of which was the preservation of agricultural land for farm use. Subsection 7(1)(b) sets out another objective, that is, to "encourage the establishment and maintenance of family farms, and land in an agricultural land reserve, for a use compatible with the
preservation of family farms and farm use of the land".
60
In rejecting the appellant's interpretation of the phrase "suitable for farm use" as importing an economic viability test, the chambers judge said, in part:
[26] Nowhere in sections 1, 7 or 8 of the Act is reference made to the economic viability of the use of land
through farming. Brentwood's position that the definition of "suitable for farm use" in s. 8 should be considered
in isolation of the objectives of the Act set forth in s. 7 is incompatible with the general principles of statutory
interpretation....
61
The chambers judge also concluded that the word "preserve" in s. 7(1) indicates that agricultural land was
more than land currently being farmed, and that the legislation explicitly recognized that not all land in the ALR
would be "family farms" or available for "farm use". She held, at para. 35, that "a test which focuses on the present
and potential future needs for agricultural land through capability more than economic viability is more in tune with
the Act as a whole".
62

In my opinion, the foregoing conclusions accord with the object and purpose of the legislation.

63
Further support for the conclusion that capacity, not economic viability, was the essence of the designation
of "agricultural land" under the Act, was the Canada land inventory data classification system the regional districts
were required to use in preparing their plans for submission to the commission. The decision in Henson v. British
Columbia (Agricultural Land Commission) (1981), 31 B.C.L.R. 65 (B.C. S.C.) , to which the chambers judge referred, sets out the classification system employed in the initial designations. In that case, Ruttan J. dismissed a petition brought under the Judicial Review Procedure Act following the Commission's refusal to exclude the petitioner's
land from the ALR. In obiter, Ruttan J. rejected the argument that the test to be applied was whether the land would
be economically viable in farm use. In doing so, he observed that the process followed in the various regional districts in the province was to use the Canada land inventory data which classed land in seven categories, in descending order of capability. All class 1-4 land was included if not already irreversibly developed as residential or industrial land. Classes 5 and 6 are of low capability but were included if land in those categories could be effectively
utilized for agriculture in conjunction with class 1-4 land. Class 7, which is classed as non-agricultural land, is still
included where the exclusion of small areas of such land might allow undesirable intrusion of incompatible uses into
the agricultural community.
64
In Henson v. British Columbia (Agricultural Land Commission), supra, Mr. Justice Ruttan went on to observe that under the Act, land in the ALR is not required to be used only for "farm use" and that certain conditional
uses for agricultural land is permitted where the proposed use and manner of development does not materially re-
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duce the future agricultural potential of the land or where in the opinion of the Commission the proposed use is in
the public interest.
65
In this case, the respondent submits that it would undermine the purpose of the Act if the Commission were
compelled to exclude land once an applicant had demonstrated that he was unable to farm the land commercially. I
agree with that submission. As the chambers judge observed, accepting Brentwood's position would inevitably lead
to the erosion of the ALR based on prevailing economic conditions and that would be directly contrary to the Commission's mandate to preserve agricultural land.
66
For the foregoing reasons, I am of the view that the Commission was correct in rejecting the appellant's contention that the phrase "suitable for farm use" imports an economic viability requirement.
Issue: Should the Commission's 1998 decision have been quashed on the grounds that the Commission: (a) refused to exclude the Lands solely on its Class 4 rating; (b) erred in determining the Lands were appropriately
designated as "agricultural land"; (c) took into account irrelevant matters; and (d) discriminated against Brentwood?
67

The chambers judge summarized Brentwood's challenge to the 1998 decision of the Commission this way:
[15] ... Brentwood challenges the January 1998 decision of the Commission not to exclude the land from the
ALR on the basis of irrelevant considerations, acting without evidence, failing to take into account relevant considerations pertaining to the suitability of the land for farm use, failing to apply the proper test, i.e. economic viability of the land for use as a farming operation, and discrimination against Brentwood. Finally, Brentwood
submits the Commission was arbitrary in its decision in that its decision was based not on evidence but solely
on a policy to refuse exclusions where the soil classification is Class 4 or better. Brentwood argues there was no
evidence before the Commission on which it could have found that the fact the soil is Class 4 necessarily makes
the land suitable for farm use.

68
The reasons given by the chambers judge for dismissing the appellant's arguments in relation to the 1998
decision of the Commission are not extensive because she had earlier considered at length the statutory interpretation question in relation to the appellant's challenge to the validity of the 1974 designation of the Lands. The chambers judge simply held that each of Brentwood's arguments failed:
[38] ... I cannot find the Commission took into account irrelevant considerations, failed to take into account relevant considerations, or that it acted without evidence. In my view there is no evidence that Brentwood was discriminated against or that the Commission acted in bad faith on a consideration of Brentwood's application to
exclude. I cannot find the Commission's decision was patently unreasonable.
69
It appears to me that once the interpretation Brentwood sought to place on the phrase "suitable for farm use"
was rejected, the substance of Brentwood's first two complaints disappears.
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70
The main concern here, as I see it, is whether the learned chambers judge erred in failing to quash the decision of the Commission on the ground that the Commission took into account an irrelevant matter in denying the
appellant's application.
71
While I agree with the appellant that whether the approval of Brentwood's application would raise expectations of further land use changes within Central Saanich was not a relevant consideration, I am not persuaded that
the Commission's reference to others' expectations made any difference to the result. I say that because the conclusion which was fundamental to the Commission's decision was that the Lands were properly classed as "agricultural
lands" under the Act. Put another way, the impugned reference may be viewed as no more than harmless error.
72
As to the argument that the Commission discriminated against Brentwood in dismissing its application, I
agree with the chambers judge that the evidence does not support an allegation of discrimination or bias as those
terms are understood in the jurisprudence.
Conclusion
73

In the result, I would dismiss the appeal.
Appeal dismissed.

END OF DOCUMENT
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s. 20 [en. 1993, c. 29, s. 1] — considered
s. 20(4) [en. 1993, c. 29, s. 1] — considered
Succession Duty Act, R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 372
Generally — referred to
s. 5(1) — considered
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APPEAL by owner from decision of (August 27, 1998), Doc. Victoria 98 0443 (B.C. S.C.), dismissing owner's application to quash original designation of owner's land as agricultural land, and commission's decision refusing to
remove owner's land from agricultural reserve.
The judgment of the court was delivered by Rowles J.A.:
Overview
1
In 1973, the Legislature of the Province of British Columbia enacted the Land Commission Act, S.B.C. 1973,
c. 46, now the Agricultural Land Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 10. The Land Commission Act established a
commission with the object, among others, to "preserve agricultural land for farm use; encourage the establishment
and maintenance of family farms, and land in an agricultural land reserve, for a use compatible with the preservation
of family farms and farm use of the land". Under s. 8(1) of the Land Commission Act, the Commission, with the
prior approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, was able to designate land "that is suitable for farm use, as
agricultural land, and, upon it being so designated, the agricultural land is established as an agricultural land reserve
...".
2
The appellant, Brentwood Pioneer Holdings Ltd. ("Brentwood"), owns a 4.5 hectare parcel of land in Saanich,
British Columbia (the "Lands"), which had been designated as agricultural land in 1974 and hence fell into the Agricultural Land Reserve.
3
Brentwood applied to the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission (the "Commission") to have the Lands
removed from the Agricultural Land Reserve but the application was unsuccessful. Brentwood subsequently brought
a Petition under the Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 241, to quash the Commission's decision but
its Petition was dismissed.
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4
Brentwood now appeals the dismissal of its Petition in which it sought either to quash the 1974 designation of
the Lands as "agricultural lands" or to quash the Commission's decision dated 15 January 1998, refusing to remove
the Lands from the Agricultural Land Reserve.
5
Central to the arguments Brentwood put forward on the appeal is the meaning of the phrase "suitable for farm
use" found in s. 8(1) of the Land Commission Act. Brentwood contends that in order for land to be suitable for farm
use it must be land that is economically viable to farm. Brentwood asserts that the Lands have never been so and, for
that reason, the Lands should never have been included in the Agricultural Land Reserve.
6
The respondent argues that land suitable for farm use is land capable of being used for farm purposes and
that capacity, not present economic viability of the land, is the essence of the designation.
7

There are three main issues:
(1) Is it open to Brentwood to challenge the validity of the 1974 designation of the lands as "agricultural
lands" in light of a 1994 amendment to the legislation retroactively ratifying the designation?
(2) Does the phrase "suitable for farm use" found in s. 8 of the Land Commission Act require lands designated as "agricultural land" to be economically viable as farm land?
(3) Should the Commission's 1998 decision have been quashed on the grounds that the Commission:
(a) refused to exclude the Lands solely on its Class 4 rating;
(b) erred in determining the Lands were appropriately designated as "agricultural land";
(c) took into account irrelevant matters; and
(d) discriminated against Brentwood?

Background
8
Brentwood is the registered owner of the Lands which are located in Central Saanich. The Lands are now
bounded on three sides by residential subdivisions and on the fourth by forest and scrub pasture. The Lands were
designated as "agricultural land" and placed in the Agricultural Land Reserve ("ALR") in June 1974. Brentwood
purchased the Lands on 8 July 1975.
9
On 30 June 1995, Brentwood applied to have the Lands removed from the ALR. The application was denied
on 14 March 1996 but an order dated 5 September 1997 nullified that decision on procedural grounds, entitling
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Brentwood to a new hearing. On 15 January 1998, the Commission denied Brentwood's application to have the land
removed from the ALR.
10
The decision of the Commission, which was contained in a letter sent to Brentwood's counsel, is reproduced
in full below:
Further to the hearing on Application #C-30018 the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission has now had an
opportunity to thoroughly review and consider all of the information contained in the above noted application
and presented at the hearing conducted in Burnaby on September 24, 1997. The application concerns property
described as Lot 2, Section 12, Range 1 West, South Saanich District, Plan 8818, Except parts in Plans 11485,
11977.
You asked for the exclusion of 4.5 hectares from the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) of the Capital Regional
District. In the Commission's review of the file material, it is understood that should the application be approved, it is the intention of the owner to seek approval for rezoning and an Official Community Plan amendment from the District of Central Saanich, in order to allow for residential based urban development.
The Commission reviewed very closely the submission in support of your position that the land is not suitable,
nor economically viable, for farm use and therefore was not properly included in the ALR. However, it was
found that the subject property is comprised of lands with agricultural capability ratings of Class 4 based on the
MOE Manual 1 (Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in BC). In the Commission's opinion the land is
suitable for agricultural use and thus appropriately designated as agricultural land reserve consistent with the intent of the original designation. In the Commission's view, exclusion will lead to a permanent loss of the subject's property's agricultural potential and raise expectations of further land use change and concomitant erosion
of the reserve in this part of Central Saanich. Such events would not only be inconsistent with, but would undermine the objects and powers of the Commission, as set out in the Agricultural Land Commission Act.
Having therefore considered all of the documents and correspondence provided in this file material, the evidence and presentation at the hearing in Burnaby, the Commission has, under Section 12(2) of the Agricultural
Land Commission Act, by Resolution #755/97 refused your application.
The land referred to in the application continues to be subject to the provisions of the Agricultural Land Commission Act and regulations.
11
Brentwood then filed a Petition under the Judicial Review Procedure Act, seeking an order quashing the
Commission's decision. In its Amended Petition filed 27 May 1998, Brentwood also sought an order that the 1974
resolution of the Commission established under the 1973 legislation, designating the Lands as "agricultural lands",
be quashed as ultra vires on the ground that the Lands were not, as of that date, suitable for farm use.
12

The chambers judge summarized Brentwood's main argument this way, in para. 5:
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... The crux of Brentwood's argument is that to be designated agricultural and thus fall within the Commission's
jurisdiction, the focus must be on the economic viability of the use of the land for farm purposes. In Brentwood's view, in order for land to be suitable for farm use it must be land which is economically viable to farm.
In Brentwood's submission, only land which is economically capable of supporting farm use is land which can
be designated agricultural. Brentwood submits its land has never been, and is not now, economically viable for
farm use.
13
Although counsel for the Commission argued before the chambers judge that Brentwood was prohibited
from challenging the 1974 designation, the chambers judge proceeded on the assumption that the Commission and
the court had the jurisdiction to review the initial designation, applying the "correctness" standard.
14
As to the review of the Commission's 1998 decision, the chambers judge held that the "patently unreasonable" standard applied.
15
The chambers judge dismissed Brentwood's Petition, having concluded that the 1974 designation of its
Lands was correct and that the Commission's 1998 decision not to remove the Lands from the ALR was not patently
unreasonable. In reaching those conclusions, the chambers judge rejected Brentwood's submissions concerning the
meaning to be attributed to the phrase "suitable for farm use".
Issue: Is it open to the appellant to challenge the validity of the 1974 designation of the lands as "agricultural
lands" in light of a 1994 amendment to the legislation retroactively ratifying the designation?
16
The Land Commission Act, supra, established a commission known as the Provincial Land Commission, the
objects and powers of which were set out in s. 7 of the Act. Subsection 7(1) of the Act provides, in part:
7. (1) It is the object of the commission to
(a) preserve agricultural land for farm use;
(b) encourage the establishment and maintenance of family farms, and land in an agricultural land reserve,
for a use compatible with the preservation of family farms and farm use of the land; ...
17
The objectives referred to in s. 7(1)(c) through (h) of the Act include preservation of land for green belt, park
and industrial use but those objectives are not germane to the present appeal.
18

Section 8(1) of the Land Commission Act provides:
8. (1) For the purposes of section 7, the commission may, subject to this section, with the prior approval of the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, designate land, including Crown land, that is suitable for farm use, as agricultural land, and, upon being so designated, the agricultural land is established as an agricultural land reserve and
shall be subject to this Act and the regulations.
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19

Section 1 of the Act includes the following definitions:
"agricultural land" means land designated under section 8;
.....
"farm use" means an occupation or use of land for bona fide farm purposes, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, husbandry of the land and the plants, and animals thereon, and any other similar activity designated as farm use by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council;

20

The term "farm purposes" is not defined in the Act.

21
The process for designation of lands which were to come within an ALR was set out in that Act. Under s.
8(2), each regional district in the Province was required to adopt a land reserve plan in accordance with the regulations and to hold a public hearing before its proposed land reserve plan was completed and sent to the Provincial
Land Commission.
22
Under s. 8(5), where the commission considered that the land reserve plan filed by the regional district carried out the intent and purpose of the Act, it was required, after approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, to
designate the agricultural land in the plan as an agricultural land reserve.
23
Under s. 8(6), the commission was empowered to amend a proposed land reserve plan to better carry out the
intent and purpose of the Act before sending the plan to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.
24
The property in issue in this case is in the Capital Regional District (the "CRD"). Under s. 8(2) of the Act,
the CRD adopted a land reserve plan in Bylaw No. 150 on 2 November 1973. As amended pursuant to s. 8(6) of the
Act, the CRD's land reserve plan was approved by Order In Council No. 2125/74 on 28 June 1974.
25
In its Resolution No. 181/74 dated 28 June 1974, the Commission designated the areas within the CRD's
amended land reserve plan as part of an ALR, including the property in issue in this case.
26
Twenty years later, legislation was enacted confirming and validating resolutions passed by the Commission.
Section 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act, 1994, S.B.C. 1994, c. 25, contained the following
provisions:
[1] In this section
"agricultural land reserve" means an agricultural land reserve established under section 8 of the former Act;
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"commission" means the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission continued under section 2 of the
Agricultural Land Commission Act;
"former Act" means the Land Commission Act, S.B.C. 1973, c. 46;
"land reserve plan" means the land reserve plan of the regional district listed in column 1 of the
Schedule, adopted by the bylaw of the number listed opposite it in column 2 on the date listed opposite
it in column 3, and filed with the commission under section 8(2) of the former Act.
(2) Despite any decision of a court to the contrary, all amendments to a land reserve plan made and recommended by the commission under section 8(6) of the former Act are confirmed and validated effective the
date on which each of the amendments was purported to have been made and recommended.
(3) Despite any decision of a court to the contrary, the orders in council, approving land reserve plans under
section 8(6) of the former Act, listed in column 4 of the Schedule, are confirmed and validated effective the
date on which each of the orders in council was purported to have been made.
(4) Despite any decision of a court to the contrary, the designations of land as an agricultural land reserve
made by the commission under section 8(6) of the former Act and contained in the resolutions of the commission listed in column 5 of the Schedule are confirmed and validated effective the date on which each of
the designations was purported to have been made.
(5) Everything done that would have been validly done had the acts validated by this section been validly
done on the date they were purported to have been done is conclusively deemed to have been validly done.
(6) This section is retroactive to the extent necessary to give full force and effect to its provisions and must
not be construed as lacking retroactive effect in relation to any matter by reason that it makes no specific
reference to that matter.
27
The Schedule referred to in subsections (3) and (4) of s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment
Act listed Resolution No. 181/74 and Order In Council No. 2125/74 as confirmed and validated.
28
Two court decisions had thrown into question the validity of certain designations made under the Land
Commission Act: Hobby Ranches Ltd. v. R. (1978), 8 B.C.L.R. 247 (B.C. S.C.), and "Village Mobile Home Estate
Ltd. v. British Columbia (1982), 41 B.C.L.R. 189 (B.C. C.A.). Those cases determined that the Commission had not
met the requirements of natural justice when proposed land reserve plans had been amended by the Commission
without a public hearing. As a result, the validity of designations in which amendments had been made by the
Commission to reserve plans prepared by the Regional Districts were cast into doubt.
29

It is the respondent's position that s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act confirms and
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validates the instruments by which the Lands in question were included in the ALR, "despite any decision of a court
to the contrary". In other words, any judicial decision rendered subsequent to the coming into force of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act could not overcome the Legislature's confirmation and validation of O.I.C.
No. 2125/74 and Resolution No. 181/74, and, for that reason, the Commission's 1974 decision was not open to review.
30
Brentwood's position is that the 1994 legislation does not defeat its challenge to the validity of the 1974 designation of the Lands as agricultural lands. Brentwood argues that the initial designation of the Lands was invalid because the Lands were never suitable for farm use and therefore should never have been included in the ALR.
In Brentwood's submission, the decisions in Hobby Ranches, supra, and "The Village" Mobile Home Estates, supra,
were limited in effect to the designation of the particular lands at issue in those cases and that the Legislature did not
intend to confirm and validate all aspects of the designation process, as evidenced by the introductory phrase, "Despite any decision of a court to the contrary...".
31
Brentwood further argues that s. 17 was intended only to remedy procedural flaws and if the original designation was invalid, then the legislation could not later validate that invalid act.
32
The respondent relies on the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in British Columbia (Minister of Finance) v. Woodward Estate, [1973] S.C.R. 120 (S.C.C.), and on the decision of this Court in Nanaimo (Regional
District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd. (1998), 54 B.C.L.R. (3d) 367 (B.C. C.A.) in support of its position as to the
effect of s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act on the validity of the 1974 designation of the
Lands in question.
33
In Woodward Estate, supra, the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed an appeal from a decision of this Court
which found that an amendment to the Succession Duty Act, R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 372, was effective to make valid a
determination of the Minister which otherwise would have been a nullity. In that case, the testator, by his will, directed that the residue of his estate be transferred to the "Mr. and Mrs. P.A. Woodward's Foundation", for use by it
in carrying out its charitable objectives. The testator died on 27 August 1968. In determining the amount of succession duty payable, the Minister assessed the residuary gift to the Foundation as if it were a gift to a person unrelated
to the testator. Section 5(1) of the Succession Duty Act stated that the Act did not apply, so far as liability to pay
succession duty is concerned, "to any property transferred ... for religious, charitable, or educational purposes...".
Section 5(2) provided that, "For the purposes of subsection (1), the Minister, in his absolute discretion, may determine whether any purpose or organization is a religious, charitable, or educational purpose or organization."
34
Subsection 5(2) of the Succession Duty Act was amended in 1970 to provide that "the determination of the
Minister is final, conclusive, and binding on all persons and ... is not open to appeal, question or review in any
Court, and any determination of the Minister made under this subsection is hereby ratified and confirmed and is
binding on all persons." The amendment did not apply in respect of estates in which the death of the testator had
occurred on or after 1 April 1970 but was deemed to have come into force on 1 April 1968.
35
The appellant executors in Woodward Estate argued that because the Minister failed to recognize the rules of
natural justice by making a decision without notice to the executors, the determination made was a nullity and thus
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was not a determination under the subsection which could be ratified and confirmed.
36
The issue before the Supreme Court of Canada was the meaning and effect of the words added to s. 5(2) of
the Succession Duty Act by the amendment made in 1970. After referring to a number of authorities, including Saltfleet (Municipality) Board of Health v. Knapman, [1956] S.C.R. 877 (S.C.C.), Mr. Justice Martland, giving the
judgment for the Court, observed (at 128) that a privative clause did not preclude a review, by way of certiorari, of a
decision of a local board which was in breach of the audi alteram partem rule of natural justice. He then stated (at
128-29):
These authorities, however, go no further than to support the proposition that that portion of s. 5(2), as amended, which prohibited any review of the Minister's determination in any Court, would not preclude such a review,
by way of certiorari, if he had acted beyond his jurisdiction or had failed to observe the rules of natural justice
when making his determination.
However, the statutory provision now under consideration does not stop at that point. It goes on to say that "any
determination of the Minister made under this subsection is hereby ratified and confirmed and is binding on all
persons." In my opinion those words gave statutory ratification to all determinations of the Minister made under
s. 5(2), as amended, even though such determination would, in the absence of the provision, have been invalid.
37
In that case, the appellant executors had contended that, because the Minister had failed to recognize the
rules of natural justice, his "determination" was a nullity, and therefore not a "determination" at all, and that such a
"determination" was not a determination "under this subsection", which could be ratified and confirmed. Mr. Justice
Martland rejected that argument because it did not accord with the intention of the Legislature as expressed in the
words used when considered in relation to the provisions of the subsection as a whole. He concluded that the executors' interpretation would deprive the words in the amended section 5(2) of any effect whatever. As stated by Martland J. at 129-30, the appellants' interpretation:
... would mean that the ratification provision could only apply to a determination made within the Minister's jurisdiction and after observing the rules of natural justice. But such a determination requires no ratification or
confirmation. In view of the earlier privative provisions of the subsection it is not subject to any review because
of error on the face of the record and, accordingly, it would be binding without any ratification or confirmation.
In my opinion the Legislature intended to ratify, confirm and make binding any determination of the Minister,
under s. 5(2), which, otherwise, would have been invalid.
38
In Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd., supra, a landowner purchased property for use
as a speedway after a 1984 bylaw, which disallowed such use, was declared void ab initio by this Court and before
the enactment of a 1987 bylaw which repealed the 1984 bylaw and again prohibited auto racing. The point of law
before the chambers judge was this: "Does s. 20 of the Municipalities Enabling and Validating Act, 1990 retroactively validate Bylaw 500 (1984) and deem it so to be in force from the date of its first adoption to the date of its
repeal by Bylaw 500 (1987)?" The chambers judge held that the regional district's bylaw had retroactive effect and
as a result the landowner could not use its lands as a race track for motor sports.
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39
On the landowner's appeal to this Court, the issue was the extent of the retroactivity intended by the Legislature when, in 1993, it added s. 20 to the Municipalities Enabling and Validating Act (No. 2), S.B.C. 1990, c. 61
(Municipalities Enabling and Validating (No. 2) Amendment Act (No. 2), 1993, S.B.C. 1993, c. 29, s.1). In considering whether the new provision was intended to be fully retroactive or just retrospective, Mr. Justice Donald referred
to Hornby Island Trust v. Stormwell (1988), 30 B.C.L.R. (2d) 383 (B.C. C.A.). He concluded that the Legislature
had addressed the criticisms in Hornby Island Trust by employing language in s. 20 that unambiguously states that
current and former by-laws are to be validated with full retroactive effect and that the presumption against retroactivity had been rebutted.
40
In Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd., Mr. Justice Donald also made note of the significance of s. 20(4) of the amending legislation, which provides:
(4) This section is retroactive to the extent necessary to give full force and effect to its provisions and must
not be construed as lacking retroactive effect in relation to any matter by reason that it makes no specific
reference to that matter.
In concluding that the language of s. 20(4) was sufficiently plain to embrace all bylaws, including those which have
been struck down by a court, Mr. Justice Donald distinguished Hornby Island Trust v. Stormwell, supra, stating, at
373, that the Legislature had "effectively sidestepped [the stipulation in Hornby Island Trust] that a case must be
specifically mentioned to be overruled by legislation".
41
In the present case, the attack on the 1974 designation is not made on the grounds of procedural fairness but
on the ground that the Lands were not "suitable for farm use", as set out in s. 8(1) of the Land Commission Act. The
substance of Brentwood's argument is that only land that is economically viable for farming was intended to be captured by the Act. The argument Brentwood advanced in that regard is summarized in the reasons for judgment of the
chambers judge:
[14] In summary, Brentwood submits that the Commission included the land in the ALR solely because its soil
classification is that of Class 4. Brentwood argues that in so doing the Commission applied the wrong criteria
for inclusion and exceeded its jurisdiction as it included land that was not "suitable for farm use" and therefore
the initial designation by the 1974 resolution must be quashed.
42
In my view, it is not open to the appellant to challenge the original designation of the Lands as "agricultural
lands" in light of the provisions contained in s. 17 of the Agricultural Land Commission Amendment Act, set out
above, and the reasoning in Woodward Estate, supra, and Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd.,
supra.
43
By the language employed in s. 17, it is plain that the Legislature intended to give statutory ratification to the
orders in council and designations made by the Commission in 1974. That is particularly so when the designation of
Brentwood's Lands as "agricultural land" falling into the ALR has been specifically confirmed and validated by reference to the relevant order in council and resolution of the Commission in the Schedule referred to in s. 17. To argue that because the original designation could be found invalid the designation could not then be made valid by
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subsequent amendments to the legislation goes against the plainly expressed intention in the legislation.
44
The appellant's submission that s. 17 is limited to the confirmation and validation of designations that would
have been open to attack on procedural grounds or to those lands which have been the subject of a court challenge is
also not sustainable. The language of s. 17 is clear: the orders in council and designations in resolutions listed in the
Schedule are confirmed and validated.
45
The retroactive provision set out in s. 17(6) is identical to the retroactive provision considered by this court
in Nanaimo (Regional District) v. Spruston Enterprises Ltd. In that case, the provision was regarded as being sufficiently clear to rebut the presumption against retroactivity. Similarly, subsection 17(6) must also be regarded as sufficiently clear to rebut the presumption and to have retroactive effect.
46
For the foregoing reasons, I would not accede to Brentwood's arguments concerning the alleged invalidity of
the 1974 designation of the lands in question.
Issue: Does the phrase "suitable for farm use" found in s. 8 of the Land Commission Act require lands designated as "agricultural land" to be economically viable as farm land?
47
The main thrust of the appellant's argument before the Commission was that the phrase "suitable for farm
use" found in s. 8 of the legislation means that for property to be properly designated as "agricultural lands", the
property must be viable as farm land. Brentwood tendered expert evidence to show that its Lands were not economically viable as farmland. The Commission rejected Brentwood's arguments and refused to grant Brentwood's application to remove the Lands from the ALR.
48
The degree of curial deference required in relation to the Commission's decision is contentious. The chambers judge decided that the standard of review to be applied was whether the decision was "patently unreasonable".
49
The appellant argues that the standard of review to be applied ought to have been "correctness" for the interpretation of the phrase "suitable for farm use" is a question of law that goes directly to the heart of the Act and to the
jurisdiction of the Commission. The appellant points out that members of the Commission do not possess any expertise in the area of statutory interpretation and there is no privative clause in the legislation protecting the Commission's decision.
50
The respondent Commission supports the "patently unreasonable" standard, arguing that the issue of the suitability of the land for farm purposes under s. 8 of the Act is not a jurisdictional question and was intended by the
Legislature to be decided by the Commission.
51
The judgment of the majority in Pushpanathan v. Canada (Minister of Employment & Immigration), [1998]
1 S.C.R. 982, 160 D.L.R. (4th) 193 (S.C.C.), provides a framework for the analysis of the degree of deference, if
any, to be accorded a decision of an administrative tribunal such as the Commission. The extent of curial deference
to be accorded a decision of an administrative tribunal may vary, depending on the particular question which has
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been determined.
52
For ease of reference, I will repeat that portion of the Commission's decision in which the appellant's interpretation of "suitable for farm use" was rejected:
The Commission reviewed very closely the submission in support of your position that the land is not suitable,
nor economically viable, for farm use and therefore was not properly included in the ALR. However, it was
found that the subject property is comprised of lands with agricultural capability ratings of Class 4 based on the
MOE Manual 1 (Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in BC). In the Commission's opinion the land is
suitable for agricultural use and thus appropriately designated as agricultural land reserve consistent with the intent of the original designation.
53
While the Commission's reasons were brief, it seems to me that the determination of a legal issue, that is,
whether the phrase "suitable for farm use" was to be given the meaning for which the appellant contended, was fundamental to the Commission's decision. When the underpinning for the Commission's decision rested to a large extent on a question of statutory interpretation of the kind involved here, I am of the view that a less deferential standard than the one applied by the chambers judge would have been appropriate. However, nothing turns on whether
the chambers judge erred in the standard she applied if the Commission correctly interpreted the legislation.
54
Of course, findings of fact made by a tribunal are generally entitled to a high degree of deference and are
usually only reviewed where the finding cannot reasonably be supported on the evidence: Douglas Aircraft Co. of
Canada v. McConnell, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 245 (S.C.C.).
55
For the reasons which follow, I am not persuaded that the Commission's conclusion on the statutory interpretation question was wrong.
56
In interpreting terminology such as the phrase in issue in this case, it is necessary to have regard to the object
and purpose of the legislation. As stated by Mr. Justice Dickson, as he then was, in Jodrey Estate v. Nova Scotia
(Minister of Finance), [1980] 2 S.C.R. 774 (S.C.C.) at 807:
The correct approach, applicable to statutory construction generally, is to construe the legislation with reasonable regard to its object and purpose and to give it such interpretation as best ensures the attainment of such object and purpose.
57
In Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd., Re, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 27 (S.C.C.) at para. 21, Iacobucci J. approved the following
formulation given by Elmer Driedger in Construction of Statutes (2d ed. 1983):
Today there is only one principle or approach, namely, the words of an Act are to be read in their entire context
and in their grammatical and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme of the Act, the object of the Act, and
the intention of Parliament.
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58
It is abundantly clear from the legislation that one of the primary purposes of the Land Commission Act was
the preservation of agricultural land as against further urban and industrial encroachments.
59
Section 7 of the Act, set out above, states the objectives of the Commission, one of which was the preservation of agricultural land for farm use. Subsection 7(1)(b) sets out another objective, that is, to "encourage the establishment and maintenance of family farms, and land in an agricultural land reserve, for a use compatible with the
preservation of family farms and farm use of the land".
60
In rejecting the appellant's interpretation of the phrase "suitable for farm use" as importing an economic viability test, the chambers judge said, in part:
[26] Nowhere in sections 1, 7 or 8 of the Act is reference made to the economic viability of the use of land
through farming. Brentwood's position that the definition of "suitable for farm use" in s. 8 should be considered
in isolation of the objectives of the Act set forth in s. 7 is incompatible with the general principles of statutory
interpretation....
61
The chambers judge also concluded that the word "preserve" in s. 7(1) indicates that agricultural land was
more than land currently being farmed, and that the legislation explicitly recognized that not all land in the ALR
would be "family farms" or available for "farm use". She held, at para. 35, that "a test which focuses on the present
and potential future needs for agricultural land through capability more than economic viability is more in tune with
the Act as a whole".
62

In my opinion, the foregoing conclusions accord with the object and purpose of the legislation.

63
Further support for the conclusion that capacity, not economic viability, was the essence of the designation
of "agricultural land" under the Act, was the Canada land inventory data classification system the regional districts
were required to use in preparing their plans for submission to the commission. The decision in Henson v. British
Columbia (Agricultural Land Commission) (1981), 31 B.C.L.R. 65 (B.C. S.C.) , to which the chambers judge referred, sets out the classification system employed in the initial designations. In that case, Ruttan J. dismissed a petition brought under the Judicial Review Procedure Act following the Commission's refusal to exclude the petitioner's
land from the ALR. In obiter, Ruttan J. rejected the argument that the test to be applied was whether the land would
be economically viable in farm use. In doing so, he observed that the process followed in the various regional districts in the province was to use the Canada land inventory data which classed land in seven categories, in descending order of capability. All class 1-4 land was included if not already irreversibly developed as residential or industrial land. Classes 5 and 6 are of low capability but were included if land in those categories could be effectively
utilized for agriculture in conjunction with class 1-4 land. Class 7, which is classed as non-agricultural land, is still
included where the exclusion of small areas of such land might allow undesirable intrusion of incompatible uses into
the agricultural community.
64
In Henson v. British Columbia (Agricultural Land Commission), supra, Mr. Justice Ruttan went on to observe that under the Act, land in the ALR is not required to be used only for "farm use" and that certain conditional
uses for agricultural land is permitted where the proposed use and manner of development does not materially re-
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duce the future agricultural potential of the land or where in the opinion of the Commission the proposed use is in
the public interest.
65
In this case, the respondent submits that it would undermine the purpose of the Act if the Commission were
compelled to exclude land once an applicant had demonstrated that he was unable to farm the land commercially. I
agree with that submission. As the chambers judge observed, accepting Brentwood's position would inevitably lead
to the erosion of the ALR based on prevailing economic conditions and that would be directly contrary to the Commission's mandate to preserve agricultural land.
66
For the foregoing reasons, I am of the view that the Commission was correct in rejecting the appellant's contention that the phrase "suitable for farm use" imports an economic viability requirement.
Issue: Should the Commission's 1998 decision have been quashed on the grounds that the Commission: (a) refused to exclude the Lands solely on its Class 4 rating; (b) erred in determining the Lands were appropriately
designated as "agricultural land"; (c) took into account irrelevant matters; and (d) discriminated against Brentwood?
67

The chambers judge summarized Brentwood's challenge to the 1998 decision of the Commission this way:
[15] ... Brentwood challenges the January 1998 decision of the Commission not to exclude the land from the
ALR on the basis of irrelevant considerations, acting without evidence, failing to take into account relevant considerations pertaining to the suitability of the land for farm use, failing to apply the proper test, i.e. economic viability of the land for use as a farming operation, and discrimination against Brentwood. Finally, Brentwood
submits the Commission was arbitrary in its decision in that its decision was based not on evidence but solely
on a policy to refuse exclusions where the soil classification is Class 4 or better. Brentwood argues there was no
evidence before the Commission on which it could have found that the fact the soil is Class 4 necessarily makes
the land suitable for farm use.

68
The reasons given by the chambers judge for dismissing the appellant's arguments in relation to the 1998
decision of the Commission are not extensive because she had earlier considered at length the statutory interpretation question in relation to the appellant's challenge to the validity of the 1974 designation of the Lands. The chambers judge simply held that each of Brentwood's arguments failed:
[38] ... I cannot find the Commission took into account irrelevant considerations, failed to take into account relevant considerations, or that it acted without evidence. In my view there is no evidence that Brentwood was discriminated against or that the Commission acted in bad faith on a consideration of Brentwood's application to
exclude. I cannot find the Commission's decision was patently unreasonable.
69
It appears to me that once the interpretation Brentwood sought to place on the phrase "suitable for farm use"
was rejected, the substance of Brentwood's first two complaints disappears.
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70
The main concern here, as I see it, is whether the learned chambers judge erred in failing to quash the decision of the Commission on the ground that the Commission took into account an irrelevant matter in denying the
appellant's application.
71
While I agree with the appellant that whether the approval of Brentwood's application would raise expectations of further land use changes within Central Saanich was not a relevant consideration, I am not persuaded that
the Commission's reference to others' expectations made any difference to the result. I say that because the conclusion which was fundamental to the Commission's decision was that the Lands were properly classed as "agricultural
lands" under the Act. Put another way, the impugned reference may be viewed as no more than harmless error.
72
As to the argument that the Commission discriminated against Brentwood in dismissing its application, I
agree with the chambers judge that the evidence does not support an allegation of discrimination or bias as those
terms are understood in the jurisprudence.
Conclusion
73

In the result, I would dismiss the appeal.
Appeal dismissed.
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INTRODUCTION

[1]
Environmental Resources Centre, Prairie Acid Rain Coalition and Toxics Watch
Society of Alberta (the "Applicants") bring three applications for judicial review relative to a
major oil sands project (the "Project") undertaken by Suncor Energy Inc. ("Suncor") in
northern Alberta. In T-274-99, the Applicants challenge the legality of a decision made by the
Minister of Environment ("MOE") pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,
S.C. 1992, c. 37, as amended (the "CEAA"). In T-1799-99 and T-100-00, the Applicants
challenge the decisions of the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans ("MFO") to issue
authorization to the Fisheries Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-14, as amended. The purpose of the
authorization is to allow Suncor to alter or destroy fish habitat for the construction and
operation of the Project.
FACTS
The Parties
[2]
The Applicants are public interest groups who are engaged in promoting
protection of the environment and beneficial management of natural resources. Environmental
Resource Centre, ("ERC"), formerly known as Save Tomorrow, Stop Pollution ("STOP"), is
a federally registered non-profit organization with approximately 200 associate members. Its
mandate is to provide public education and research concerning avoidance and reduction of
toxic wastes. It has been involved in the review and approval processes for various oil sands
developments since 1970.
[3]
Toxic Watch Society, ("TW"), is a non-profit provincially registered society
based in Edmonton, Alberta and has been involved in review and approval process of every
major oil sands development since 1990.
[4]
Prairie Acid Rain Coalition ("PARC"), is an unincorporated association in the
form of an informal coalition of environmental organizations from the prairie provinces of
Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan. The goals of this group include promotion of the
review of regulatory processes for air emissions, and public awareness of the environmental
effects of acid rain.
[5]
ERC and TW are members of the Oil Sands Environmental Coalition
("OSEC"). That group was formed in 1995 as an umbrella group to monitor oil sands
developments in Alberta. The group was formed to share resources and because the Alberta

Energy and Utility Board ("AEUB") has a policy requiring public interest interveners in
proceedings before that Board to form coalitions and make joint submissions. OSEC actively
participated in the federal and provincial review processes concerning the Suncor
development which is relevant to this application.
[6]
The Applicants seek standing to bring these applications since they are not
"directly affected" by the decisions in issue.
[7]
The MOE and the MFO are the decision-makers whose decisions are under
review. Suncor is the owner of the Project and was joined as a Respondent by Order of the
Court made on April 19, 1999.
[8]
The MOE ("Alberta") was granted leave to participate as an intervener by an
Order dated August 18, 1999. The basis for the participation of Alberta is the extensive role
played by that department in the overall regulatory process employed by the Province of
Alberta in relation to exploitation and development of natural resources in that province,
including oil sands development.
The Oil Sands Development Project
[9]
The Project, entitled "Project Millennium", involves the expansion and upgrade
of an existing oil sand mine operated by Suncor. The existing plant had been in operation
since the late 1960's. Its operation was confined to the west side of the Athabasca River until
late 1998 when the Steepback Mine was commissioned on the east side of the river. The two
operations were connected by a bridge. The Steepback Mine project included a new ore
preparation plant and service complex.
[10]
The objectives of the Project were to increase production of upgraded crude oil
products to a minimum of 210,000 barrels per day by the year 2002.

[11]
Over the 30 year life of the plan, the Project is expected to produce and upgrade
2.8 million barrels of bitumen, creating benefits that include 800 new direct jobs,
approximately 1,200 indirect positions, as well as sizeable taxes and royalties to the
governments of both Canada and Alberta. This $2 billion investment includes the expansion
of the Steepbank Mine, the construction of an oil sands extraction plant on the east side of the
river, a pipeline linking the existing oil sands extraction plant and the west side of the river,
modifications to the existing oil sands extraction plant, utilities and infrastructure to
accommodate the increased production level, and an integrated reclamation plan for all of
Suncor's mining areas.
The Provincial Environmental Assessment and Regulatory Process
[12]
Suncor was required to prepare a formal application for review and approval by
Alberta Environment pursuant to the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, S.A.
1992, c. E-13.3 ("EPEA") and by the AEUB pursuant to the Oil Sands Conservation Act,
S.A. 1983, c. O-55. In accordance with these requirements and existing practice between the
AEUB and Alberta Environment, Suncor prepared a single EIA as part of the project

application. This required Suncor to prepare terms of reference to be considered by Alberta
Environment with the assistance of consultations with the public, other governments,
governmental departments and agencies. The EIA was submitted on April 21, 1998 to the
two agencies, according to the Affidavit of Mark Shaw.
Suncor's Application Record, page 4.
[13]
The AEUB and Alberta Environment identified deficiencies in the EIA and
requested further information from Suncor. These were addressed by Supplemental
Information Responses, which were provided on several occasions up to November 23, 1988.
Once the Director of Alberta Environment is satisfied that the EIA is complete, it is referred to
the decision-maker, who determines whether the project is in the public interest.

[14]
The EIA is sent to the Minister and to the AEUB, who is authorized as the public
interest decision-maker, per section 2.1 of the Energy Resources Conservation Act, R.S.A.
1980, c. E-11. Once a project has been determined to be in the public interest, it may continue
through the Alberta regulatory process.
[15]
The AEUB, after reviewing all the material submitted, decided that a public
hearing into the Project was required. The AEUB conducted a public hearing from January
12 to 15, 1999 in Fort McMurray and in Calgary on February 2, 1999. The Applicants TW
and ERC were participants in the hearings as members of OSEC. Representatives from the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (the "DFO") and Environment Canada also participated.
[16]
In the present case, an approval was required from Alberta environment before the
contemplated activity could be undertaken. That approval is granted pursuant to the EPEA
and it cannot be granted prior to a determination by the AEUB that the Project is in the public
interest; see section 65 of EPEA. The approval may be granted for no more than 10 years,
and may be appealed to the Environmental Appeal Board. Applications to renew the approval
engage the same process.
[17]
Unforeseen consequences of approved activities may be addressed by flexible
responses permitted in the EPEA. Furthermore, the EPEA provides for a range of remedial or
enforcement actions should the terms of the approval be breached.
[18]
Suncor held two approvals pursuant to the above process. They were issued to it
by the AEUB and Alberta Environmental Protection ("AEP") and needed amendment before
Suncor could proceed with the Project. Approval number 8101 from the AEUB was in
respect of its existing oil sands mine and processing facilities in Fort McMurray. Approval
number 94-01-19 for AEP was for initial construction activities for the Project.
[19]
The AEUB issued a preliminary decision to amend its prior approval and
approved Project Millennium on March 29, 1999. Detailed reasons for its decision and
conditions to the approval were released on July 23, 1999. Those reasons referred to certain
provincial environmental control initiatives including the Cumulative Environmental Effects
Management Initiative ("CEEMI") and the Regional Sustainable Development Strategy
("RSDS"). The AEUB was satisfied that if Suncor and all other companies in the oil sands

region continued to participate in RSDS and CEEMI, these initiatives could adequately and
effectively address regional cumulative environmental effects.

[20]
On February 12, 1999 the AEUB issued a decision in connection with the Shell
Muskeg River Mine, also in the Fort McMurray area, wherein it considered CEEMI and
RSDS. According to Suncor, the Shell project involved consideration of issues similar to
those involved with its project including cumulative environmental effects and appropriate
responses by industry and the regulators. The AEUB took these initiatives into account when
issuing its approval to Shell.
Suncor's Application Record, page 111

The Federal Environmental Assessment and Regulatory Process
[21]
The federal environmental process was invoked because the Project required
authorization from DFO for the harmful alteration, destruction or disruption of fish habitat
under section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act, supra. Specifically, the Project would affect fish
habitat in three creeks, McLean Creek, Wood Creek, Leggett Creek and a small wetlands
(Shipyard Lake).
Respondent Minister's Application Record, T-274-99, pages 241-242
[22]
Suncor was therefore required to apply to DFO for an authorization to harmfully
alter or destroy fish habitat. This application was comprised of the same EIA that was
provided to the AEUB, including all Supplemental Information Responses, and additional
Supplemental Information Responses that were required by the DFO.
[23]
The terms of reference for the EIA were established by AEP following circulation
of draft terms of reference after the announcement of the Project in August 1997. The draft
terms of reference for the EIA had been provided to DFO in September 1997. In late March
1998, DFO confirmed that the final terms of reference issued by Alberta would satisfy the
requirements of the environmental assessment process under the CEAA. On April 3, 1998,
Suncor formerly applied for the authorizations pursuant to section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act,
supra. The EIA was provided to DFO on April 21, 1998.
[24]
On May 1, 1998, DFO wrote to Suncor and set out the scope of the Project and of
the environmental assessment. In its letter, DFO described the scope as follows:
...the project shall be defined as the construction, operation, decommissioning and
abandonment of the physical works associated with the following project components:
1. Access Corridors (utility and transportation elements)
2. Mine Site (pits and bitumen extraction facilities)

3. Tailings and overburden disposal areas
4. All ancillary facilities related to the mining operations
Respondent Ministers' Application Record, T-274-99, page 346
[25]
By letter dated May 4, 1998, DFO acknowledged receipt of Suncor's application
and confirmed that since authorizations pursuant to section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act, supra
are included in the Law List Regulations, SOR/94-636 under the CEAA, DFO, Habitat
Management Division, would act as the federal responsible authority ("RA") for the Project.
As such, the RA was required to conduct an environmental assessment in accordance with the
Act. Since the mining activity for the proposed Project exceeds the limits provided in Part IV
of the Comprehensive Study List Regulations, SOR/94-638, pursuant to the CEAA, the
environmental assessment would be in the form of a Comprehensive Study Review ("CSR")
which would be conducted in accordance with the requirements of sections 16(1) and (2) of
the CEAA.

[26]
The CSR required a consideration of the environmental effects of the Project and
any cumulative environmental effects that are likely to result in conjunction with other
projects that have been or will be carried out. The CSR relied on the EIA which had been
prepared by Suncor for the provincial environmental assessment. The EIA considered two
development scenarios. The first was a consideration of the cumulative environmental effects
of the Project together with oil sands extraction projects that have been carried out and those
projects which were in the approval process. The second scenario involved the additional
consideration of oil sands extraction projects which were planned but not yet in the approval
mode.
Respondent Ministers' Application Record, T-274-99, page 231
[27]
DFO communicated with other federal departments having an interest in the
Project requesting comments and comments were provided by Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada, Canadian Heritage Parks Canada, Health and Welfare Canada, Environment Canada
Environmental Protection Prairie and Northern Regions, Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Habitat Management Division. As a result of this solicitation of comments from various
federal departments, Suncor provided supplemental information and that was circulated in the
same manner, again with the request for comments.
[28]
DFO was also provided with further supplemental information requested by
Alberta Environmental Protection, relative to the provincial assessment process.

[29]
In September 1998 and prior to the submission of the CSR to the Minister, Mr.
Paul Bernier, Vice President, Program Delivery, of the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency ("Agency") engaged in discussions with the province of Alberta concerning the need
for an adaptive management strategy to govern and mitigate the environmental effects of
various oil sands projects in the Fort McMurray region. The correspondence which was

exchanged as a result of those discussions was included as an appendix to the CSR.
[30]
The terms of reference for the RSDS were not finalized at the time of completion
of the CSR. The CSR was completed and submitted in early November 1998. It was a 153
page report comprised of some eleven chapters that addressed, among other things, the
different aspects of the environment that would be considered, as well as human health, socioeconomic and physical and cultural heritage components. The table of contents for the CSR is
attached as Appendix "A". The description of the environmental effects assessment identified
the same subjects while also referring to Aboriginal Persons, sustainable use of renewable
resources and trans-boundary effects. The CSR also contained several mass charts and tables.
[31]
The CSR also contains conclusions and recommendations to the Minister. The
recommendations specifically address cumulative environmental effects and mitigation
measures. The CSR concluded as follows:
DFO has concluded that, with implementation of the mitigation measures and follow-up
requirements, including the industry-led AOSCEI and the AEP RSDS initiative, Project
Millennium will not have significant adverse environmental effects. Notwithstanding the
above analysis, comments received during the public review of this CSR will be used to
verify that stakeholder concerns are being addressed and that the environmental effects of
Project Millennium are acceptable.
In support of the above, the following recommendations should be considered in the approval
of Project Millennium.
1. Suncor's continued participation in and support of the initiatives it has advanced to address
outstanding environmental issues. These initiatives include: RAMP, WBEA, RAQCC,
AOSCEI, TEEM and RIWG.

2. Suncor's continued support of stakeholder involvement, as appropriate, in the various
initiatives described above.
3. Participation by appropriate federal agencies in the various initiatives described above.
4. Suncor's submission of an annual report to DFO documenting activities and achievements
related to proposed research, follow-up programs and initiatives described above. The report
is to be made available to all regional stakeholders.
Respondent Ministers' Application Record, T-274-99, page 113
[32]
It is clear from the CSR that the RA, as the authors of that report, were acutely
aware of initiatives undertaken in Alberta both by the government and industry to address
environmental effects of oil sands development. The CSR contains many references to the
Alberta initiatives in its consideration of the various effects of the Project.
[33]
The CSR was submitted to the Agency on November 4, 1998. On November 6,
1998, the MFO so advised the MOE and requested her advice on an appropriate course of

action.
[34]
In accordance with the Act, public review and comment on the CSR was solicited
for a period of thirty days expiring December 10, 1998.

[35]
The responses received from the public were referred to DFO by the Agency and
include responses from public interest groups and for the Department of Environment
Canada. The Agency also requested DFO and Environment Canada to comment on the
public responses and the manner in which Alberta's RSDS and the industry-led CEEMI could
mitigate possible adverse cumulative effects to a level of insignificance. A list of the responses
received in relation to the CSR is found at Appendix B to these reasons.
[36]
On January 8, 1999, legal counsel for the Agency wrote the AEUB, requesting a
copy of the terms of reference for the RSDS so that they could be provided to the MOE prior
to making her decision on the CSR. The Agency said that the MOE would not be able to
make a determination before receipt of the terms of reference. The terms of reference were
provided on January 15, 1999 and the MOE made her decision on January 21. By letter of the
same day, legal counsel for the Agency advised the AEUB of the decision and that the federal
authorities would appear before the AEUB to make their submissions on the Project on
February 2, 1999.
[37]
The effect of the decision made on January 21, 1999 was to refer the matter back
to the RA for action to be taken under section 37 of the Fisheries Act, supra. The ultimate
action taken was the issuance of two authorizations, the first on August 17, 1999 to allow
exploratory drilling and the second on December 21, 1999, to authorize completion of the
Project by Suncor.

[38]
According to the Affidavit of Bev Ross filed in T-1799-99, the RA reviewed
many documents and studies relating to the Project, together with the CSR. The RA decided
to issue a separate authorization for exploratory drilling which Suncor wished to carry out in
the Wood Creek Valley and to deal with the balance of the Project pursuant to a further
authorization. The August authorization related to the exploratory drilling. In addition to
reviewing the CSR and various reports submitted by Suncor, officials from Suncor and the
RA met on July 12, 1999 to discuss the creeks affected by the Project and to discuss the
issues of mitigation and compensation for the loss of fish habitat resulting.
Respondent Ministers' Application Record, T-1799-99, page 407
[39]
The documents taken into account in deciding to issue the August authorization
included the final approval given to the Project by the AEUB on June 29, 1999, the draft
approval for the Project to be issued by Alberta pursuant to the EPEA, supra and the draft of
terms of reference for the RSDS dated July 5, 1999. These documents appear in the certified
Tribunal Record at Tabs 5, 12 and 8, respectively.
[40]

Among other considerations in deciding to issue the August authorization, the RA

took into account a habitat compensation agreement for the Project, as described in the habitat
conservation and protection guidelines issued by the RA. Suncor provided a letter of intent to
compensate for loss of fish habitat, on August 17, 1999. This was found acceptable to the
Department and according to Ms. Ross, after reviewing this letter of intent, the details of the
proposed drilling program and its proposed mitigation, she drafted the August authorization.
The August authorization refers to mitigation in relation to Wood Creek and says, among
other things, that the work should be limited to certain times of year and should minimize
disruption to the creek bed and banks.
[41]
The final authorization was issued on December 21, 1999 and authorizes the
harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat in Shipyard Lake, Legett Creek,
Wood Creek and McLean Creek.
[42]
According to the Affidavit of Mr. Fred Hyntka filed in T-100-00, he worked with
Suncor prior to the issuance of this final authorization to develop a final compensation plan
for fish habitat and to ensure that mitigation measures, including operative elements, were in
effect to monitor and control cumulative effects. As well, he relied on the final authorization
issued by the AEUB, Alberta's RSDS strategy and the approvals issued pursuant to the
EPEA, supra, and the Water Resources Act, supra, both statutes of Alberta. As well, he
sought the opinion of the Agency, Environment Canada and the Department of Indian and
Northern Affairs concerning the design and implementation of further mitigation measures
and a follow-up plan. He relied on the commitment expressed by Environment Canada in its
letter of December 21, 1999, where the department stated that it was relying on various
Alberta initiatives including the RSDS and CEEMI, for the management and monitoring of
cumulative environmental effects in the oil sands region.
[43]
Furthermore, Mr. Hyntka, on behalf of the RA, expressed satisfaction with the
RSDS proposed by Alberta as being an effective regulatory framework for controlling and
managing cumulative environmental effects on a regional basis.
[44]
Although the December authorization refers to an environmental protection plan
for the Project, that plan was not completed at the time the authorization was issued. Mr.
Hyntka concludes his affidavit by saying that following the issuance of the authorization, he
continued to work on the preparation of that plan.
Respondent Ministers' Application Record, T-100-00, page 1333
[45]
The MOE made her decision on January 21, 1999. The decision, as it appears in
the record, reads as follows:
I am writing to advise you of my decision regarding the Suncor Millennium Oil Sands
Project.
On November 6, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (the Agency) and I
received the comprehensive study report on the above-mentioned project submitted by you. I
am referring the project back to your department for action under subsection 37(1) of the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (the Act). Having taken into consideration the
comprehensive study report and public comments filed pursuant to subsection 22(2) of the
Act, I have concluded that the project as described, is not likely to cause significant adverse

environmental effects.
...
With respect to informing the public about the federal government's decision in this matter, I
ask that your officials issue a public notice outlining the course of action being taken by your
department.
Respondent Ministers' Application Record, T-274-99, pages 1-2
[46]
The short paragraphs quoted above are the only part of the letter written by the
MOE to her colleague, the MFO, that appear on the record. The MOE invoked Cabinet
confidence pursuant to section 39 of the Canada Evidence Act, R.S.C. 1985 c.C-5, as
amended, in respect of the balance of her letter. No challenge was taken in respect of the
assertion of Cabinet confidence by the MOE.

THE APPLICATIONS
[47]
In T-274-99, the Applicants seek an order quashing the decision which was made
by the Minister of the Environment. Specifically, the Applicants request the following relief:
1)

an order or orders:

(i) quashing the decision of the Minister of Environment of January 21, 1999, to refer the
project back to the responsible authority for action to be taken under section 37 of CEAA;
(ii) declaring that the essential statutory preliminary steps required by CEAA prior to the
issuance of any authorization, namely an environmental assessment review by mediation or
review panel, were not followed by the Minister of the Environment constituting failure to
comply with CEAA;
(iii) that any authorizations or approvals that may be issued by the Minister of Fisheries and
Oceans ("MFO") prior to the hearing of this matter, be quashed or set aside;
(iv) that the MFO and any delegate be prohibited from issuing any authorizations under
section 35 of the Fisheries Act, or taking any other action for the purpose of enabling the
Project or portion thereof to proceed, until CEAA has complied with;
(v) declaring that the requirements of CEAA must be complied with before the MFO or any
delegate issues any authorizations under the Fisheries Act or takes any other action for the
purpose of enabling the Project or portion thereof to proceed.
[48]
The Applicants seek similar relief in the remaining applications for judicial
review. In cause T-1799-99, concerning the authorization issued on August 17, 1999, the
prayer for relief is as follows:
1)

an order or orders:

a) quashing the decision of the Minister of Fisheries to issue the Authorization to Suncor;
b) declaring that the mandatory statutory steps required by the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act ("CEAA") prior to the issuance of the Authorization, namely the completion
of an environmental assessment in compliance with CEAA, were not complied with;
c) declaring that the Minister of Fisheries failed to comply with the mandatory duties imposed
by s. 37(1)(a), 37(2) and 38 of the CEAA when issuing the Authorization;

d) quashing or setting aside any further authorizations or approvals that may be issued by the
Minister of Fisheries prior to the hearing of this matter;
e) prohibiting the Minister of Fisheries and any delegate from issuing any further
authorizations under section 35 of the Fisheries Act, or taking any other action for the purpose
of enabling the Project or portion thereof to proceed, until CEAA has been complied with;
f) declaring that the requirements of CEAA must be complied with before the Minister of
Fisheries or any delegate issues any authorizations under the Fisheries Act or takes any other
action for the purpose of enabling the Project or portion thereof to proceed.
[49]
1)

Finally, in cause T-100-00, the Applicants frame the prayer for relief as follows:
an order or orders:

a) quashing the decision of the Minister of Fisheries to issue the Authorization to Suncor;
b) declaring that the mandatory statutory steps required by the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act ("CEAA") prior to the issuance of the Authorization, namely the completion
of an environmental assessment in compliance with CEAA, were not complied with;
c) declaring that the Minister of Fisheries failed to comply with the mandatory duties imposed
by s. 37(1)(a), 37(2) and 38 of CEAA when issuing the Authorization;
d) quashing or setting aside any further authorizations or approvals that may be issued by the
Minister of Fisheries prior to the hearing of this matter;
e) prohibiting the Minister of Fisheries and any delegate from issuing any further
authorizations under section 35 of the Fisheries Act, or taking any other action for the purpose
of enabling the Project or portion thereof to proceed, until CEAA has been complied with;
f) declaring that the requirements of CEAA must be complied with before the Minister of
Fisheries or any delegate issues any authorizations under the Fisheries Act or takes any other
action for the purpose of enabling the Project or portion thereof to proceed.
ARGUMENTS
Applicants

i) Overview of the Applicants' Argument

[50]
The Applicants submit that the decision of the federal MOE to refer the Project
back to the MFO for approval, rather than on to a further stage in the assessment process, was
an error in law. Specifically, the Applicants allege that the MOE erred in accepting the CSR
that was prepared by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans as complying with the CEAA.
As well, the Applicants argue that the Minister erred in not referring the Project on for further
assessment in light of the uncertainties about the likelihood of the Project causing significant
environmental effects.
[51]
They argue that the subsequent issuance of authorizations by the MFO was also
erroneous, on two grounds. First, the Minister erred in issuing the authorizations when the
mandatory provisions of the CEAA had not been met. Second, the Applicants argue that the
Minister of Fisheries erred in issuing the authorizations without complying with the
mandatory and non-delegable duty imposed by CEAA to ensure that the mitigation measures
identified necessary to mitigate environmental effects are implemented.
ii) The Standard of Review

[52]
It is submitted that the MOE erred in accepting the CSR as complying with
section 4 and 16 of the CEAA. These provisions require that careful consideration be given to
the potential significance of the cumulative environmental effects of the Project. The
Applicants submit that assessment of the cumulative environmental effects is a mandatory
requirement of the CEAA. Failure to comply with a mandatory requirement is an error of law
reviewable on the standard of correctness. In this regard, the Applicants rely on Alberta
Wilderness Association v. Cardinal River Coals Ltd., 1999 CanLII 7908 (FC), [1999] 3 F.C.
425, (1998), 165 F.T.R. 1( F.C.T.D.), pages 440 and 442; Friends of the West County
Association v. Canada (Minister of Fisheries and Oceans), 1999 CanLII 9379 (FCA), [2000]
2 F.C. 263 (F.C.A.), aff'd, 1998 CanLII 7113 (FC), [1998] 4 F.C. 340 (F.C.T.D.).
[53]
The Applicants submit that the MOE erred in referring the Project back to the
DFO for approval pursuant to section 23(a) of the CEAA rather than referring it for further
review pursuant to section 23(b). They say this is an error because the duties prescribed by
section 23 require that the MOE refer the Project to a mediator or review panel when the
environmental effects associated with it are uncertain.
iii) The CSR
[54]
The Applicants say that the first step in the cumulative effects assessment is the
definition of the scope of that assessment by the RA pursuant to section 16(3) of the CEAA.
The determination of the scope is a discretionary decision; see Friends of the West Country,
supra.
[55]
The second step is an assessment of the cumulative effects of the scoped projects
in accordance with the requirements of sections 4 and 16 of the CEAA. Among other things,

the study is to assess the significance of environmental effects. The Applicants rely on the
decision of this Court in Alberta Wilderness Association v. Cardinal River Coals, supra at
page 453 for a description of the process of considering the significance of environmental
effects as follows:
...define and describe the environmental effects, and then make a finding respecting the
weight to be placed on each effect, or in the words of the provision, to consider the
"significance" of each effect.

[56]
The Applicants say that the CSR does not comply with sections 4 and 16 of the
CEAA because the portion of the CSR dealing with cumulative effects under the heading
"Environmental Assessment of Cumulative Effects" provides neither a definition of those
effects nor a description of their creation, scope or intensity. The CSR, at page 83, says as
follows:
There is a high degree of uncertainty associated with predicted environmental effects of
projects that are planned but not approved ...[i]t is therefore not possible to predict with
confidence the cumulative effects of existing and approved projects in combination with
planned but not approved projects.
[57]
The Applicants submit that the failure to address these points in the CSR is not
cured by the reference, provided in Appendix 2 of the CSR, to the EIA prepared by Suncor.
They argue that the CEAA requires the federal authorities to prepare their own environmental
assessment, not simply to rely on work prepared by a proponent of a project. Furthermore, the
Applicants say that the EIA was not before the MOE when she made her decision.

[58]
The Applicants argue, as well, that the failure to provide an assessment of
cumulative environmental effects is compounded by an erroneous interpretation of the
requirements of that assessment. They say that the CSR refers to potential cumulative
environmental effects that were not fully examined because they fall outside the scope of the
regional study area of the Project. These effects include increased acid deposits in
Saskatchewan and Northwest Territories, effects on water quality in Great Slave Lake and
effects on Canada's ability to meet its international obligations to reduce greenhouse emissions
under the Kyoto Protocol to the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change,
FCCC/CP/1997/7/Add.1.
[59]
The Applicants next present the alternative argument that if this Court concludes
that the CSR does contain an assessment of cumulative environmental effects, then the
conclusion expressed in the CSR that the cumulative environmental effects will be
insignificant, is unreasonable.
[60]
The Applicants say that the conclusion of insignificance is not supported by any
information in the CSR and contradicts the statement in the CSR, at p. 83, that it is
"impossible" to confidently predict what the cumulative effects of the Project will be.

[61]
The Applicants say that the proposed existence of the RSDS does not change this
analysis. They describe the RSDS as a multi-stakeholder process involving all of the
companies operating in the region, federal and provincial government agencies, affected
municipalities and towns, First Nations and non-governmental groups. Participation in RSDS
is voluntary and decisions are made by consensus. This strategy offers an opportunity to study
environmental effects. It does not, by itself, render those effects insignificant and does not
replace scientific inquiry into the question of significance.
iv) The Section 23, CEAA, Decision
[62]
The Applicants submit that the standard of review applicable to the MOE's
authority under section 23 is reasonableness simpliciter, as determined by the Federal Court of
Appeal decision of Inverhuron & District Ratepayers Assn. v. Canada, 2001 F.C.A. 203,
(2001) 273 N.R. 62 (F.C.A.) at paragraphs 39-40. In this decision, it was held that while a
degree of deference was owed to the Minister, it was necessary that she reach her decision on
a reasonable basis.
[63]
The Applicants submit that the MOE erred in sending the Project back for
approval instead of referring it on to mediation or panel review. The reasons for her decision
are not apparent on the record since she invoked the privilege of cabinet confidence, pursuant
to section 39 of the Canada Evidence Act, supra, over a portion of her letter communicating
the decision. Nonetheless, the Applicants say that it is clear from the record that the basis for
her decision was the existence of the RSDS which was accepted as a mitigation measure
within the meaning of the CEAA.
[64]
The Applicants submit that the MOE erred in accepting the RSDS process as one
that operates to reduce the many uncertainties related to the likelihood of the Project causing
significant environmental effects, to a standard of certainty with insignificant environmental
effects.
[65]
They argue that since nearly every significant environmental effect associated
with the Project is uncertain, referring the Project back to the RA for approval was a
reviewable error and a misinterpretation of the duties under section 23.
[66]
The Applicants submit that the purpose of section 23 is to allow the MOE to
review the CSR to determine if it meets the requirements of sections 4 and 16 of the CEAA,
and to determine if it contains sufficient information to permit a final decision to be made
concerning the Project. The Applicants are concerned only with the latter.
[67]
The Applicants say that sections 23(a) and (b) must be read together. These
provisions contemplate two alternative situations: certainty and uncertainty. If the CSR
identifies uncertainties concerning significant environmental effects, then the MOE has no
choice except to refer a project to mediation or a review panel.
[68]
The Applicants further submit that the decision made pursuant to section 23
affects the ability of the RA to comply with sections 37(2) and 38 of the CEAA. Section
37(2) requires the RA to ensure that any necessary mitigation measures are implemented. If
the CSR is deficient by reason of failing to identify mitigation measures with sufficient
certainty, the RA's ability to comply with sections 37(2) and 38 will be compromised.

[69]
The Applicants refer to a manual published by the Canadian Environment
Assessment Agency entitled "Determining Whether a Project is Likely to Cause Significant
Adverse Environmental Effects" (November 1994) (the "Significant Effects Guide"). This
Guide is used by RAs and the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency in determining
significance. The Applicants say that the CSR identifies adverse environmental effects which
may be significant when assessed according to the criteria in this Guide. Those affected areas
include ambient air quality, hydrology and transboundary emissions.
[70]
The Applicants say that the CSR identifies the RSDS as a mitigation measure.
However, the Applicants submit that the MOE had before her only the finalized Terms of
Reference of the RSDS, the advice given to her by representatives of her department and
from the DFO, and public comments concerning the CSR and RSDS at the time she made her
determination.
[71]
On the basis of the information before her, the MOE would have been aware that
the RSDS is a voluntary, multi-stakeholder, consensus-based planning process involving oil
sands production companies, Alberta and federal regulatory agencies, affected towns and
municipalities, First Nations, and non-governmental organizations.

[72]
The Applicants argue that the RSDS does not constitute a "mitigation measure"
within the meaning of the CEAA, as that term is defined in section 2. They submit that the
RSDS is not a known means of ensuring the reduction of cumulative environmental effects
since its primary function is to identify known effects in the first phase. The Applicants here
rely on Union of Nova Scotia Indians, 1996 CanLII 3847 (FC), [1997] 1 F.C. 325
(F.C.T.D.); Alberta Wilderness Association v. Express Pipeline Ltd. reflex, (1996), 137
D.L.R. (4th ) 177 (F.C.A.) and Cantwell v. Canada (Minister of Environment) reflex, (1991),
41 F.T.R. 18 (F.C.T.D.).
[73]
The Applicants further argue that the RSDS is not amenable to implementation by
the RA because all federal regulatory authorities participate in the RSDS merely as
stakeholders, not as agents with control over that process.
[74]
The Applicants say the adoption of the RSDS as a mitigation measure is an error
since it does not meet the definition of a mitigation measure set out in section 2 of the CEAA.
The MOE erred in her interpretation of section 23(b)(i) of the CEAA, which creates a
mandatory imperative, and which is specifically designed to address identified uncertainties
through further assessment.
[75]
The Applicants further submit that the decision of the MOE not to refer the
Project for mediation is unreasonable because that decision effectively contradicts one of the
purposes of the CEAA, that is to ensure a full consideration of environmental effects before
an RA exercises its power regarding a project. They rely on Canadian Association of
Industrial, Mechanical & Allied Workers, Local 14 v. Paccar of Canada Ltd., 1989 CanLII
49 (SCC), [1989] 2 S.C.R. 983, (1989), 62 D.L.R. (4th ) 437 in support of this argument.

v) The Issuance of the Authorizations by the DFO
[76]
The Applicants rely on their challenges to the decision of the MOE to support
their arguments against the issuance of the authorizations by the DFO. They argue that the
jurisdiction of the MFO to issue those authorizations depends upon prior compliance with the
CEAA in the preparation and review of the CSR; see Alberta Wilderness Association v.
Canada (Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, 1998 CanLII 9122 (FCA), [1999] 1 F.C. 483, at
page 493 and Alberta Wilderness Association v. Cardinal River Coals Ltd. (1999), supra at
page 464.
[77]
The Applicants submit that pursuant to sections 17, 37(1) and 37(2) of the CEAA,
the MFO has a non-delegable mandatory duty to ensure the implementation of mitigation
measures when issuing the authorizations permitting the Project to proceed. The CSR
identifies the RSDS as the mitigation measure.
[78]
The Applicants submit that the MFO could have acted in a way to ensure
implementation of the mitigation measures identified in the CSR by attaching conditions to the
authorizations and his failure to do so effectively removes any means of ensuring that the
mitigation measures are implemented. The only conditions attached to the authorizations relate
to matters concerning fish habitat, not to the RSDS.
[79]
The Applicants argue that as a result, the MFO abandoned his statutory duty. The
implementation of the RSDS will depend upon the Alberta provincial regulators, not on the
federal government. The federal authorities have assigned the regulation of matters falling
within their jurisdiction to the provincial regulators and this is improper; see Friends of the
Oldman River Society, 1992 CanLII 110 (SCC), [1992] 1 S.C.R. 3 (S.C.C.).
[80]
Finally, the Applicants argue that both the MOE and the MFO have abandoned
their obligations to follow the intention of the CEAA, as expressed in its preamble:
WHEREAS the Government of Canada is committed to exercising leadership within Canada
and internationally in anticipating the degradation of environmental quality and at the same
time ensuring that economic development is compatible with the high value Canadians place
on environmental quality.
This abandonment amounts to an abrogation of the duties imposed by law and the decision of
the MOE and the authorizations issued by the MFO should be set aside.

Respondent Ministers' Submissions
i) The Standard of Review
[81]
The Respondent Ministers agree that the standard of review applicable to the
interpretation of the CEAA is the standard of correctness; see: Friends of the West Country v.
Canada, supra.
[82]

However, they argue that the correct interpretation of the CEAA is not the issue in

these proceedings. Rather the true issue is the reasonableness of the decisions which were
made and the applicable standard of review in those circumstances is either reasonableness or
patent unreasonableness; see: Friends of the West Country, supra. The Respondent Ministers
argue that the decisions in issue are correct in law and based upon a reasonable exercise of
judgment.
[83]
The Respondent Ministers refer to the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
in Pushpanathan v. Canada, 1998 CanLII 778 (SCC), [1998] 1 S.C.R. 982, (1998), 160
D.L.R. (4th ) 193, arguing that the following factors determine that a deferential standard of
review is appropriate:
a)
The legislative intent of the statute indicates that Parliament intended the
decision be left to the Minister;
b)
The responsible Ministers and their officers have a high level of expertise in
their respective fields;

c)
The Ministers' role should be conceived not primarily in terms of
establishing rights as between parties, or as entitlements, but rather as a delicate balancing
between different constituencies.
[84]
The Respondent Ministers also rely on the recent Federal Court of Appeal
decision of Inverhuron, supra to support their position that the appropriate standard of review
of the section 23 decision by the MOE is reasonableness simpliciter.
ii) The Environmental Assessment Process
[85]
The Respondent Ministers submit that the environmental assessment process, here
in issue, is essentially a planning tool. It is not intended to act as a strict regulatory instrument;
see: Friends of the Oldman River v. Canada, supra, at 71.
[86]
They characterize the environmental assessment process under the CEAA as a
flexible one, where environmental effects and mitigation measures could be considered
together; see Alberta Wilderness Association v. Express Pipeline, supra, at 342 and Grand
Council of Crees v. Canada 1994 CanLII 113 (SCC), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 159 at 198-199.

[87]
The Respondent Ministers go further and submit that the implementation of the
environmental process in an adaptive way is sound in law and science, and that adaptive
management is an appropriate tool to address the inherent uncertainties in the environmental
assessment process. In both their written and oral arguments, the Respondent Ministers
promote the idea that adaptive management, as illustrated by the RSDS, was properly relied
on in this case.
iii) The CSR

[88]
The Respondent Ministers dismiss the arguments raised by the Applicants
concerning the conduct of the CSR and its treatment of cumulative environmental effects on
the basis that the Applicants have failed to establish a breach of section 16 of the CEAA
relative to these matters. They submit that these arguments are directed at the significance of
environmental effects, the adequacy and completeness of the evidence that was presented, and
the judgments reached by the Department of Environment and the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans. They argue that these are matters to be assessed on the standard of
reasonableness and do not involve the question of statutory interpretation.
[89]
As for the alleged failure of the MOE to comply with section 4 of the Act, the
Respondent Ministers say that this section merely establishes the purpose of the CEAA and
serves as an interpretative provision. It is not an operational provision that can be breached;
alternatively, the evidence shows that the CSR complied with the spirit and letter of section 4.
iv) The Section 23, CEAA, Decision
[90]
The Respondent Ministers submit that the CSR was prepared in accordance with
the CEAA and the MOE did not commit a reviewable error in concluding that the Project was
not likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects, taking into account the
implementation of mitigation measures including the RSDS. Indeed, the Respondent
Ministers argue that if the RSDS is found to be a mitigation measure, then the Applicants
must fail in their challenge to the decision of the MOE.
v) The Issuance of the Authorizations by the DFO
[91]
The Respondent Ministers argue that the CEAA only requires the responsible
authorities to ensure the implementation of mitigation measures. The CEAA does not detail a
particular means of doing so. Section 37(2) gives the RA considerable latitude in ensuring
such implementation.
[92]
The Respondent Ministers rely on the Affidavit of Bev Ross to show that the
DFO took steps to ensure the implementation measures in relation to the first authorization
which concerned a drilling program.
[93]
Likewise, the Respondent Ministers refer to the Affidavit of Fred Hnytka to show
that reasonable efforts were made to ensure the implementation of mitigation measures in
relation to the second or final authorization.
[94]
The Respondent Ministers submit that the reasonable efforts undertaken by DFO
for the implementation of mitigation measures raise a question of reasonableness, not a
question of law.

Respondent Suncor's Submissions
i) Standing
[95]

The Respondent Suncor challenges the Applicants standing to bring these

applications. In this case, the Applicants seek public interest standing because they do not
have a direct or personal interest pursuant to the words "directly affected" in section 18(1) of
the Federal Court Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7.
[96]
Suncor questions whether the Applicants have a genuine interest in the matters in
dispute and whether they have shown that there is not a more appropriate party to bring the
application. Suncor here relies on the test established by the Supreme Court of Canada in
Canadian Council of Churches v. Canada, 1992 CanLII 116 (SCC), [1992] 1 S.C.R. 236,
(1992), 88 D.L.R. (4th ) 183 (S.C.C.).
[97]
Suncor points out that ERC and TW were members of OSEC, the coalition which
made submissions during the proceedings before the AEUB. The AEUB granted approval for
Project Millennium and no challenge was filed in the Alberta Court of Appeal respecting
those approvals.

[98]
As well, Suncor says that during the hearings before the AEUB, OSEC withdrew
its objections to the approval of Project Millennium. ERC and TW, as members of OSEC,
have represented that they were satisfied with the submissions made by OSEC. Their current
objections are inconsistent with their participation before the AEUB as members of OSEC.
According to Suncor, this inconsistency militates against any finding that the Applicants have
a "genuine interest" in the matters under review.
[99]
Suncor finds support for this argument in the written submissions made by OSEC
to the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency and DFO dated January 14, 1999
attaching a copy of the agreement between OSEC and Suncor for the management of SO2
and NOx emissions in the Athabasca oil sands region. That letter provided in part as follows:
Based on the level of agreement reached between OSEC and Suncor, OSEC changed its
position regarding the application before the EUB for the Project Millennium [sic]. OSEC
considers itself no longer adversely affected by the Project, provided that Suncor follows
through on its commitments and that adequate conditions are placed on the provincial
approval of the Project to ensure compliance with these commitments. As you will note in
the attached agreement (e.g. sub-section (viii)(d) & (e) on page 2 of the agreement), that there
are conditions that obligate Suncor to take specific actions within a clear time frame in the
event of a breakdown of the broader multi-stakeholder process.
Suncor's Application Record, page 376
[100]
Suncor also submits that the concerns now raised by the Applicants in these
proceedings are the same ones raised by OSEC before the AEUB. The members of OSEC
were consulted and required to argue before the AEUB. OSEC made representations to the
Canadian Environment Assessment Agency and the AEUB that it was withdrawing its
opposition to the Project. Suncor says that the Applicants are now seeking a second
opportunity to express their concerns in another forum. This change in position raises
concerns about the use of court process and the allocation of judicial resources.

[101]

Suncor raises a different argument in relation to PARC.

[102]
PARC neither participated in nor filed any written submissions before the AEUB in
January or February 1999. It elected not to participate in the public review of Project
Millennium, despite the fact that the issue of cumulative environmental effects, including
trans-boundary effects, received considerable focus. It has no formal membership and its first
communication to the MOE was a letter dated December 20, 1998.
[103]
Furthermore, the members of PARC live at a geographical distance from the
Project. That is a factor to be considered by a court in deciding whether to exercise its
discretion in the granting of public interest standing; see Shiell v. Canada (Atomic Energy
Control Board) reflex, (1995), 98 F.T.R. 75, 17 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 286 (F.C.T.D.) and Citizens
Mining Council of Newfoundland and Labrador Inc. v. Canada (Minister of Environment)
(1999), 163 F.C.R. 36, 29 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 117 (F.C.T.D.).
[104]
For these reasons, Suncor submits that PARC should not be granted public interest
standing in these proceedings.

[105]
Finally, on the issue of standing, Suncor argues that the Applicants have failed to
show that there is no more appropriate forum to bring the application. Suncor relies on the
decision in Sierra Club of Canada v. Canada (Minister of Finance), 1998 CanLII 9124 (FC),
[1999] 2 F.C. 211 as authority for the proposition that an applicant for public interest standing
has the burden of proving on a balance of probabilities that there are no more appropriate
persons who are likely to litigate the issues.
ii) Standard of Review
[106]
Suncor characterizes the decisions made in the preparation of the CSR pursuant to
section 16(3) of the Act as discretionary ones, relying on the decision in Friends of the West
Country, supra. It submits that the appropriate standard of review of such discretionary
decisions is that of patent unreasonableness; see Union of Nova Scotia Indians v. Canada
(Minister of Fisheries and Oceans), supra, at 345.
[107]
Suncor relies on the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Pushpanathan,
supra, and says that the standard of review applicable to the RA's discretionary decisions is
patent unreasonableness.
[108]
Alternatively, Suncor submits that in light of Inverhuron, supra, the standard of
review applicable to the decision of the MOE under section 23 is reasonableness simpliciter.
iii) The CSR

[109]

Suncor submits that the CSR complies with the Act and is not patently

unreasonable. The evidence about cumulative environmental effects considered by the RA
included the EIA prepared by Suncor for AEUB, the Supplemental Information Report
provided by Suncor to both federal and provincial agencies, and information and comments
from Environment Canada. As well, the RA had the benefit of the results of public
discussions. Suncor submits the RA was entitled to review and assess the EIA and the
information from other sources as it considered necessary in the exercise of its discretion.
[110]
Moving to the issue of "significance", Suncor argues that mitigation can be used to
eliminate uncertainty and this is related to the significance of environmental effects. If the
MOE had applied mitigation and uncertainty still remained, the decision would have to be
reviewed. However, the question remains whether the RSDS can amount to a mitigation
measure that can reduce an otherwise significant effect to an insignificant one.
[111]
Suncor argues that the RSDS can amount to mitigation measures within the
meaning of section 2(1) of the CEAA.
[112]
Suncor proceeds to question the extent of control the federal government exercises
over the Alberta regulatory process and says that the appropriate regulator in the oil sands
development area is the Alberta government through the AEUB and the Environmental
Protection Board. The CEAA is not a regulatory statute but provides a process for conducting
assessments.
[113]
Suncor concludes by submitting that the decision of the MOE was reasonable; it
was made in recognition of the constitutional balance between the requirements of the CEAA
to conduct an assessment and the recognition of primary regulatory power in the hands of the
province.
iv) The Issuance of Authorizations by the DFO
[114]
Suncor supports the position of the MFO in relation to the issuance of authorizations
pursuant to section 37 of the Fisheries Act, supra and submits that the MFO committed no
reviewable error in issuing the authorizations because the environmental assessment, upon
which they depend, was conducted in accordance with the CEAA.
[115]
Furthermore, it argues that there was no reviewable error in issuing the
authorizations because DFO did ensure that mitigation measures were being implemented.
The Department was justified in relying on the RSDS as contributing to mitigation measures.
Intervener's Submissions
[116]
The Intervener submits that the regulation of the environment is an area of
concurrent jurisdiction between the Federal and Provincial Governments; see Friends of the
Oldman River Society v. Canada, supra.
[117]
The Intervener further submits that cooperation is recognized and encouraged
between the federal and provincial governments in matters falling within the CEAA.
Furthermore, the CEAA is procedural legislation and does not operate as substantive
environmental legislation. It will apply only when the responsible authority has a positive
regulatory duty to perform; see Friends of the Oldman River Society, supra at page 47 and R.

v.Hydro Quebec, 1997 CanLII 318 (SCC), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 213 at page 287.
[118]
The Intervener submits that the Applicants' arguments alleging non-compliance by
the Minister with sections 4 and 16 of the Act, are misplaced. The Intervener argues that the
proper construction of section 16 outlines a process which requires decisions to be made on
the basis of available information. The decision-maker must consider relevant factors. The
Intervener argues that here, the MOE in fact considered relevant factors in her consideration
of the CSR and that document adequately addressed matters which should have been raised.
[119]
The Intervener says that the Act does not contemplate a duty on the RA to duplicate
efforts already undertaken in relation to cumulative environmental effects and that to require
such duplication would unreasonably strain the requirements of section 16 of the Act.

[120]
Furthermore, the Intervener argues that the decision ultimately made by the MOE
pursuant to section 23 of the Act was one involving the exercise of judgment based on a
weighing of scientific, economic, political and social considerations. This exercise of
ministerial judgment is also invoked in her assessment of the effectiveness of proposed
mitigation measures.
[121]
The Intervener argues that this is implicit from the wording of section 23 which
contemplates that the Minister will assess the "implementation of any appropriate mitigation
measures" in making her decision. On the basis of the decision in Union of Nova Scotia
Indians, supra, the Intervener submits that the Minister was at liberty to conclude that the
Project, after taking into account the implementation of appropriate mitigation measures,
would not result in significant adverse environmental effects.
[122]
The Intervener submits that it was entirely appropriate that the imposition of
mitigation measures include and incorporate conditions imposed by Alberta in relation to the
Project. The Intervener here relies on Cantwell v. Canada, supra.
[123]
Finally, the Intervener argues that reliance by the MOE on the RSDS is sensible and
reasonable, and recognizes political and legal realities that both the federal government and
the province of Alberta share a regulatory role in relation to the Project. However, the
Intervener points out that the dominant responsibility and regulatory role lie with the province
of Alberta who, in contrast to the limited role by the federal government, plays a continuing
role in the monitoring of the Project.
[124]
In conclusion, the Intervener says that the decision of the Minister is reasonable
based on the evidence and the law, and should stand.
ANALYSIS
[125]
The Applicants' challenge the decision of the MOE on the grounds that it was made
contrary to the CEAA because it is based upon a CSR which does not meet the statutory
requirements. They say the MOE should have referred the Project for further review pursuant
to section 23(b), rather than referring it back to DFO pursuant to section 23(a). Alternatively,
they argue that it is unreasonable because the evidence does not support the conclusion of the

MOE that the Project is unlikely to cause significant adverse environmental effects.
[126]
The challenge to the issuance of authorizations by the MFO is based on the
deficient CSR which was not prepared in accordance with the CEAA. As well, the
Applicants say that the decision of the MFO to issue these authorizations is premised upon the
implementation of mitigation measures by parties other than his Department of Fisheries and
Oceans and accordingly, represents prohibited delegation of a statutory duty contrary pursuant
to section 17 of the CEAA and is unreasonable.
[127]
The CEAA is the primary statute to be considered in relation to these applications.
Certain definitions in section 2 are relevant as follows:

"comprehensive study" means an
environmental assessment that is
conducted pursuant to section 21 and
that includes a consideration of the
factors required to be considered under
subsections 16(1) and (2);

_ « étude approfondie_ » Évaluation
environnementale d'un projet effectuée aux
termes de l'article 21 et qui comprend la prise en
compte des éléments énumérés aux paragraphes
16(1) et (2).
« _liste d'étude approfondie_ » Liste des projets
ou catégories de projets désignés par règlement
aux termes de l'alinéa 59d).

"comprehensive study list" means a list
of all projects or classes of projects that
have been prescribed pursuant to
regulations made under paragraph 59(d); « _effets environnementaux_ » Tant les
changements que la réalisation d'un projet risque
"environmental effect" means, in respect de causer à l'environnement que les
of a project,
changements susceptibles d'être apportés au
projet du fait de l'environnement, que ce soit au
(a) any change that the project may
Canada ou à l'étranger; sont comprises parmi les
cause in the environment, including any changements à l'environnement les
effect of any such change on health and répercussions de ceux-ci soit en matière sanitaire
socio-economic conditions, on physical et socio-économique, soit sur l'usage courant de
and cultural heritage, on the current use terres et de ressources à des fins traditionnelles
of lands and resources for traditional
par les autochtones, soit sur une construction, un
purposes by aboriginal persons, or on
emplacement ou une chose d'importance en
any structure, site or thing that is of
matière historique, archéologique,
historical, archaeological,
paléontologique ou architecturale.
paleontological or architectural
significance, and (b) any change to the
« _mesures d'atténuation_ » Maîtrise efficace,
project that may be caused by the
réduction importante ou élimination des effets
environment, whether any such change environnementaux négatifs d'un projet,
occurs within or outside Canada;
éventuellement assortie d'actions de
rétablissement notamment par remplacement ou
"mitigation" means, in respect of a
restauration; y est assimilée l'indemnisation des
project, the elimination, reduction or
dommages causés.
control of the adverse environmental
effects of the project, and includes
« _projet_ » Réalisation -- y compris

restitution for any damage to the
environment caused by such effects
through replacement, restoration,
compensation or any other means;
"project" means
(a) in relation to a physical work, any
proposed construction, operation,
modification, decommissioning,
abandonment or other undertaking in
relation to that physical work, or

l'exploitation, la modification, la désaffectation
ou la fermeture -- d'un ouvrage ou proposition
d'exercice d'une activité concrète, non liée à un
ouvrage, désignée par règlement ou faisant
partie d'une catégorie d'activités concrètes
désignée par règlement aux termes de l'alinéa
59b).
« _autorité responsable_ » L'autorité fédérale
qui, en conformité avec le paragraphe 11(1), est
tenue de veiller à ce qu'il soit procédé à
l'évaluation environnementale d'un projet.

(b) any proposed physical activity not
relating to a physical work that is
prescribed or is within a class of
physical activities that is prescribed
pursuant to regulations made under
paragraph 59(b);
"responsible authority", in relation to a
project, means a federal authority that is
required pursuant to subsection 11(1) to
ensure that an environmental assessment
of the project is conducted;

[128]

As well, the following provisions are relevant:

4. The purposes of this Act are(a) to ensure
that the environmental effects of projects
receive careful consideration before
responsible authorities take actions in
connection with them;
(b) to encourage responsible authorities to
take actions that promote sustainable
development and thereby achieve or maintain
a healthy environment and a healthy
economy;
(b.1) to ensure that responsible authorities
carry out their responsibilities in a coordinated
manner with a view to eliminating
unnecessary duplication in the environmental

4. La présente loi a pour objet_:
a) de permettre aux autorités responsables
de prendre des mesures à l'égard de tout
projet susceptible d'avoir des effets
environnementaux en se fondant sur un
jugement éclairé quant à ces effets;
b) d'inciter ces autorités à favoriser un
développement durable propice à la
salubrité de l'environnement et à la santé
de l'économie;
b.1) de faire en sorte que les autorités
responsables s'acquittent de leurs
obligations afin d'éviter tout double emploi

assessment process;
(c) to ensure that projects that are to be carried
out in Canada or on federal lands do not cause
significant adverse environmental effects
outside the jurisdictions in which the projects
are carried out; and
(d) to ensure that there be an opportunity for
public participation in the environmental
assessment process.
12.(1) Where there are two or more
responsible authorities in relation to a project,
they shall together determine the manner in
which to perform their duties and functions
under this Act and the regulations.
(2) In the case of a disagreement, the Agency
may advise responsible authorities and other
federal authorities with respect to their
powers, duties and functions under this Act
and the manner in which those powers, duties
and functions may be determined and
allocated among them.

dans le processus d'évaluation
environnementale;
c) de faire en sorte que les éventuels effets
environnementaux négatifs importants des
projets devant être réalisés dans les limites
du Canada ou du territoire domanial ne
débordent pas ces limites;
d) de veiller à ce que le public ait la
possibilité de participer au processus
d'évaluation environnementale.
12. (1) Dans le cas où plusieurs autorités
responsables sont chargées d'un même
projet, elles décident conjointement de la
façon de remplir les obligations qui leur
incombent aux termes de la présente loi et
des règlements.
(2) En cas de différend, l'Agence peut
conseiller les autorités responsables et les
autres autorités fédérales sur leurs
obligations communes et sur la façon de
les remplir conjointement.

(3) Every federal authority that is in
possession of specialist or expert information
or knowledge with respect to a project shall,
on request, make available that information or
knowledge to the responsible authority or to a
mediator or a review panel.

(3) Il incombe à l'autorité fédérale pourvue
des connaissances voulues touchant un
projet de fournir, sur demande, les
renseignements pertinents à l'autorité
responsable ou à un médiateur ou à une
commission.

(4) Where a screening or comprehensive
study of a project is to be conducted and a
jurisdiction has a responsibility or an authority
to conduct an assessment of the environmental
effects of the project or any part thereof, the
responsible authority may cooperate with that
jurisdiction respecting the environmental
assessment of the project

(4) L'autorité responsable peut, dans le
cadre de l'examen préalable ou de l'étude
approfondie d'un projet, coopérer, pour
l'évaluation environnementale de celui-ci,
avec l'instance qui a la responsabilité ou le
pouvoir d'effectuer l'évaluation des effets
environnementaux de tout ou partie d'un
projet.

(5) In this section, "jurisdiction" means

(5) Dans le présent article, « _instance_ »
s'entend_:

(a) the government of a province;

a) du gouvernement d'une province;
(b) an agency or a body that is established
pursuant to the legislation of a province and
that has powers, duties or functions in relation

b) d'un organisme établi sous le régime
d'une loi provinciale ayant des attributions

to an assessment of the environmental effects
of a project;

relatives à l'évaluation des effets
environnementaux d'un projet;

(c) a body that is established pursuant to a
land claims agreement referred to in section
35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 and that has
powers, duties or functions in relation to an
assessment of the environmental effects of a
project; or

c) d'un organisme, constitué aux termes
d'un accord sur des revendications
territoriales visé à l'article 35 de la Loi
constitutionnelle de 1982, ayant des
attributions relatives à l'évaluation des
effets environnementaux d'un projet;

(d) a governing body that is established
pursuant to legislation that relates to the selfgovernment of Indians

d) d'un organisme dirigeant, constitué par
une loi relative à l'autonomie
gouvernementale des Indiens, ayant des
attributions relatives à l'évaluation des
effets environnementaux d'un projet.

and that has powers, duties or functions in
relation to an assessment of the environmental
effects of a project.
16. (1) Every screening or comprehensive
study of a project and every mediation or
assessment by a review panel shall include a
consideration of the following factors:
(a) the environmental effects of the project,
including the environmental effects of
malfunctions or accidents that may occur in
connection with the project and any
cumulative environmental effects that are
likely to result from the project in combination
with other projects or activities that have been
or will be carried out;
(b) the significance of the effects referred to in
paragraph (a);
(c) comments from the public that are received
in accordance with this Act and the
regulations;
(d) measures that are technically and
economically feasible and that would mitigate
any significant adverse environmental effects
of the project; and
(e) any other matter relevant to the screening,
comprehensive study, mediation or
assessment by a review panel, such as the
need for the project and alternatives to the
project, that the responsible authority or,

16. (1) L'examen préalable, l'étude
approfondie, la médiation ou l'examen par
une commission d'un projet portent
notamment sur les éléments suivants_:
a) les effets environnementaux du projet, y
compris ceux causés par les accidents ou
défaillances pouvant en résulter, et les
effets cumulatifs que sa réalisation,
combinée à l'existence d'autres ouvrages
ou à la réalisation d'autres projets ou
activités, est susceptible de causer à
l'environnement;
b) l'importance des effets visés à l'alinéa
a);
c) les observations du public à cet égard,
reçues conformément à la présente loi et
aux règlements;
d) les mesures d'atténuation réalisables, sur
les plans technique et économique, des
effets environnementaux importants du
projet;
e) tout autre élément utile à l'examen
préalable, à l'étude approfondie, à la
médiation ou à l'examen par une
commission, notamment la nécessité du
projet et ses solutions de rechange, -- dont
l'autorité responsable ou, sauf dans le cas
d'un examen préalable, le ministre, après

except in the case of a screening, the Minister
after consulting with the responsible authority,
may require to be considered.
(2) In addition to the factors set out in
subsection (1), every comprehensive study of
a project and every mediation or assessment
by a review panel shall include a
consideration of the following factors:

consultation de celle-ci, peut exiger la
prise en compte.
(2) L'étude approfondie d'un projet et
l'évaluation environnementale qui fait
l'objet d'une médiation ou d'un examen
par une commission portent également sur
les éléments suivants_:
a) les raisons d'être du projet;

(a) the purpose of the project;
(b) alternative means of carrying out the
project that are technically and economically
feasible and the environmental effects of any
such alternative means;
(c) the need for, and the requirements of, any
follow-up program in respect of the project;
and
(d) the capacity of renewable resources that
are likely to be significantly affected by the
project to meet the needs of the present and
those of the future.
(3) The scope of the factors to be taken into
consideration pursuant to paragraphs (1)(a),
(b) and (d) and (2)(b), (c) and (d) shall be
determined
(a) by the responsible authority; or
(b) where a project is referred to a mediator or
a review panel, by the Minister, after
consulting the responsible authority, When
fixing the terms of reference of the mediation
or review panel.
(4) An environmental assessment of a project
is not required to include a consideration of
the environmental effects that could result
from carrying out the project in response to a
national emergency for which special
temporary measures are taken under the
Emergencies Act.
17. (1) A responsible authority may delegate
to any person, body or jurisdiction within the

b) les solutions de rechange réalisables sur
les plans technique et économique, et leurs
effets environnementaux;
c) la nécessité d'un programme de suivi du
projet, ainsi que ses modalités;
d) la capacité des ressources
renouvelables, risquant d'être touchées de
façon importante par le projet, de répondre
aux besoins du présent et à ceux des
générations futures.
(3) L'évaluation de la portée des éléments
visés aux alinéas (1)a), b) et d) et (2)b), c)
et d) incombe_:
a) à l'autorité responsable;
b) au ministre, après consultation de
l'autorité responsable, lors de la
détermination du mandat du médiateur ou
de la commission d'examen.
(4) L'évaluation environnementale d'un
projet n'a pas à porter sur les effets
environnementaux que sa réalisation peut
entraîner en réaction à des situations de
crise nationale pour lesquelles des mesures
d'intervention sont prises aux termes de la
Loi sur les mesures d'urgence.
17. (1) L'autorité responsable d'un projet
peut déléguer à un organisme, une
personne ou une instance, au sens du
paragraphe 12(5), l'exécution de l'examen
préalable ou de l'étude approfondie, ainsi
que les rapports correspondants, et la

meaning of subsection 12(5) any part of the
screening or comprehensive study of a project
or the preparation of the screening report or
comprehensive study report, and may delegate
any part of the design and implementation of a
follow-up program, but shall not delegate the
duty to take a course of action pursuant to
subsection 20(1) or 37(1).

conception et la mise en oeuvre d'un
programme de suivi, à l'exclusion de toute
prise de décision aux termes du
paragraphe 20(1) ou 37(1).

(i) the project is not likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects, or

(i) n'est pas susceptible d'entraîner des
effets environnementaux négatifs
importants,

(2) Il est entendu que l'autorité responsable
qui a délégué l'exécution de l'examen ou
de l'étude ainsi que l'établissement des
rapports en vertu du paragraphe (1) ne
(2) For greater certainty, a responsible
peut prendre une décision aux termes du
authority shall not take a course of action
paragraphe 20(1) ou 37(1) que si elle est
pursuant to subsection 20(1) or 37(1) unless it convaincue que les attributions déléguées
is satisfied that any duty or function delegated ont été exercées conformément à la
pursuant to subsection (1) has been carried out présente loi et à ses règlements.
in accordance with this Act and the
23. Après avoir pris en compte le rapport
regulations.
d'étude approfondie et les observations qui
23. The Minister shall take one of the
ont été présentées en vertu du paragraphe
following courses of action in respect of a
22(2), le ministre_:
project after taking into consideration the
a) renvoie le projet à l'autorité responsable
comprehensive study report and any
pour une décision aux termes de l'article
comments filed pursuant to subsection 22(2):
37, si sous réserve du sous-alinéa b)(iii) et
(a) subject to subparagraph (b)(iii), where,
compte tenu de l'application des mesures
taking into account the implementation of any d'atténuation indiquées, la réalisation du
appropriate mitigation measures,
projet, selon le cas_:

(ii) the project is likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects that cannot be
justified in the circumstances, the Minister
shall refer the project back to the responsible
authority for action to be taken under section
37; or
(b) where,
(i) it is uncertain whether the project, taking
into account the implementation of any
appropriate mitigation measures, is likely to
cause significant adverse environmental
effects,
(ii) the project, taking into account the
implementation of any appropriate mitigation
measures, is likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects and subparagraph (a)(ii)

(ii) est susceptible d'entraîner des effets
environnementaux négatifs importants qui
ne peuvent être justifiés dans les
circonstances;
b) fait procéder à une médiation ou à un
examen par une commission
conformément à l'article 29 dans chacun
des cas suivants_:
(i) il n'est pas clair, compte tenu de
l'application des mesures d'atténuation
indiquées, que le projet soit susceptible
d'entraîner des effets environnementaux
négatifs importants,
(ii) que la réalisation du projet, compte
tenu de l'application des mesures

does not apply, or
(iii) public concerns warrant a reference to a
mediator or a review panel,
the Minister shall refer the project to a
mediator or a review panel in accordance with
section 29.
37. (1) Subject to subsection (1.1), the
responsible authority shall take one of the
following courses of action in respect of a
project after taking into consideration the
report submitted by a mediator or a review
panel or, in the case of a project referred back
to the responsible authority pursuant to
paragraph 23(a), the comprehensive study
report:
(a) where, taking into account the
implementation of any mitigation measures
that the responsible authority considers
appropriate,
(i) the project is not likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects, or
(ii) the project is likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects that can be
justified in the circumstances,
the responsible authority may exercise any
power or perform any duty or function that
would permit the project to be carried out in
whole or in part and shall ensure that those
mitigation measures are implemented; or
(b) where, taking into account the
implementation of any mitigation measures
that the responsible authority considers
appropriate, the project is likely to cause
significant adverse environmental effects that
cannot be justified in the circumstances, the
responsible authority shall not exercise any
power or perform any duty or function
conferred on it by or under any Act of
Parliament that would permit the project to be
carried out in whole or in part.

d'atténuation indiquées, est susceptible
d'entraîner des effets environnementaux
négatifs importants et que le sous-alinéa a)
(ii) ne s'applique pas,
(iii) les préoccupations du public le
justifient.
37. (1) Sous réserve du paragraphe (1.1),
l'autorité responsable, après avoir pris en
compte le rapport du médiateur ou de la
commission ou si le ministre, à la suite du
rapport d'étude approfondie, lui demande
de prendre une décision aux termes de
l'alinéa 23a), prend l'une des décisions
suivantes_:
a) si, compte tenu de l'application des
mesures d'atténuation qu'elle estime
indiquées, la réalisation du projet n'est pas
susceptible d'entraîner des effets
environnementaux négatifs importants ou
est susceptible d'en entraîner qui sont
justifiables dans les circonstances, exercer
ses attributions afin de permettre la mise
en oeuvre totale ou partielle du projet et
veiller à l'application de ces mesures
d'atténuation;
b) si, compte tenu de l'application des
mesures d'atténuation qu'elle estime
indiquées, la réalisation du projet est
susceptible d'entraîner des effets
environnementaux qui ne sont pas
justifiables dans les circonstances, ne pas
exercer les attributions qui lui sont
conférées sous le régime d'une loi fédérale
et qui pourraient permettre la mise en
oeuvre du projet en tout ou en partie.
(1.1) Une fois pris en compte le rapport du
médiateur ou de la commission, l'autorité
responsable est tenue d'y donner suite
avec l'agrément du gouverneur en conseil,
qui peut demander des précisions sur l'une
ou l'autre de ses conclusions; l'autorité
responsable prend alors la décision visée
au titre du paragraphe (1)conformément à

(1.1) Where a report is submitted by a
mediator or review panel,
(a) the responsible authority shall take into
consideration the report and, with the
approval of the Governor in Council, respond
to the report;
(b) the Governor in Council may, for the
purpose of giving the approval referred to in
paragraph (a), require the mediator or review
panel to clarify any of the recommendations
set out in the report; and
(c) the responsible authority shall take a
course of action under subsection (1) that is in
conformity with the approval of the Governor
in Council referred to in paragraph (a).
(2) Where a responsible authority takes a
course of action referred to in paragraph (1)
(a), it shall, notwithstanding any other Act of
Parliament, in the exercise of its powers or the
performance of its duties or functions under
that other Act or any regulation made
thereunder or in any other manner that the
responsible authority considers necessary,
ensure that any mitigation measures referred
to in that paragraph in respect of the project
are implemented.
(3) Where the responsible authority takes a
course of action referred to in paragraph (1)(b)
in relation to a project,
(a) the responsible authority shall file a notice
of that course of action in the public registry
established in respect of the project pursuant
to section 55; and
(b) notwithstanding any other Act of
Parliament, no power, duty or function
conferred by or under that Act or any
regulation made thereunder shall be exercised
or performed that would permit that project to
be carried out in whole or in part.
38. (1) Where a responsible authority takes a
course of action pursuant to paragraph 20(1)

l'agrément.
(2) L'autorité responsable qui prend la
décision visée à l'alinéa (1)a) veille,
malgré toute autre loi fédérale, lors de
l'exercice des attributions qui lui sont
conférées sous le régime de cette loi ou de
ses règlements ou selon les autres
modalités qu'elle estime indiquées, à
l'application des mesures d'atténuation
visées à cet alinéa.
(3) L'autorité responsable qui prend la
décision visée à l'alinéa (1)b) à l'égard
d'un projet fait consigner un avis de sa
décision au registre public tenu aux termes
de l'article 55 pour le projet, et, malgré
toute autre disposition d'une loi fédérale,
aucune attribution conférée sous le régime
de cette loi ou de ses règlements ne peut
être exercée de façon qui pourrait
permettre la mise en oeuvre du projet en
tout ou en partie.
38. (1) L'autorité responsable qui décide
de la mise en oeuvre conformément aux
alinéas 20(1)a) ou 37(1)a) élabore,
conformément aux règlements pris à cette
fin, tout programme de suivi qu'elle estime
indiqué et veille à son application.

(a) or 37(1)(a), it shall, in accordance with any
regulations made for that purpose, design any
follow-up program that it considers
appropriate for the project and arrange for the
implementation of that program.

[129]
As noted at the outset, the Applicants are public interest groups who seek standing
to bring these applications. The arguments raised by Suncor and adopted by the Respondent
Ministers have been outlined above. The Applicants, generally, take the position that they
meet all the criteria of the tests set out by the Supreme Court of Canada in Canadian Council
of Churches, supra and should be granted standing in this matter.
[130]
The Supreme Court of Canada, in Canadian Council of Churches v. Canada,
supra, set out a three part test for the award of public interest standing. The test provides that
an applicant must establish:
(a) there is a serious issue raised;

(b) the applicant has a genuine issue in the matter; and
(c) there is no other reasonable and effective way to bring the matter before the Court.
[131]
The Respondents have focused on the involvement of ERC and TW as members of
OSEC in the proceedings before the AEUB and the execution of an agreement by OSEC
which indicated that it had no objection to the Project proceeding in light of the Memorandum
of Understanding signed with Suncor. As well, the Respondents rely on the submission that,
through OSEC, the Applicants ERC and TW raised all objections before the AEUB which
they are now raising in the present application.
[132]
I acknowledge that there is an apparent overlap between these arguments submitted
by the Applicants in the present proceedings and those raised before the AEUB.

[133]
The Respondents do not seriously argue the lack of a serious issue, and their
attention is focused on the remaining two parts of the test set out by the Supreme Court of
Canada in Canadian Council of Churches, supra. Notwithstanding the participation of ERC
and TW before the AEUB, through their participation in OSEC, I am satisified that the
Applicants could not fully challenge the legality of the decisions of the MOE and the MFO in
the hearings before the AEUB. That Board was primarily concerned with the application of
provincial legislation to the Project, not with the manner in which the federal ministers
discharged their duties. That limitation is unchanged by the participation of representatives of
the federal departments of Environment and Fisheries and Oceans in the hearings before the
AEUB.

[134]
I am satisfied that the arguments raised by Suncor in relation to PARC are
insufficient to deny public interest standing to this Applicant. Although PARC was not
involved in the proceedings before the AEUB, as noted above, that was not the best forum to
challenge a decision made by the federal authorities, that is the Respondent Ministers.
[135]
In my opinion, the Applicants have satisfied the second and third requirements of
the test for standing. They are challenging the legality of the decisions made by the
Respondent Ministers and this is the appropriate forum for such challenge.
[136]
The within applications challenge ministerial decisions. The framework for judicial
review of a ministerial decision was described by Justice Strayer in Vancouver Island Peace
Society et al v. Canada (Minister of National Defence) et al, reflex, [1992] 3 F.C. 42 at page
48:
In determining whether an official or agency has acted in accordance with the law in reaching
the decision in question, the Court can consider whether the official or agency has correctly
interpreted the law and whether the decision has been taken on the basis of facts and reasons
relevant to the purpose for which the authority was granted to make such a decision. But
within that permissible range, the original decision-maker has a right to make a decision
which the Court cannot reverse even if it per chance does not agree with such decision.
[137]

Further in that decision Justice Strayer said at page 48:

...I agree with McKay J., that the Court is entitled on judicial review to see if the Minister
acted in good faith and took into account relevant considerations. Unless the Court is satisfied
that the decision was made on completely irrelevant factors it cannot quash a decision. It is not
for the Court to substitute its own assessment of the weight and nature of public concern and
determine that a public review is or is not "desirable".
[138]
The real issue here is the decision made by the MOE made pursuant to section 23 of
the CEAA. To the extent that that decision is based upon the interpretation of the legislation,
it is reviewable on a standard for correctness. See Friends of the West Country Association,
supra, (T.D.) at page 172 where the court said:
To the extent that the substantive issues before me are questions of law, whether as to
jurisdiction or as to interpretation of statutory authority, the standard of review that I will
apply is correctness. To the extent that they relate to the exercise of discretion by the
responsible authority, the standard of review that I will apply is that of reasonableness.
[139]
The disposition of these applications requires consideration of both standards of
review.
[140]
I first turn to the argument raised by the Applicants concerning the alleged error in
law committed by the MOE in her interpretation of the CEAA. The Applicants base this
argument upon an alleged misinterpretation of section 4 of the CEAA. In my opinion, this
argument cannot succeed.

[141]
Section 4 imposes no duties on the MOE nor does it state how she is to discharge
her duties under the Act. It is a statement of general principle. The MOE does not breach this
section and the submissions alleging an error of law in relation to section 4 are without
foundation.

[142]
It is argued that the MOE erred in law by accepting the CSR when it failed to meet
the statutory requirements. Again, assessment of the CSR requires consideration of both the
issue of statutory interpretation and the exercise of discretion. The CSR is to be conducted in
accordance with section 16 of the CEAA. The Federal Court of Appeal in Friends of the
West Country Association v. Canada (Minister of Fisheries and Oceans) et al, supra, stated
that section 16(1) imposed mandatory obligations upon an RA in the preparation of a CSR.
Justice Rothstein commented on this point as follows at page 280:
Again, it is necessary to focus on the question of statutory interpretation. Subsection 16(1) is
indeed mandatory. It requires consideration of the factors enumerated in paragraphs 16(1)(a)
to (f). In particular, paragraph 16(1)(a) states that the environmental assessment shall consider
the environmental effects of the project as scoped and "any cumulative environmental effects
that are likely to result from the [scoped] project in combination with other projects or
activities that have been or will be carried out." However, the scope of the factors to be taken
into consideration pursuant to paragraph 16(1)(a) is to be determined by the responsible
authority under subsection 16(3). This scoping is a discretionary decision on the part of the
responsible authority.
The process involves two aspects. The first is for the responsible authority to consider the
applicability of all of the factors in paragraphs 16(1)(a) to (f) to the project being assessed.
The use of the word "shall" in subsection 16(1) indicates that some consideration of each
factor is mandatory. Under paragraph 16(1)(a), the relevant factor is the environmental effect
of the project which includes, inter alia, cumulative environmental effects. This requires the
responsible authority to consider environmental effects that are likely to result from the
projects scoped under subsection 15(1), in combination with other projects or activities that
have been or will be carried out.

[143]
It is accepted that the scoping of the project is a matter to be determined in the
discretion of the RA; see Friends of the West Country Association, supra, at page 28. The
scoping is the first step in the assessment; the second step is to consider the cumulative
environmental effects, including any mitigation measures and to make a determination about
the significance of the environmental effects.
[144]
It seems reasonable that the decision of the MOE to act under either section 23(a) or
(b) is also a discretionary decision within her authority. Insofar as the Applicants' challenge
that decision, I dismiss the argument. As long as the MOE has determined that the CSR meets
the statutory requirements, she is at liberty to exercise her discretion under section 23.
[145]
The assessment of significance in relation to environmental effects is a particular
process involving the judgment and skill of those employees of the RA engaged in carrying

out that assessment. As such, it too is a discretionary decision. In Alberta Wilderness
Association v. Express Pipelines, supra, Mr. Justice Hugessen, speaking for the court, said as
follows at page 181.
...No information about the probable future effects of a project can ever be complete or
exclude all possible future outcomes. The appreciation of the adequacy of such evidence is a
matter properly left to the judgment of the panel which may be expected to have as this one in
fact did, a high degree of expertise and environmental matters. In addition, the principle
criteria set by the statute is the "significance" of the environmental effects of the project: that is
not a fixed or wholly objective standard and contains a large measure of opinion and
judgment.

[146]
In its decision in Inverhuron, supra, the Federal Court of Appeal stated that the
standard of review applicable to discretionary decisions of the MOE is reasonableness
simpliciter. To the extent that the present decision involves the exercise of discretion by the
MOE, it is reviewable on that standard. If the challenge in these applications was restricted to
the assessment of the scope of the Project or the significance of the cumulative environmental
effects, the applications would be disposed of upon the basis of reasonableness simpliciter.
[147]
However, there are other issues to be addressed. In particular, the Applicants argue
that the CSR does not comply with section 16 of the CEAA because the significance of
environmental effects was assessed upon the basis of the Alberta regulatory process and
regulatory initiatives, particularly the RSDS, which were relied on by the authors of the CSR
to reduce significant adverse environmental effects to the level of insignificant.
[148]
The certified record in these proceedings contains a decision by the MOE, in an
abbreviated form. The text of the decision disclosed on the record does not provide her
reasons for that decision because the MOE had invoked Cabinet confidence pursuant to the
Canada Evidence Act, supra. No challenge was taken as to the sufficiency of the certificate of
the Clerk of the Privy Council filed in relation to that invocation of privilege and no
submissions were made by any party as to the effect of the claim for Cabinet confidence. In
the result, the specific reasons for the decision of the MOE are not apparent on the record.
[149]
The only basis for the decision of the MOE which is disclosed is that she reviewed
and considered the CSR and the public comments. The conclusions of the CSR specifically
refer to the Alberta process and the RSDS as constituting mitigation measures.
[150]
All parties proceeded on the basis that the MOE did take the RSDS into account in
making her decision and did accept it as constituting mitigation measures. Since the CEAA
requires the MOE to take the CSR into account and since section 16 of that act requires the
RA to consider mitigation measures in preparing the CSR, the question becomes whether
reliance by the MOE upon the RSDS is a correct interpretation of the requirements of section
16 or alternatively, a reasonable decision made in the exercise of her discretion.
[151]
I have earlier referred to the definition of "mitigation" provided in the CEAA.
Likewise, I have referred to the decision of the Federal Court of Appeal in Inverhuron, supra,
where the court confirmed that it is improper for a reviewing court to question the scientific

information upon which the MOE relies in making a decision pursuant to section 23. I refer to
paragraph 48 of that decision where the court said:
In my opinion, it is not for this Court to delve into the scientific complexities associated with
determining the validity of the appellant's factual assertions. To do so would be contrary to the
long-accepted principle discussed by my colleague Strayer J. in Vancouver Island Peace
Society:
It is not the role of the Court in these proceedings to become an academy of science to
arbitrate conflicting scientific predictions ... Whether society would be well served by the
Court performing either of these roles, which I gravely doubt, they are not the roles conferred
upon it in the exercise of judicial review under section 18 of the Federal Court Act.

[152]
However, the concern in the present case is not with the choice of science but
whether the MOE correctly interpreted her duties under the CEAA.
[153]
The public comments, listed in Appendix B, received after circulation of the CSR
express many concerns and reservations about the significance of environmental effects,
including cumulative environmental effects. Particularly, I note that one of the submissions
before the MOE was a letter from Environment Canada, environmental protection and prairie
and northern regions, dated December 17, 1998. That letter expressed the following opinion:
...As stated in our reply to your letter of December 11, 1998, Environment Canada is
supportive of the Alberta Strategy to address the cumulative effects of the regional
development, as proposed. We are concerned, however, that the Minister may lack the
flexibility within the current legislation to consider the Alberta Strategy as a mechanism
to respond to the uncertainties associated with cumulative effects. The briefing package
will have to make it clear that should Alberta fail to deliver on the strategy, the Minister
does not have any legislative authority to deal with that eventuality. She can only apply
acquired knowledge to future projects. [emphasis added]
Respondent Ministers' Application Record, T-274-99, page 672

[154]
In my opinion, this opinion highlights the problem with reliance by the MOE upon
RSDS, as a mitigation measure, when making her decision. She has no legislative control
over that process in the event of its abandonment. In my view, reliance by the MOE upon
provincial regulatory powers and initiatives, including the RSDS and industry based
initiatives including the CEEMI, which are beyond enforcement or control by the federal
authorities, amounts to a misinterpretation of her duty to consider mitigation factors when she
reviewed the CSR. She erred in her interpretation of the Act.
[155]
However, if I am in error in this conclusion, I will also consider her decision as an
exercise of ministerial discretion. Viewed from that perspective, the question is whether the
decision is reasonable.

[156]
I am not satisfied that reliance upon processes over which she has no control
constitutes a reasonable exercise of authority or discretion.
[157]
Reliance by the MOE on the RSDS as a mitigation measure cannot be characterized
as a discretionary decision over the choice of science to be relied on in the preparation of the
CSR. While the record contains references to RSDS as being an example of the science of
adaptive management, the fact remains that this is a process over which the MOE has no
control and in which she participates only as a voluntary stakeholder, together with
representatives from other federal departments. Although section 12 of the CEAA specifically
recognizes reliance by federal authorities upon actions taken in the provincial sphere for some
purposes, there is nothing in that section or elsewhere which allows the MOE or any federal
RA to discharge their respective obligations by voluntary participation in provincial regulatory
processes and initiatives.

[158]
I turn now to the decision of the MFO in issuing the authorizations dated August
17, 1999 and December 21, 1999. In my opinion, the MFO compounded the error of law
committed by the MOE when he authorized the issuance of these authorizations. Section 17
of the CEAA imposes a non-delegable duty upon the RA to his taking a "course of action
pursuant to section 20(1) or 37(1). Section 37(1) allows the RA to make a decision once the
MOE has referred a project back to it, pursuant to section 23(a). Section 37(1)(a) further
provides that the RA is to take into account the implementation of mitigation measures when
exercising any power to allow a project to proceed. In this case, I interpret this to encompass
the issuance of the authorizations by the RA. In my opinion, the combined effect of these
sections is that the RA has a non-delegable statutory duty to ensure the implementation of
mitigation measures.
[159]
There is nothing on the record to show that he did so. On the contrary, the record
shows that he relied upon the mitigation measures proposed and in place for Alberta. In my
opinion, this reliance was misplaced and the MFO acted unreasonably in issuing the
authorizations.
[160]
Finally, I turn to the question of relief. The Respondent Ministers have argued that if
the Applicants are successful, then the relief sought should not necessarily be granted. They
say that the relief sought is discretionary and in any event, there is little utility in granting the
relief sought.

[161]
In this case, counsel for Suncor advised during the hearing that the work authorized
by the two authorizations had been carried out by the time these applications were heard. No
affidavit in that regard was filed. It seems that a similar situation occurred in the case of
Friends of the Old Man River, supra. In its disposition of the matter the Supreme Court of
Canada upheld the decision of the Federal Court of Appeal, allowing the application for
judicial review, but withheld an order of mandamus since the work in issue had been
completed.
[162]

That appears to be an appropriate resolution in the present case. It would be

pointless to make an order in the nature of prohibition. The Applicants did not seek injunctive
relief in relation to these applications. This omission is consistent with the position taken by
ERC and TW, through OSCC before the AEUB, that it was not opposed to the Project, and
is equally consistent with the challenge by the Applicants to the legality of the decisions in
issue.
[163]
I see no benefit in making an order to quash the decision of the MOE since no
useful purpose would be served by doing so. However, I am prepared to issue a declaration
that her decision was wrong in law, in view of my findings that she misinterpreted the
provisions of the CEAA when she accepted the CSR and its recommendations concerning
mitigation measures.
[164]
I take a similar view of the relief sought in relation to the MFO. There is no benefit
to quash the authorizations since the work authorized has been carried out. I am prepared to
make a declaration that his decisions also were unreasonable and if there was any purpose in
doing so, should be set aside.
[165]
I also declare that should the need arise, the Respondent Ministers should take steps
to adhere to their duties as provided in the CEAA.
[166]
The final issue remaining is costs. In light of my disposition of the applications and
noting the choice of the Applicants not to pursue injunctive relief in relation to these matters,
costs are reserved for further submissions by the parties.
[167]
The applications for judicial review are allowed and the question of costs is
reserved.
"E. Heneghan"
J.F.C.C.
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Supreme Court of British Columbia
Henson v. British Columbia (Agricultural Land Commission)
Date: 1981-07-13
D. R. Wilson, for petitioner.

(Victoria No. 81/859)
[1]

13th July 1981. RUTTAN J.:— The petitioner has applied to this court under the

Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 209, for review of a decision of the
British Columbia Agricultural Land Commission given on 18th May 1979, refusing the
petitioner's application to have his land, described as lot 1, sections 92 and 94, Esquimalt
district, plan 15478, excluded from the Agricultural Land Reserve because the commission
found such land does have capability for agricultural use.
[2]

In the petitioner's submission, his land could lawfully be put in or kept in an

agricultural land reserve only if there has been a finding that the land is suitable for use for
bona fide farm purposes, and such finding is a condition precedent of land going into or
remaining: see Agricultural Land Commission Act, 1973 (B.C.), c. 46 [title am. 1977, c. 73,
s. 1; now R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 10] ss. 1 [am. 1977, c, 73, s. 2] and 8(1).
[3]

The petitioner submitted that there had never been such finding. The commission

has consistently failed to apply that test, and has enquired only as to the agricultural
capability of the petitioner's land.
[4]

Since there has never been a finding that the petitioner's land is suitable for use for

bona fide farm purposes, the petitioner claims the decision of the commission constitutes
an error on the face of the record and pursuant to s. 3 of the Judicial Review Procedure
Act, the court should provide relief in the nature of certiorari and quash the order made by
the commission.
[5]

Counsel for the petitioner goes further to say that I have the power to make the

order the board should have made, excluding the land from the agricultural reserve.
[6]

I agree that under s. 2 of the Judicial Review Procedure Act I may grant relief in the

nature of certiorari in the present case if I find there has been an error in law on the face of
the record. However, I do not agree that power goes beyond quashing the order made by
the commission. The commission was sitting to entertain an application to remove from the
land bank property that had already been designated under the land reserve in 1973. In
quashing that order I can direct them to reconsider their decision pursuant to any
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C. A. Lace, for respondent Minister of Agriculture.

instructions or directions I may give them. By quashing the order I am merely directing
them to exercise their jurisdiction in reconsidering their decision. But I cannot make any
order which I think they should have made. The land is still within the reserve, and the
board can reconsider the matter, in view of any comments that I may make as to the error

[7]

I turn, therefore, to consider whether or not the board, in giving its decision, has

made an error in law.
[8]

In handing down its decision on 18th May 1979, the board said, in its letter to Mr,

Henson:
Pursuant to Section 9(3) of the Agricultural Land Commission Act, the Commission,
by Resolution #11270/79 refused your application for exclusion as submitted on the
grounds that the property does have capability for agricultural use.
However, in recognition of the existing industrial use on a portion of the parcel, the
Commission has allowed the exclusion of approximately 3 acres of the property as
outlined in red on the plan attached hereto and in accordance with Section 9(11) of
the Act, the aforementioned 3 acre area is excluded from the Agricultural Land
Reserve Plan of the Capital Regional District. (The italics are mine).
[9]

The objects and purposes of the statute are set forth in s. 7(a) and (b) [s, 7 re-en.

1977, c. 73, s. 5] in these words:
7. It is the object of the commission to
(a) preserve agricultural land,
(b) encourage the establishment, maintenance and preservation of farms, and
encourage uses of land in an agricultural land reserve compatible with agricultural
purposes,…
[10]

Pursuant thereto agricultural land is defined in s. 8(1) in these words:
8. (1) For the purposes of section 7, the commission may, subject to this section, with
the prior approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, designate land, including
Crown land, that is suitable for farm use, as agricultural land, and, upon being so
designated, the agricultural land is established as an agricultural land reserve and
shall be subject to this Act and the regulations.

[11]

Then, by referring to s. 1, the interpretation clause, I find that " 'agricultural land'

means land designated under section 8", and further down "farm use" is defined as "an
occupation or use of land for bona fide farm purposes …"
[12]

Relying upon these sections of the Act, counsel for the petitioner submits that this

means only land suitable for. bona fide farm purposes may be put or kept within the
agricultural land reserve. He goes on to say that the second test must be whether the land
would be economically viable in farm use.
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involved, and giving both parties the opportunity to make further representations.

[13]

The decision given by the board on 18th May 1979 makes no reference to "farm

use", and therefore counsel submits that since it has never been a finding that the
petitioner's land is suitable for use for bona fide farm purposes, it cannot lawfully be in the
land reserve. He submits that whether land is capable of growing a marginal range of

for use for bona fide farm purposes.
[14]

But counsel ignores the fact that this land has already been classed as agricultural

land and put in the land reserve for that purpose. In their letter to counsel dated 28th April
1980 the board notes:
In reference to the specific property in question, on searching our records we have
determined that the property in question was included within the proposed
Agricultural Land Reserve as recommended by the Capital Regional District Bylaw
No. 150 adopted November 2, 1973, and the proposed Agricultural Land Reserve
boundaries in this particular area of the regional district remained unchanged through
the review process. The land was designated as Agricultural Land Reserve pursuant
to subsection 1 of Section 8 of the Agricultural Land Commission Act. (The italics are
mine).
[15]

Thus the land has already been classed as agricultural land, and, under s. 8(1),

suitable for farm use. Reference on 18th May 1980, to the land having "agricultural
capabilities" does not detract from the finding that the land is already agricultural land.
[16]

Therefore, the reference to the agricultural capabilities of the land does not detract

from its existing status as agricultural land under the terms of the Act and so found in the
statute.
[17]

The commission has not, therefore, erred in law and that is sufficient to dispose of

this application.
[18]

The commission may have erred in fact in classifying this as agricultural land

initially. There the remedy of the petitioner was by way of the appellate proceedings set
forth in the statute, which I believe he has already exercised, and for which there is no
jurisdiction in this court.
[19]

I feel, however, that in courtesy to counsel's argument I should add that, in any

event, I do not agree with his submission that the classification of land as having capability
for agricultural uses has no place in the scheme of land reservation as set forth in ss. 7
and 8 [am. 1977, c. 73, s. 6] of the Act.
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crops, i.e., being "agriculturally capable", is not the same as whether the land is suitable

[20]

Regard must be had to the letter dated 20th April 1980, where the commission

explained the process whereby the land was originally designated as agricultural land
reserve, and attached two information sheets.
The first sheet entitled "Establishment of AL General" describes the process which

was followed by the 28 regional districts of the province, specifically assisting them in the
make-up of A.L.R, maps by using Canada land inventory data which classes all land in
seven categories, in descending order of capability, i.e., all class 1-4 land is included in
agricultural land reserve, if not already developed irreversibly as residential or industrial
land. Grades 5 and 6 are of low capability, but are included if such land can be effectively
utilized for agriculture in conjunction with class 1-4 land. Class 7, which is classed as nonagricultural land, is still included where the exclusion of small areas of such land might
allow undesirable intrusion of incompatible uses into the agricultural community.
[22]

Moreover, land included in an agricultural reserve is not required to be used only for

"farm use". The second information sheet, i.e., that headed "Criteria for Designation of
Agricultural Land Reserves" included in agricultural land reserve land that is compatible —
that is to say, reversible — but is presently used as parks, for ecological reserves, for
wildlife and waterfowl refuges, guest ranches, golf courses, small airports, etc.
[23]

Other outright land uses are permitted which are in no way related to farming: see

British Columbia Reg. 93/75, O I.C. 420.
B. LAND USE
(d) The harvesting of trees and the carrying out of all silvicultural practices.
(e) Ecological reserves and public parks …
(f) A reserve or area of land designated or required for animals or birds …
(g) Fish farms.
(h) Golf courses.
(i) Minor highway development, etc.
[24]

In addition the same Order-in-Council provided for certain conditional uses for

agricultural land that is contained in the reserve, and
… where in the opinion of the Commission, the proposed use and manner of
development thereof does not materially reduce the future agricultural potential of the
land or where in the opinion of the Commission the proposed use is in the public
interest.
[25]

For the above reasons, as I have already indicated, the commission has not erred

in dismissing the petitioner's application. This petition is dismissed with costs.
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[21]
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Petition dismissed.

